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NOTES 

The transliteration of Arabic and Persian names is done according 

to the romanization system adopted by the Library of' Congress. Most 

Turkish names are rendered in their common form with the exception of' 

substituting "j" for the Turkish "c". 

Frequently, two dates separated by an oblique stroke appear in 

this work. The first date refers to the Hi iri calendar and the second 

to the Gregorian. 

Ithna casharl, Imami or Twel~er Sbicism are used interchangeably. 

Likewise, Sunnr and Shier are used for Sunnite and Sbrcite, 

respectively . 
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IRTROOOCTION 

In 907/1501, Shah Ism~crl (907-30/1501-24) succeeded in defeating 

Alvand Mirza, one of the Aq Qoyunlu petty rulers, whereupon he entered 

the captial city of Tabr~z to declare the birth of the ~afavid 

dynasty, whose members were destined to rule Iran for over two 

centuries (907-1148/1501-1736), and to establish Ithna CasharY Sh'icism 

as the state religion. This event would deeply alter the geopolitical 

pattern of the entire Middle East by creating a rift between Iran and 

its Sunrii Muslim neighbors. 

The founding of' the !?afavid dynasty constituted a unique 

phenomenon. Prior to 907/1501, the ~af'avids had been known as the 

leaders of' the eponymous ~Ufi order which bad been founded by Shaykh 

~af'Y al-Din I~aq (650-735/1252-1334) at ArdabYl, in the af'termath of' 

the Mongol conquest of' Iran. Thereaf'ter. the original !?af'avid ~uf'i 

order developed into an important political f'orce which later 

succeeded in its bid f'or supreme power in Iran, a metamorphosis which 

was completed by Shah Ismacil who came to hold the f'unctions of' 

spritual leader of' the ~Uf'I order as well as the temporal powers of a 

dynast. Moreover, the establishment of' Twelver Shicism as the 

of'f'icial religion in Iran constituted the final outcome of' a process 

that the original ~afavid ~uf'i order had undergone. At its inception, 

the ~un: order at Ardabil belonged to the general framework of' Sunril 

Islam. By the time it was transf'ormed into a ruling institution, its 
~ 

leaders had become strong advocates of Shicism. The roots of this 

double metamorphosis of' the ~af'avid ~ufi order can be traced back to 

the events which raked western Asia in the f'if'teenth century. Timur's 



(771-807/1370-1405) campaigns which stretched f'rom Transoxania to 

Iran, as well as to Anatolia and Syria, f'ailed to build an enduring 

empire and resulted in the destabilization of the area. TrmGr's 

def'eat and capture of' the Ottoman Sultan Y~ld~rl.m Bayezid (791-

804/1389-1402) at Angora (modern Ankara) led to the revival of' the 

independent Turkoman princi.pali ties in the area, the leaders of' which 

had been resentf'ul. of' Ottoman power. In the af'termath of' the Timuri.an 

campaigns, the history of' Iran, Anatolia and northern Syria was 

characterized by the ascendancy of' the Turkomans who were eager either 

to af'f'irm their independence or to seek it through rebellions. 

In Iran, the Qara Qoyunlu and the Aq Qoyunlu Turkoman clans rose 

f'rom their respective tradi tiona! centers of' Lake Van and Diyar Bakr 

and built two rival dynasties. Later, the Aq Qoyunlu ruler Uzun ~san 

(857-82/1453-78) was able not only to eliminate his rivals the Qara 

Qoyunlus and become master of' all Iran, but also to plan for a 

"greater Iran" which· would include the Turkomans of' eastern Anatolia. 

However, he was unable to withstand the military superiority of' the 

Ottomans who, under the leadership of' Sultan Meh.med II (855-86/1451-

81), inflicted upon him a crushing def'eat which dissipated his 

grandiose plans. 

With the rise of' the ~avids, Shr 0 r Iran became surrounded by 

Sunn"I Muslim powers: to the northwest, the Ottomans; to the east, the 

Uzbeks; and to the west, the Mamluks.1 Of these three, the Ottomans 

1 Later, the Mughal empire in India, f'ounded in 932/1526, should 
be added. 
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and the Uzbeks were ~o become entangled separately in a series of 

bitter confrontations with the ~avids. The conflict which opposed 

the ~afavids to the Uzbeks was the result of their rivalry for the 

control of the province of Khur'l!san. The Ottoman-~avid conflict was 

also inevitable: the supporters of the ~favids, known as the 

qizilbash, belonged in their majority to the Turkoman tribes in 

Anatolia and were linked to Shah Isml!crl by strong spiritual ties 

--which were the legacy of prior ~avid propaganda in that area. As it 

will be demonstrated in the present work, Shah IsmaC:rl's ambitions 

were directed first toward Anatolia. The establishment of the ~avid 

dynasty in Iran was intrinsically a threat to the stability of the 

Anatolian provinces of the Ottoman empire, due to the Sa.favid 

leadership's inherent ability to use its inf.Luence among the 

population of these regions for the achievement of its political 

designs. Hence, it is no coincidence that the rise of the Safavids 

led immediately to a period of internal instability within Ottoman 

Anatolia, a fact which placed the then Ottoman Sultan Bayezid II (886-

918/1481-1512) on the defensive vis-A-vis this nascent neighboring 

dynasty. 

Only with the advent of the Ottoman Sultan Selim I (918-26/1512-

20) did a reversal of fortunes occur. Selim decided to deal with the 

problem of the restive Anatolian Turkomans, not as a purely internal 

question but rather to strike at its roots by planning an offensive 

against the ~av ids in Iran, a decision which resulted in Shah 

Ismac!.l's defeat on the battlefield of Ch!ldiran in Rajab 920/August 
4 

1514. Although this Ottoman victory was not followed by an effort to 

cause the downf'all of the SU'avids. it nevertheless placed the latter 
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on the defensive and caused a sharp decline in ~favid activities 

within Anatolia. 

Under Sultan Sulayman II (926-74/1520-66) Ottoman policy toward 

Iran consisted of geographically containing the SU'avids. This policy 

was dictated by the other challenges that this Ottoman Sultan was 

compelled to meet along the European borders of his empire. During 

this same period, Shah ~masp (930-84/1524-76) inherited the ~avid 

throne and adopted a less belligerent stand with regard to the 

Ottomans. Moreover, this ~avid ruler was faced with internal unrest 

caused by feuding among his tribal supporters as well as among members 

of his family. These condi tiona were exploited by the Ottomans who 

launched a number of campaigns which resulted in territorial gains. 

In fact, the Ottoman-~avid conflict was relegated during the 

respective reigns of Sulayman and ~hm~P to a border problem whlch 

both parties were eager to resolve by signing the treaty of Amasya in 

962/1555. 

The reduction of the Ottoman-!Sf'avid conflict to a confrontation 

between two countries which had adopted two different forms of Islam 

is a mere simplification of the problem and does not withstand a 

closer examination. It is a .fact that the Ottomans were Sunnite, and 

that the ~avids were Sh!cite. It is also a fact that each had used 

an extensive religious propaganda against the other. However, one of 

the ramifications of this conflict was the fall of the Sunni te Mamluk 

empire at the hands of the Sunnite Ottomans. while the Shicite 

~afavids were able to retain their sovereignty. The Ottoman-::&f'avid 

conflict should be considered within the framework of the entire 

geopolitical pattern of the Middle East and Transoxania at the end of 

the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth rather than 

4 



within the simplistic framework of Sh~cism versus Sunnism. Ideally, 

such a study should encompass the state of rela tiona between the then 

existing Muslim powers. In other words, the Ottoman-~avid conf'ron

tation should be viewed in light of these two antagonists' relations 

with the Mamluks, the Uzbeks, and the Mughals of India, on the one 

side, and with Western Christendom on the other. The present study is 

in fact an attempt to research this question within such a framework 

-and emphasizes the state of' relations .between Ottomans, ;:atavids, and 

Mamluks, while developments on Iran's other borders are mentioned only 

when they are relevant to this central topic. 
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CBAPTEB ORE 

THE FALL OF COJI'STARTINOPLE ARD ITS AFTERMATH 

The history of the Middle East in the second half of the 

fif'teenth century was unquestionably marked by the ascendancy of the 

Ottoman Turks. Following their capture of' Constantinople (Istanbul) 

in 857/1453 and the subsequent extension of their hegemony over 

Anatolia and the Black Sea region, the Ottomans became a threat to 

their neighboring Muslim brethren in Syria and in Iran as well as to 

the Italian republics trading with those areas. 

Along the Taurus mountain range, the two Turkoman principalities 

of' Ram az an 1 ( 7 B0-922/ 137 B-1 517) and Dulgad~ r 2 { 740-921 I 1339-1 517) 

whose rulers were tradi tiona! vassals of the Mamluks, functioned as a 

buffer zone between the latter and the Ottomans. Opposite tne 

powerful Ottomans, the Mamluk empire was suffering from lethargy. It 

remained dormant within almost the same boundaries it had acquired in 

the aftermath of cAyn Jinat3 By the latter half' of the fifteenth 

century the Taurus area became a zone of contention between Mamluks 

and Ottomans and led to the frequent opening of hostilities. The task 

1 Arabic: Bantl Ramadan. 

2Arabic: Dhu'l-Qadr. 

3on the battlefield of cAyn J~lut in 658/1260, the Mamluka were 
able to defeat the Mongols and check their westward advance. Later, 
Sultan Bay bars {658-76/1260-77) extended the northern borders of tne 
empire to Cilicia (Lesser Armenia), although the full annexation of' 
this province took place about a century later with the capture of' its 
capital S'Is in 77 6/1375. 
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of' keeping in check especially the turbulent rulers of' DulgadJ.r became 

an onerous task f'or the Mamluks, since this province was increasingly 

subjected to Ottoman interf'erence. 

The strengthening of' Ottoman grip over eastern Anatolia 

represented a menace to the wester·n borders of' Iran. There, Uzun 

!Jasan (857-82/1453-78), the ruler of' the Aq Qoyunlus, realized the 

f'ar-reaching consequences of' the f'all of Byzantium to his f'oes and 

""'''lade overtures toward the adversaries 9£' the Ottomans in an attempt to 

f'orm an alliance aimed at reversing the tide of events. His plans 

f'inally came to naught, since be was in no position to challenge the 

Ottomans militarily. 

The f'all of' Constantinople constituted no less a threat to the 

Ottomans' European rivals, especially those whose interests in the 

area were at stake. The f'irm control of' the Straits enabled the 

Sultan to isolate the Frankish settlements along the Black Sea 

littoral and placed him in a position to cut of'f' any f'uture help sent 

to them from tbe Aegean or the Mediterranean. This strong posture 

allowed the Ottomans to direct their war machine toward the annexation 

of' strategic territories and led to a systematic expansion around the 

Black Sea and the Sea of' Azov on the one hand, and in the Aegean and 

Adria tic Seas on the other. In this respect Genoa, and especially 

Venice, will be dealt with in this study, while Ottoman relations w.ith 

other European powers will be mentioned when they have a bearing upon 

political developments in tbe Middle East. 

' 
At the outset, Venice and Genoa accommodated the victorious 

Sultan Mebmed II (855-86/1451-81) with the hope of' retaining the 
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commercial privileges they had enjoyed under Byzantine rule. Indeed, 

Ottoman control or the Straits bore potential repercussions with 

regard to trade with the Black Sea and particularly the Sea of Azov 

where the two Italian republics maintained important outposts in Carra 

and Tana. While both secured the renewal or their commercial 

agreements shortly af'ter the rail of the rormer Byzantine capital, 

Venice felt compelled later to ward off the danger of the Ottomans 

whose conquests in the Balkans increased the vulnerability of her 

possessions in the Morea. In addition, the Republic of St. Mark 

sought allies among the Ottomans' Muslim adversaries, particularly 

Uzun !fisan, but this attempt ended with railure. 

The present chapter is a synopsis of the major events, in the 

latter half' of the fif'teenth century,which affected the geopolitical 

structure of' the area comprising Anatolia, Syria and western Iran on 

the one side, and the Aegean, Adriatic and Black Sea regions on the 

other. It attempts to analyze the impact of' the conquest of' 

Constantinople on the future of' the Ottomans' relations with their 

Muslim neighbors, namely the Mamluks and the Aq Qoyunlus, as well as 

their relations with Venice and Genoa, the two most important merchant 

powers which held a quasi-monopoly of trade between the Muslim East 

and Western Christendom. 

A. ottaaan - Aq Qoyunlu Relations. 

On 29 May 1453, Constantinople f'ell to the besieging Ottomans 

while its last emperor, Constantine Paleologus (1448-53) died during 
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the final assault on his capi tal.4 Sultan Mehmed II followed up this 

success by initiating a series of campaigns in central Europe and the 

Balkans, annexing parts of the Morea and of Greece.5 These campaigns 

were brought to a standstill at the walls of Belgrade where the famous 

John Hunyadi (d. 1460) led the resistance. Another campaign in the 

years 1458 and 1459 resulted in the annexation of parts of Serbia.6 

In Anatolia, two Turkoman principalities have been successful in 

--accomodating the Ottomans while ma~ntaining their independence: 

Karaman with its capital Koeya and Kastamonu with its capital Sinop, 

respectively ruled by the Karaman and Isfandiyar families. In 

addition to these two provinces, the minuscule Greek empire of 

Trabzon, ruled by the Komneni, represented the last vestige of 

Byzantine rule in the area. The Komneni maintained special ties with 

Uzun !!tsan, the Aq Qoyunlu ruler of Iran, who was married to Catherina 

Komnena -- known as De spina Khatiin and daughter of Calo Johannes 

4 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to describe the fall of' 
Constantinople. The reader will f'ind accounts in the translated works 
of' fifteenth century Greek historians such as Doukas and Kritovoulos. 
Among moderns, the works of Steven Runciman, The fill .Q..!: 
Constantinople, ~ (Cambridge: The University Press, 1969); Franz 
Babinger, Mahomet II .,J& Conguerant H son temps. 1432-1481 (Paris·: 
Payot, 1954) idem, Mehmed .1!l.e_ Conqueror A.n4 ..b..1§. ~. translated by 
Ralph Manheim, edited with a preface by William C. Hickman (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1978), and A.A. Vasiliev, HistoryQt~ 
Byzantine Empire (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1964) 
2:580-656, are of interest. 

5 Kri tovoulos, History Qi: Mehmed the Conaueror, translated from 
the Greek by Charles T. Riggs (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press. 
1970), pp. 136-160; Babinger, Mahomet ~ Conguerant, pp. 191-218. 

~ 

6Kritovoulos, Mehmed the Conqueror, pp. 111-116; Hammer
Purgstall, Histoire de l 1 Empi1•e Ottoman (Paris: Bellizard, Barthes, 
Duf'oer and Lowels, 1835), 3:30-36 and 62-67. 
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Kom.nenus (d. 1457>.7 Trabzon was also a major Black Sea outlet for 

Iranian commerce and was linked to Tabriz, the Aq Qoyunlu capital, by 

an important land route. 

In Iran, the Aq Qoyunlus emerged as the main power in the country 

at the expense of' their rivals the Qara Qoyunlus (782-873/1380-1468) 

and the Timiirids (771-906/1370-1500>.8 Their leader, Uzun !fa-san, 

followed an aggressive policy, internally as well as externally. As a 

reaction to the Ottoman threat and in an attempt to secure his control 

of the Upper Euphrates, an area which was at the crossroads of' 

important trade routes connecting Iran to Anatolia and northern Syria, 

he made overtures toward the rulers of' the still independent Anatolian 

principalities with the aim of' shaping an anti-Ottoman alliance. 

7uzun lhsan was not the only AQ Qoyunlu prince to have married a 
Komnene princess. One of' his ancestors. Qutlugh, married Maria 
Komnene in 1352. See: John E. Woods, ~ Aqguyunlu Clan. 
Confederation. EmPire (Minneapolis and Chicago: Bibliotheca Islamica, 
1976), pp. 20-21 and 46-47; Abll Bakr Tihr~ni:. Kit9.b-1 Diyarbakrtyah, 
edited by Faruk SG.mer (Ankara: TGrk Tarih Kurumu, 1962), 1: 12-14. 

BArter T!i:mur's death in 807/1405, Iran was divided among his 
successors in Samarqand, the Jal_l!i:yir rulers in Baghdad, the Qara 
Qoyunlus in Tabr!:z and the Aq Qoyunl us in Ami'd in the Diyar Bakr 
region. Of' these. the Qara Qoyunlus wrested power f'rom the Jall!yirs 
in 813/1410; the nmllrid empire plunged into civil strike f'ollowing 
the death of Shah Rukh in 850/1447. The Aq Qoyunlus, under the 
leadership of Uzun Jksan, emerged as the major power in Iran following 
the campaigns of' the years 872-3/1468-9 which resulted in the def'eat 
of the Qara Qoyun1us and the Timllrids, respectively. See: Abu Bakr 
Tihr~nr. Divirbakrlyah, 2:406-491; V. Minorsky, La Perse ~ xve si~cle 
~ ~ Turguie et Venise (Paris: E. Leroux, 1933), pp. 9-10; J. 
Woods, The Agguyunlu, pp. 111-112; R.M. Savory, "The Struggle for 
Supremacy in Persia after the death of T!.mQ'r," Per Islam, 40 ( 1964): 
38-51. 
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News of' this alliance reached Pope Pius II (1458-64) in April 

1460 by way of' "a certain Moses Giblet, Archdeacon of Antioch."9 The 

allies sought the support of' Western Christendom through an embassy 

headed by the controversial Ludovico da Bologna, who reached Rome on 

the night of' 26 December 1460 as part of a mission which led him to 

the influential courts of' the West.10 Meanwhile, Uzun Ktsan took to 

the offensive both militarily and diplomatically, entrusting his son 

....Qgurlu Mebmed with the launching of a series of raids against Ottoman 

posts in eastern Ana.tolia 11 while dispatching his nephew Murad Bey to 

the Ottoman court with a message destined for Mehmed II to warn him 

against attacking Trabzon.1 2 When the Sultan lent a deaf' ear to Uzun 

!fa-san's claim that be considered this Byzantine enclave a vassal 

st.ate, the Aq Qoyunlu resorted to diplomacy and sent a second embassy 

with peace overtures. This led to a truce which the Ottomans used to 

prepare for their planned expedi tiona in Anatolia. 13 In sw if't 

campaigns between 1460 and 1461, the Sultan moved against territories 

extending along the southern shores of the Black Sea, annexed the 

9Babinger, Mahomet le Conguerapt, p. 221. 

10see the analysis of' this embassy in the article of Anthony 
Bryer, "Ludovico da Bologna and the Georgian and Anatolian embassy of 
1460-1461," ~ Kartlisa. ~ ~ Kartv6lologie, 19-20 (1965): 178-
198; Babinger, Mahomet ~ Conqu~Srant, pp. 221-228. 

11 This led to the capture of' Koyulhi sar. Abu Bakr Tihrani, 
Diyarbakr'ivah• 2:382. 

12..I,Q!4. 

13~ •• pp. 385~386. 
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province of Kastamonu and incorporated Trabzon.14 While the Ottoman 

army was marching against the latter province, Uzun !fasan deemed it 

wise to send his mother S~rah Kh~tun to meet with the Sultan. This 

embassy failed to deflect Mehmed's resolve and could only witness the 

fall of the last Greek enclave in Anatolia.15 Thus, the Ottoman - Aq 

Qoyunlu rivalry ended in favor of the former. 

Soon, these two antagonists were in open confrontation over 

southern Anatolia where new developments were to come about, following 

the death of Ibrahim Beg (827-68/1424-63), the ruler of' Karaman. In 

this province, two of' Ibrlnlim's sons contended f'or power: Plr A!nad 

at Konya and Is~q at Selef'ke.16 The latter lost no time in seeking 

help f'rom Uzun !hsa.n. The Aq Qoyunlu ruler acquiesced and his armies 

soon took the road to Erzinjan and Sivas bef'ore reaching Karaman where 

they obliged Prr AI;tmad to evacuate Konya and to f'lee to the 

Ottomans.17 These reacted quickly: their armies crossed into Karaman 

and reinstated the fugitive PI:r A!Ead at Konya.18 In later years, the 

unstable situation in this province prompted f'urther Ottoman 

involvement which consisted of' several campaigns into the area and led 

to the partial annexation of' this dominion as well as the alienation 

14solakzade, Solakzade Tarihi (Istanbul: Macarif' Nizarat1, 1897), 
pp. 223-224; Ne~ri, Cihan-NUma, edited ~ Faik Re~it Unat and Mehmed 
A. Koymen (Ankara: Tiirk Tarih Kurumu, 1957), 2:740-750; Ibn Kemlll, 
Teyarlh-i Xl-i Osman. VII defter, introduction by =;;eraf'ettin Turan 
(Ankara: Tiirk Tarih Kurumu, 1954), pp. 186-220. 

1 5Tibr~. Diyarbakr~yab, 2:391-392; Ne~i, Cih$n-NUma, 2:750-753; 
Solakzade, Tarib, pp. 222-223. 

1 2 

16Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de l'Empire Ottoman, 3:116. 

17~., pp. 116-117. 

18~ •• pp. 117-118. 



of their former ally, Pir A~ad, who in turn took ref'uge in the Aq 

Qoyunlu domains.19 

Faced with the might of the Ottomans, Uzun !fasan•s last hope 

resided with the conclusion of an effective alliance with the West. 

Following the previously mentioned embassy of Ludovico da Bologna, the 

Papacy and Venice favorably received the project of an anti-Ottoman 

league. Both made overtures toward Uzun !hsan since tne early 1460s 

and promised to send a fleet armed with artillery to be used in a 

joint action against their common foe.20 This alliance was tne 

outcome of diplomatic activity initiated by Venice after the fall of 

Trabzon in 1461. On 2 December 1463, the Venetian Senate approved the 

dispatch of Lazzaro Quirini to the court of' Uzun ~san, where he would 

reside until 1471.21 Meanwhile, two Aq Qoyunlu envoys reached Venice 

in 1464 and 1465, respectively.22 In 1471, upon the return of' Lazzaro 

Quirini accompanied by a Persian envoy, the Venetian Senate voted ~ a 

margin or 148 to 2 in favor of' the Venetian- Aq Qoyunlu alliance. 23 

A decision was made to send Caterino Zeno, a Venetian nephew or 

19 Ibn KemiH, Teyarlh-i .Al.=..1 Osman, pp. 325-326. A review of' 
these events is found in pp. 247-253 of the same. 

20c. Zeno, "Travels in Persia", in A Narrative ~ Ita1ian Travels 
in Persia ~ ~ Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, edited and 
translated by Charles Grey (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1873), pp. 
12-13. 

21 V. Minorsky, ..1.5!, ~ SY. XVR Siecle entre .J...g Turguie £t Venise, 
p. 12; Babinger, Mahomet le Conaul$rant, p. 365; G. Scarcia, "Venezia e 
la Persia tra Uzun Hasan e Tahmasp, 1454-1572," Acta Iranica, 3 
(1974): 421-422. ,. • • 

22Gugliemo Berchet, ..1.5!, Repubblica ~ Venezia ~ l& Persia (Torino: 
Tipografia G. B. Paravia e Comp., 1865), pp. 3-4. 

23a. Berchet, Venezia~~ Persia, p. 6. 
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Despina Kh~ttln, to Iran for the implementation of the project.24 As 

shown by later events, this generated the arming of one hundred 

galleys and the provision of' the Aq Qoyunlu forces with artillery. 

The plan also called for Uzun !hsan to open a corridor through Karaman 

or preferably through Syria as a prelude to a coordinated attack 

against the Ottomans by land and by sea.25 

The Aq Qoyunlu ruler began the execution of' this plan by ordering 

a two-front offensive against the Ottomans. Part of' his army attacked 

the Ottoman domains in eastern Ana tolia and succeeded in capturing 

Tokat26, while another marched toward Karaman.27 Despite the 

inclusion of the rugitive Karamanl~ prince PXr A~ad's supporters 

within this army. it was utterly defeated by the Ottomans in August 

1472 when it was pressed to give battle before the arrival of the 

Venetians.28 Following this defeat in Karaman. Uzun !ltsan attempted 

to open a corridor through Syria and raided al-B~rah and al-Ruh~ 

(modern Urfa, also known in medieval Christian sources as Edessa). 

However, these attacks only clouded his relations with the Mamluks who 

2ll 6 ~-· pp. -7. 

2 5Barbaro, nTrav el s of Josafa Barbaro, n in Travels in Tan a and 
Persia, translated by Lord Stanley of' Alderly (London: The Hakluyt 
Society, 1873), pp. 37-39; Berchet, Venezia~ la Persia, pp. 8-13. 

26Hasan-i R1Iml\I, ~ al-Tavari'kh, in: Abu Bakr Tihrani. 
Diyarb.akriyah, 2:567. 

27Ibid., p. 556. 

28 Hammer-Pur gstall, His to ire de !'Empire Ottoman, 3:140-1 50; 
Babinger, Mahomet le Conguerant, pp. 370-371. 
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were able to defend their domains.2 9 The Venetian fleet reached the 

coasts of Karaman after the end of these events and busied itself with 

the petty seizure of some coastal outposts.30 

The failure of the Venetian project compelled Uzun !~'-san to seek 

other alternatives. He attempted to create another t'ront in Europe 

aimed at diverting Ottoman efforts. For this purpose, he dispatched 

envoys to Matthias Col'vinus (1458-90), king of Hungary, bidding him to 

·open hostilities against the Turk. Unfortunately for him, these 

ambassadors were apprehended by the Ottomans and presented to Sultan 

Mehmed II.31 This incident might have been behind Mehmed II' s 

decision to cut short Uzun tfasan's meddling in t.lle affairs of' 

Anatolia. On 16 Rabi 0 I 878/11 August 1473, the Ottomans struck a 

heavy blow to the Aq Qoyunlus, defeating them at Terjan.32 

This defeat marked the end of Uzun Hlsan's ambitions and allowed 

the Ottomans to .further tighten their grip over t.lle Anatolian 

peninsula by incorporating the province of Karaman within their 

dominions, in 880/ 1.1!75. 

B. Ottoman - Maal.uk Rival.ry over the Taurus area. 

The Ottomans succeeded in keeping the Mamluks at bay in their 

feud with the Aq Qoyunlus and at warding off a potential alliance 

between their two adversaries. The Mamluks' neutral stand constituted 

2 9Ibn Iyi!s, Bad'!' iC al-Zuhiir, edited by Muhammad Mustafa (Cairo: 
D~ Ihy~' al-Kutub al- 0 Arab'iyah, 1963), 3:80-87: 

3°Barbaro, 
pp. 379-380. 

~ 
"Travels," pp. 37-43; Babinger, Mahomet ]& Conguerant, 

31 on 13 September 1472. Babinger, Mahomet~ Conguerant, p. 3o7. 

32Ne~ri. Cihan-NUma, 1 :808-823; Ibn Kem~l. Tev'lirl:h-i Al-i Osman, 
p. 396; John E. Woods, The Aqquyunlu, pp. 131-132, states that this 
battle was fought at Bashkent, modern Ba~koy. 
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only a short but peaceful interlude in a long conflict which had 

opposed them to the Ottomans over the control of the Taurus, a 

strategic area which was at the crossroads of important trade routes 

linking Syria and the Upper Euphrates to AnatoliL There, the 

province of Dulgad~r, which was under Mamluk suzerainty, became 

increasingly subject to Ottoman meddlings. 

The Mamluks had to reckon with the rulers of this province. In 

870/1465, the Mamluk sultan Khflshqadam (865-72/1461-67) instigated the 

murder of A:'llan, the ruler of Dulgad~r. and replaced him with his 

brother Biidaq, a more reliable ally.33 Another Dulgachr brother, Shah 

Sav~r. took this opportunity to claim the succession. The Ottomans 

did not hesitate in lending support to this pretender. This backing 

enabled Shah Sav~r to meet with success in his confrontation against 

his rival brother who had no choice but to flee to the Mamluk court.3-4 

Despite the sending of' several expeditions into Dulgachr territory, 

the Mamluks railed to reinstate immediately their suzerainty over the 

province. 35 

On the Ottoman side, Sultan Mehmed II was planning ror his 

impending campaign against the Aq Qoyunlus. In the midst of these 

preparations, he deemed it wise to relinquish his support for Shah 

Savar as a means to cultivate the f'riendship of the Mamluks. This 

33Ibn Taghri:birdi, al-NuiUm al-Ziihirah, edited by Jamal al-Din 
al-ShayyU and Fahim Mu:tammad Shal tut (Cairo: al-Hay• ah al-Mi:riyah 
al-cnmmah lil-Ki tab, 1972), 16:345. 

34According to Ibn Taghribird.I, the Ma.mluk governor of Syria--by 
the name of Burd Beg al-zahiri--sided with Shah Savar; see Ibid •• p. 
362. For these events see: Ibn Iyl!s, Kitab Tarikh Misr, al-Mashhiir 
bi-Bada'ical-Zuhur (BtU'aQ: al-MaJI>a 0 ah al-Am'!r!yah, 1B9'li), 2:109-117. 

35The narrative of these expeditions is round in: Ibn Iyas, 
Badii'iC al-Zuhiir, (M. Mustafa edition), 3:7-15,19-51,56-60,69 and 
73-74. 
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stand allowed Yashbak al-2ahiri, the commander of' the Mamluk 

expedition which lef't Cairo in 875/1471, to capture the 

rebellious Shah Savar and bring him to Cairo to meet death by hanging 

and be exposed at the notorious gate of' Bab Zuwaylah.36 This change 

of' Ottoman policy became evident when an ambassador of' Mehmed II 

arrived in Dulgad~r territory to meet with the commander of' the Mamluk 

expedition. He was relaying assurances of' Mehmed's readiness to help 

..the Mamluk army with f'ood supplies, j __ f' needed.37 Later, an Ottoman 

envoy arrived in Cairo with copies of' the intercepted messages between 

Uzun Hisan and Venice, showing evidence of' an anti-Ottoman alliance.38 

The Mamluks, despite the suspiscion that the Ottomans might turn 

against them once successful against the Aq Qoyunlus, elected to adopt 

a neutral stand.39 They also took advantage of' Uzun ~asan's 

preoccupation with the war to settle a number of' minor border 

questions through an embassy sent to his capital Tabriz.40 

Ottoman - Mamluk relations took a turn f'or the worse during the 

reign of' Mehmed1 s son and successor, Bayezid II (886-918/1481-1512), 

when Qaytbay (872-901/1468-96) interfered in his f'eud with his brother 

Jem. The latter -- then governor of' Karaman -- laid claim to the 

Sultanate but was defeated and f'led to the Mamluks who received him 

36 A contemporary account is found in: Ibn Aja, Tarikh al-Am'I'r 
Yashbak al-Zahir"i, edited by cAbd al-Qadir Ahnad 'l!J.laymat (Cairo: Dar 
al-Fikr al-cArabi, n.d.), pp. 130-160. • · 

37Ibid,, p. 142. 

38Ibn Iyas, Bada'ic al-Zuhur, 3:87. 

39rbid. 

40 Ibn Aja, Tarikh Yashbak, pp. 95-112. 
embassy. 

Ibn Aja headed this 
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with full honors (886/1.1.181 ). A year later, he crossed into Karaman 

after securing Mamluk support but met with utter failure. Jem then 

sailed to the island of Rhodes where he was welcomed by Pierre 

d1Aubusson, Master of the Knights of St. John.41 

Other ractors contributed to the deterioration of Ottoman -

Mamluk relations: Bayezid II reacted to Sultan Qaytbay•s bellicose 

stand by supporting Dulgad1r1 s ruler cAlli al-Dawlah (also known as 

cAll. Dawlat) who succeeded in removing his pro-Mamluk brother. The 

Ottoman sultan also encouraged bim to rai.d Mamluk territory, thus 

bringing about a similar reaction of the Mamluks who initiated attacks 

against Ottoman outposts in southern Karaman.42 Moreover, tbe Mamluk 

governor of Jedda seized the presents that the envoy of the Bahmanid 

M~mad Shah (867-87 /1.1.163-82), a ruler of India, brought with him on 

his way to the Ottoman court. 43 These incidents led to open 

hostilities: first, the Mamluks had to dispatch a number of 

expeditions to Dulgad1r province against the Ottoman-backed cAla 

41 see for example: Ibn Iyas, Bada'ic al-Zuhllr. 3:183-185, 195; 
Solakzade, ..Isu::!.h• pp. 279-283. It is beyond tbe scope of this chapter 
to discuss the whereabouts of Jem and the intense diplomatic activity 
it caused. The reader might find in the following works further 
information: E. Charri~re, Negociations de la France dans ~ Levant 
(Paris: Imprimerie Na tionale. 1848), 1 :CXXIV-CXXVIII; Vladimir 
Lamansky, Secrets d'Etat de Venise (New York: Burt Franklin, 1968 
Reprint), 1 :201-242; S.N. Fisher "Civil Strife in the Ottoman Empire, 
1481-1503," Journal .QL Modern History, (13 December 1941): 449-456. 
and V.L. Ml!nage, ""!'be Mission of an Ottoman Secret Agent in France in 
1486," JRAS (1965): 112-132. 

42solakzade, Tarih, pp. 295-297. 

4 3..l..2..M! •• p. 295; Ibn IyA:s, Bada•ical-Zuhur, 3:215. Mamluk 
suzerainty extended to the Hijaz during the rule of Barsbay (825-
41/1.1.122-37) who, Q1 828/1425,· established a garrison in Jedda, a port 
which then competed with Aden as a terminus for the ships of India. 
Ibn Taghrrbir~. Nujiim, 14:271-272. 
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al-Daw lab. 44 Second, the border skirmishes developed into 

intermittent wars: Ottoman and Mamluk forces became entangled in 

frequent clashes from 888/1484to 896/1491.45 The only salient event 

of this period was the eventual siding of cAl a al-Dawlah with the 

Mamluks.46 At last, the mediation of the Haf'sid ruler of Tunis,47 Abu 

CUmar cuthman (839-93/1435-88), and of the Ottoman theologian Shaykh 

(or Mullll) cArab paved the way for peace. An agreement between the 

·two antagonists was finally reached in 896/1491.48 

The outcome of the Ottoman - Mamluk conflict over the Taurus area 

resulted in no territorial changes and maintained the status .QYQ. ~ 

Nevertheless, it aggravated the financial woes of the Mamluk empire, 

since the soaring military expenditures ntotally depleted the state 

coffers.n49 

About a quarter of a century after the 896/1 '191 treaty between 

Bayezid II and Qaytbay, the Ottomans were able to renew hostilities, 

not to limit them to the Taurus area but to carry them to the heart of 

the Mamluk empire. Their conquest of Syria and Egypt in 922/1516-17 

was dictated by the long rivalry over the control of the Turkomans of 

the Taurus region in addition to other geopolitical considerations 

44 rbn Iy!.::h Badii'ic al-Zuhur, 3:202-203; 206, 210, 213 and 220. 

45ll,!g., pp. 213-219, 226, 229-230, 251 and 255-266; Ibn 'l.tlltin, 
Muflikahat al-Khillln fi Hawlidith al-Zaoj§n, edited by Muhammad Mustafa 
(Cairo: al-Mu'assasah a.i-Misr:tyah lil-Ta'l:tf wa al-'rarjamah·· wa 
a1-'fib&0 ah wa al-Nashr, 1962S, 1 :70-80, 92-98. 

46Ibn man, MJ!fakahat al-Khillan, 1:1 07. 

47Solakzade, Tarih, pp. 303-304. 

48Ibn 'fC.lnn, Mufakahat al-Khillan, 1 :132, 138-141; Ibn Iylls, 
Bada'ic al-Zuhii'r, 3:281-282. 

49Ibn Iy!.s, Badi'ic al-Zuhirr, 3:278. 
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which will be studied later in this work. In this respect, the 

prophecies of Sultan Barqcrq (784-801/1382-99) and of the famous 

historian Ibn Khaldcrn (d. 808/1406) that the Ottomans constituted a 

deadly threat to the Mamluk empire, became a reality.50 

C. 1be Impact or tbe Ottanan Expansion on Internationa1 Trade. 

The Ottoman ascendancy in the second half of the fifteenth 

century had a great impact on trade between East and West. The 

enhancement of the geopolitical stature of the empire placed the 

Ottomans in control of most of the land routes between Asia and 

Europe, while their domination of the Bosphorus enabled them to 

influence the flow of trade between these two continents as well as 

between the Black Sea and the Aegea~ This was viewed as an 

inauspicious development by the Ottomans• Muslim neighbors and by the 

Italian merchant republics. 

The Anatolian peninsula had distinctive eminence with regard to 

commercial exchanges between Iran and Syria on the one hand, and 

Turkey and Europe on the other. A number of caravan routes originated 

in western Iran and S¥ria and crossed the Anatolian highlands before 

converging on the main emporia within the Ottoman empire. 

Although they considered the Ottoman hegemony over Asia Minor a 

menace, the Mamluks were in a position that was less vulnerable than 

50 Ibn Hajar al 0Asqal~ni, Inbii' al-Ghumr bi-Anba' al- 'Umr, edited 
by H!.san ~e.tiash:! (Cairo: al-Majlis al-Acll! lil-Shu•crn al-Isll!miyah, 
196"9), 1 !492, quotes Barqcrq as saying: "I do not fear Timiir because 
everyone will help me against him; however, I rear Ibn cuthml!n (the 
Ottomans)". The same author mentions that he often heard Ibn Khaldiin 
say: "The kingdom of Egypt should fear (for its existence) only Ibn 
cuthm'a.n (the Ottomans)." 
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that of the Aq Qoyunlus because of their reliance to a great extent on 

their mediterranean ports for their commercial exchanges with the 

West. However, they entertained an active commerce with AnatolJ.a 

through the important route which linked Damascus to Konya and Burs~ 

It was this route that Bertrandon de la Brocqui~re took on his way to 

Turkey.51 This was also the same route that caravans of Ottoman 

subjects followed on their pilgrimage to the Holy Places in Mecca and 

·Medina. 

Unlike Syria, Iran's economic posture became precarious as a 

result of Ottoman supremacy in Anatolia. Iran was an important 

transit center for trade between China 52 and India53 on the one hand 

and the Black Sea and southern Europe on the other.54 After the 

virtual closing of this country to the European merchant following the 

fall of the Il-Khans in 736/1336 and the breakdown of the "Pax 

51 La Brocquiere, "The Travels of Bertrandon de la Brocquiere, 
1 432-1 433," in EarlY Travels JJ::1. Palestine, translated and edited by 
Thomas Wright (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1848), pp. 307-341. 

52clavijo, Narrative of the Embassy of Ruy Gonzales _Q§_ Clavi io ..tQ 
the Court of Timour at Samarcand. A.D. 1403-6, translated by Clements 
R. Markham (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1859), p. 75. 

53see: Pedro Teixeira, The Trayela Ql Pedro Teixeira; ~ ~ 
"Kings Qf Harmuz" and Extracts from his "Kings of Persia," translated 
and annotated by William F. Sinclair, with notes by Donald Ferguson 
(London: The Hakluyt Society, 1902), pp. 168-190; Duarte Barbosa, The 
Book of Duarte Barbosa, translated and edited by Mansel Longworth 
Dames (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1918), 1:68-81 and 91-97. Among 
modern sources, the following works of Jean Aubin are of importance: 
"Les Princes d'Ormuz du XIIIe au xve Siecle," JA 241 (1953):77-138; 
"Cojeatar et Albuq~erque," in~ Luso-Indicum (Paris: Droz, 1971), 
1 :99-109; "Le Royaume d1 0rmuz au dl!but de XVIe Si~cle," in ~ ~ 
Indiqum, (Paris: Droz, 1973), 2:77-179. 

54contarini, "Travels," in A Narrative of Italian Trayels ~ 
Persia jn the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, edited and translated 
by Ch. Grey (London: The Hakluyt Society, 1873), pp. 138-164. 
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Mongolica," Iran's external commerce came to depend on land routes 

which were largely beyond the control of its rulers. 

The Anatolian routes played a prominent role in Iran's commercial 

exchanges and their importance was one of the underlying !'actors in 

the conf'lict between Uzun &san and Mehmed II. The Aq Qoyunlu capital 

of Tabriz was connected to Anatolia by several routes: the Tabriz-

Trabzon route passed through Khily, AkhliH., Kharpilt, Erzerum and 

Baybart,55 while another took a northwestern direction bef'ore reaching 

Bursa, the .former Ottoman capital.56 A third route joined Tabriz with 

Konya, the capital of' Karaman, through Sivas, Kayseri and Aksaray.57 

A parallel route started at Kenya and reached Tabr!:z after passing 

through the domains of' the Ramazan OgullarJ., who were Mamluk vassals, 

as well as through Mardl:n and Khiiy.58 In addition to these 

itineraries, other routes linked Tabr!:z to Syria, 5 9 India,60 

55 on the importance of' the Tabr!z-Trabzon trade route, 
Barbaro, "Travels," pp. 83-86. 

see: 

56Halil InalcJ.k, "Bursa XV. AsJ.r SanayJ. ve Ticaret Tarihine Dair 
Vesikalar," Belleten, 24 (January, 1960): 50-52. 

57 A. s. Erzi, "Akkoyunlu ve Karakoyunlu Tarihi HakkJ.nda 
Ara~tJ.rmalar," Belleten 18 (April 1954): 216-217. 

58aarbaro, "Travels," pp. 46-51. 

5 9Halil InalcJ.k, "The Ottoman Economic Mind and Aspects of' the 
Ottoman Economy," in Studies in the Economic History o.f the Middle 
East, edited by M. A. Cook (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 
211. The importance o.f al-Ruha and al-B!:rah for the control o.f 
communications between Syria and Iran explains the many attacks to 
which these two places were subjected in the .fif'teenth century. 
chiefly during the rule o.f Uzun !'9-san. See: Ibn Iyas. Bada'i c 
al-Zuhur, 3:80-86. 

60india was reached overland through the passes o.f Tirm~ and 
Bamiyan and mostly by sea through Hormuz. Barbaro, "Travels," pp. 80-
83, and note 53. 
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China61 and the island o~ Hormuz,62 respectively, while a trans-

Caucasian route reached the Georgian port of' Astrakhan near the mouth 

of' the Volga. From Astrakhan, a merchant could either ~ollow the 

river up to Moscow or take the road to Tana and Caf'~a in the Crimea.63 

Genoa held a ~avorable position in the Black Sea area since the 

signing o~ the treaty o~ Nymphaeum (13 March 1261) with the Byzantine 

emperor Michael VIII Paleologus (1259-82) ,64 while its rival, Venice, 

st»ecialized in trade with the Levant wrere the Mamluk empire was its 

chie~ partner. Foreseeing the fall o~ Constantinople as a ~ 

accompli, the Genoese of' Galata hastened to declare their neutrality 

to Mehmed II during the siege of the city.65 In the summer o~ 1453, 

the Genoese Gattnusi ~am.ily. which had jur1.sdiction over a number of' 

islands in the Aegean, dispatched a delegation to the sultan to 

present the ~am.ily's congratulations and to seek his recognition of' 

its rights over those possessl.ons. Mehmed II agreed to maintain the 

status ~ ~ in exchange for a three thousand Ducat annual 

61 clav:fjo, EmbassY to Timour, p. 173; Barbaro, nTravels.n p. 75. 

62aormuz was connected with the emporia of' the Aslatic mainland, 
especially the cities of' Tabriz and Sultaniyah, through a route 
joining Lar, Shl.raz, Yazd, I::fahl!n, Kl!shl!n,"Qum and Sl!vah. Barbaro, 
nTravels. n pp. 80-83; Nikiti.n, nThe Travels of' Athanasi.us Nild.tin of' 
Tw er, n in ~ J.n ~ Fif'teenth Century, translated and edited by 
R.H. Major (London: The HakJ.uytSociety, 1857), p. 31. 

63.!12!!;l •• Contar.l.ni. nTravels.n pp. 138-158; on the segment to 
Darband, see: Barbaro, nTravels,n pp. 86-89. 

64w. Heyd, H,istoire du Commerce _gy Levant ..s!J.! Moyen~ 
(Amsterdam: Adolf' M. Hakkert. 1959), 1:428-430. 

65 Doukas, Decline and .f..gJ! Jll: Byzantium ..tQ the Ottom..5!J] Turks, 
translated and annotated by Harry J. Magoulias (Detroit: Wayne State 
U niversl.ty Press, 1975), p. 218. 
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tribute.66 How ever, this respite given to Genoa was shortJ.ived: 

between the years 1455 and 1458, the Ottomans undertook a series of' 

naval expeditions which resulted in the annexation of' most of' those 

Aegean domains. Four years later, in 1462, Lem nos f'el.J. in turn to the 

Sultan. Chios was operated by the Mahona (the Genoese merchant 

company) and had been paying an annual tribute of six thousand Ducats 

to the Ottomans.67 

Venetian possessions within the defunct Byzantine empire met a 

similar fate. The Republic of St. Mark had eagerly secured a 

commercial agreement with the Sultan, dated 18 Aprll1454, despite its 

previous support of the Byzantines.68 However, Venetian colonies in 

the Morea, notably Naxos, Negro ponte, Coron, Modon, Lepanto, N avarino 

and Argos, soon became a source of friction in Venetian - Ottoman 

relati.ons.69 Mehmed II's reduction fo the Duchy of Athens and the 

subsequent incorporation of the Morean domains of' his vassals, the 

Paleologi brothers Demetrius and Thomas. increased the vulnerability 

of the Venetian possessions in the area.7° In 1463, the Ottomans 

66J. Heers, Ji~nes _g_y_ XJ[e Si~cle (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1961), p. 
587; Heyd, Histoire du Commerce, 2:.313; Runciman, The .f:.s!JJ. of 
Constantinople, p. 168. 

67 Heyd, Histoire _gy £Q..m_m~, 1 :320-322; Hammer-Purgstall, 
Histoire M 1' Empire Ottoman, 3:8. Chios withstood several attacks of 
the Ottoman fleet until its fall in 974/1566, at the end of Sultan 
Sulayman's reign ( 926-74/1520-66). Ibid., 4:304-305. 

68Heyd, Histoire _g_y J:&jgmerce, 2:315-317; P. Daru, Histoire de la 
Republigue de Venise (Paris: Firmin Didot, 1821), 2:510-514. 

6 9 Hammer- Purgstall, Histoire ~ ~ mpire Ottoman, 3:17. 

70For these campaigns, see: Kritovoulos, Mehmed the Conqueror, 
pp. 126-136 and 151-159; Doukas, Decline and.L5!J.l, pp. 257-258. 
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seized the opportunity or· a minor incident caused by the defection to 

Coron of a slave of the Pasha of Athens and began launching raids 

against Venetian establi.shmentsin the Morea.7 1 The resulting warf'are 

ended with the signing of the peace treaty of' 26 January 1479, by 

which Venice conceded Negroponte and paid reparations.7 2 

N everthel.ess, the Ottomans viewed the Venetian presence in the Morea 

as an obstacle to their expansion in the Adriatic and the Aegean. In 

4 498, Venice sanctioned France's projj;lct for the annexation of Mllan 

in exchange for a joint anti-Ottoman alliance. News of' the ongoing 

negotiations led to the formation of' a rival coalition directed by 

Florence. 7 3 Sultan B ayezid II took advantage of' this freshly created 

r:if't among the Franks and initiated an extensive campaign against the 

Venetian domains in the Morea and Dalmatia. Despite the securing of' 

French naval aid and the opening of a second f'ront against the 

Ottomans through Hungary,74 the Republic of' St. Mark was unable to 

withstand its enemy. Bayezid II captured most of' the Morea, including 

71 DaJ;'U• Histoire M Venice, 2:563-565, thinks that this incident 
was planned by the Ottomans. He mows that V alaresso, who gave refuge 
to the slave, fled to the Ottomans during the war. For a review of 
these wars, see: Ibid., pp. 562-600; Heyd, Histoire .Ql! Commerce. 
2:324-329. 

72 Daru, Histoire de Venice, 2:600; M. Belin, "Relations 
Diplomatiques de la R~publique de Venise avec la Turquie," JA 
(November-December 1876): 385-388. Heyd, Histoire _gy Commerce, 2:327. 
states that Venice paid 10,000 Duca.ts annually f'or the rights of' trade 
withi.n the Ottoman empire. 

73 A summary Q[ these events could be f'ound in: S. N. Fisher, ~ 
Foreign Relations..Q.( Turkey, 1481-1512 (Urbana, m.: The University 
of' nlinois Press, 1948), pp. 60-65. 

74 Venice was able to lure Hungary to declare war against the 
Ottomans in August 1500. Fisher, Foreign Relations .Qf Turkey, p. 76. 
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such key outposts as Modon, Coron and Lepanto.75 Venice finally 

acknowledged Ottoman sovereignty over the Morea by agreeing to the 

peace treaty of 14 December 1502.76 

At the close of the fifteenth century, the Ottomans prevailed in 

Anatolia, Greece and the Aegean. Only the islands of' Chios and 

Rhodes, respectively under the control of the G enoese and the Knights 

of' St. John, were able to put up strong resistance. Ottoman attempts 

to set a foothold on the northern littoral of the Black Sea were first 

met with failure. There, Stephen the Great, the prince of' Moldavia, 

put up strong resistance and def'eated the invaders (January 1475) .77 

This success temporarily saved f'rom falling into Ottoman hands the two 

key outposts in Kilia and Akkerman, where the trade routes linking 

Moldavia with central Europe originated.78 

During the same year, unexpected developments took place in the 

Crimea. A number of' local princes who had been discontented with the 

meddling of Genoa in their internal affairs since the death of ~ajji. 

75 Heyd, Histoire du Commerce, 2:330-331. See the text of the 
Fathna.m..sill sent by Bayez1.d II and its French translation in: George 
Vajda, "Un Bulletin de Victoire de Bajazet," JA (1948): 87-102. 

76Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire J1.§. !'Empire Ottoman, 4:74; Fisher. 
Foreign Relations of Turkey, pp. 83-88. Hey d, Histoire du Co.m.merce, 
2:331, dates the treaty to 10 August 1503. 

77 Georges Bratianu, .!...sl, Mer Noire des Origines A la Congue te 
Otto.mane ( Monachii: Societatea Academica Rom ana, 1969), pp. 322-323; 
~erban Papacostea, "Venise et les Pays Roumains au Moyen Age," in 
Venezia ~jJ_ Levante fino al Secolo .XJ[, 1:613-614. 

78 Akkerman was the name used by the Turks. It was also known as 
Maurocastron or Moncastron. It is presently known as Citatea- Alba or 
Belgorod Dniestrovskij. See: Marie Nystazopoulou Pelekidis, "Venise 
etla Mer Noire du XIe au XVe Si~cle,"in Venezia~il Levante fino.s! 
Secolo _xy, 1 :573; Bratianu, La Mer Noire des Origines Ala Congue te 
Otto .mane, p. 322. 
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Ghiray in 871/1466,79 called on the Ottomans f"or help. Mehmed II 

seized this opportunity and ordered his fleet to set sa:D. f"or the 

Crimea. On 31 May 1475, the Ottoman f'lag was fluttering outsl.de Caff"a 

which surrendered a week later. Soon, the whale peninsula with its 

other emporia in Tana and Sudak (Sal.daia) came under the suzerainty of 

the Sultan. 80 Genoa, which considered the Crimea its major 

establishment in the Black Sea, lost its privileged posl.tion. The 

Crimea soon became a base for Ottoml:!.n expansl..on along the northern 

shores of the Black Sea. In the summer of 1484, the Ottoman army 

crossed the Danube and laid siege to Kilia, whfie the fl.eet blockaded 

the port of Akkerman. Both cities surrendered after heavy 

bombardment. 81 This event finally brought the Black Sea under Ottoman 

sway. The ports of Kilia and Akkerman, located respectively on the 

Danube and the Dniester, were of prime importance: they were 

considered the gates to the European hinterland and played an 

important role in commercial exchanges between the Black Sea ports. 

Sultan Bayezid II viewed them as "the gate to Moldavia, Poland, 

Wallachia and Hungary.n82 These two ports were connected to the 

79untu 1430, the Crimea was part of the Golden Horde. In that 
year, its ruler, Hajjl G hir~y. a descendant of Jengis Khan, declared 
his independence." Bratl.anu, .kg 11~ Noire .QM Origines A la Congul§ te 
Ottomane, p. 304. 

80~ •• pp. 323-325; Heyd, Histoire _gy .k.QJomerce, 2:400-402; M. 
Cazacu and K. Kevonian, "La Chute de Caf"fa en 1475 A la Lumi~re de 
Nouveaux Documents." CMRC! 17 (1976): 495-538. 

"-~ 
81Bratianu, .!& ~ ~ des Origines .A la Conau~te Ottomane. pp. 

325-326; ~erban Papacostea, "Venise et les Pays Roumains au Moyen 
Age, n p. 624. 

82 sratianu, .!..5!. .Mer Noire des Origj.nes_Aj,g Conqul§ te .Q..t!;_Q_mane, p. 
326; Nicoara B eldiceanu, "La Mal.davie Ottomane Ala Fin du XV e Si~cl.e 
et au D~ but du XV Ie Si~cl.e, n REI, 3 ( 1969): 239-241. 
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important Pal:ish trade center of' Lw ow and to Brasso in Transylvania. 83 

The Ottomans already were in control of' another route which started at 

A drianople ( Edirne) and reached Germany and Western Europe. This 

itinerary was f'ollow ed by de la Brocq ui?lre in 1 43 4 on his return 

journey to France: af'ter leaving A drianople he arrived at Sof'ia, then 

reached Belgrade. There, he f'al..low ed the road to Buda, the capital of" 

Hungary, bef'are finally approaching Austria and G ermany.8 li 

The Ottoman expansion in the af'termath of the conquest of' 

Constantinople (Istanbul) was dictated by territorial, political and 

economic imperatives. This represented a threat to the Ottomanst 

Muslim neighbors in Asia as well as to the traditional adversaries in 

Europe • The bellicose reaction of' the Aq Qoyunlu and Mamluk rulers 

.illustrated their common fear of the impact of Ottoman hegemony in 

Asia Minor upon their own realms. It was within this framework that 

Uzun ~san attempted to }:~'event Mehmed II f'rom taking over Trabzon and 

Karam an, while Q~ytb~y struggled to thwart the Mam.luk dominions in the 

Taurus area from falling into Bayezidts hands. On the European side, 

the events of the second half of the fifteenth century weakened the 

position of' Venice and Genoa, and allowed the Ottomans to seize or 

tighten their grip over commercially strategic outposts in the Black 

Sea, the A.driatic and Aegean Seas. Despite these gains. the Ottoman 

83 Brati.anu, La Mer Noire des Origines j._ la ConQU~ te Otto mane, p. 
327; Paul Sigismund Pacb, "La Route du Po:l.vre vers la Hongrie 
Med:l.~ vale, n in Melanges ~ ..l!....Honneur de Fernand Braudel (Paris: 
Privat, 1971> 1:449-458. 

8 4La Brocqui?lre. "Travels," pp. 343-380. 
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empire was shaken in the f'irst years of the sl.xteenth century by 

abrupt upheavals: the rise of the Safavid dynasty in Iran caused a 

deep political and religious rif't with the Ottomans and threatened the 

internal stability of their empire, a situation which was at the 

origins of the Ottoman - Sat avid conflict. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ORIGDS ABD RISE OF THE ~ AVIDS 

At the turn of' the sixteenth century, Iran was raked by sweeping 

developments which were to af'f'ect deeply the future of that country as 

well as that of the Islamic world west of' India and east of tne 

Maghrib. Shah Ism~~! I succeeded in eliminating the power of the Aq 

Qoyunlus and in putting under his sway various petty rulers, thereby 

laying the foundation of the ~favid dynasty. 

ascension to supreme power in Iran constituted a unique phenomenon, 

for he was both a religious and a political leader. Although only in 

his teens at the time of' his coronation, he was viewed by many of his 

supporters as a semi-divine figure. On the other hand. the historical 

Shah Ism~crl was the hereditary leader of the Safavid Siifi tar'i'aah1 . . . 
(mystic order). The roots of the ~favid dynasty could therefore be 

traced to the process of the conversion of the 3if1 religious order at 

Ardabl.l into a successful political force. 

The ~favid claim to power had begun to emerge under Junayd 

(851-64/1447-60), Shah Ismacil's grandfather. He had the support of 

1 On SUfism and tarigah.see the articles of Louis Massignon, 
"Tarika,"E·I1, 4:667-672 and "Tasa.wwuf", EI 4:681-685. Massignon 
defin.es tasawwuf as the "act of devoting oneself to mystic life." 
J.S. Trimin'gham, The~ Orders in Islam (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press, 1971), especially pp. 31-36 and 133-217; S.H. Nasr, ~ Essays 
(Al baey: State University of New York Press, 1973). 
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an army of' followers, the majority of' whom were Turkomans who dwelt in 

a wide area which included parts of' Anatolia and Syria. Their 

fanatical religious belief's were exploited by Junayd and his 

successors' to secure political gains. When in power, Shah Ism8°Il 

adopted the doctrine of' Im~mi/Twel ver Sh.Icism as the state religion of' 

Iran. The institution of Shicism in Iran created a rift--if not a 

deep schism--within the Islamic world, at a t~me when the Portuguese 

~penetration into the Indian Ocean signalled a successful offensive of 

the Christian West against the economic interests of' the Muslim East.2 

~avid Iran became an enclave governed by Shicites and surrounded by 

powerful Sunn!' potentates, namely the Uzbeks in Transoxania, the 

Ottomans in Anatolia and the Balkans, and the Mamluks in Syria and 

Egypt. Of' these three, the Ottomans and the Uzbeks posed a real and 

immediate menace to the survival of the newly born dynasty. The 

Ottomans gained ascendancy in the northwest following their capture of 

Constantinople in 857/1453, after which they embarked on a successful. 

expansionist policy in both Anatolia and the Balkans. To the east, 

the Uzbeks, who had wrested power from the Timarids, considered 

themselves heirs to Chengiz Khan, and started an oft·ensive against 

their neighbors which brought them into a long conflict with the 

~favids over the control of the province of' Khurasan. In the west, 

the Mamluk empire presented no immediate threat to the Sl.f'avids. Its 

2 It is outsid~ the scope of' this work to discuss the Portuguese 
thrust into the Indian Ocean. In regard to their capture of the 
Island of' Hormuz in the Persian Gulf' and their relations with the 
early Safavids, the reader might refer to the following recent 
studies": J. Aubin, "Cojeatar et Albuquer.que," pp. 77-179. Se also R. 
B. Smith, The First Age of the Portuguese Embassies. Navigations. ..5!.lli1 
Peregrinations ...in Persia (1507-1524) (Bethesda, Maryland: Decatur 
Press, 1970). 
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Sultans bad adopted a conciliatory policy toward the new rulers of' 

Iran, partly because of' the deteriorating situation of' the empire, but 

mostly in an ef'f'ort to gain a new ally against the Ottomans. 

The history of' ?af'avid Iran in the sixteenth century was 

predominantly marked by an intensif'ied struggle against the Ottomans 

on the one hand and an unremitting f'ight with the Uzbeks on the other. 

Whereas the ~f'avid-Uzbek conf'lict became the object of' study by a 

modern Iranologist, Martin Dickson3, little attention has been paid by 

historians to the~ developments in Ottoman-~f'avid rela tions.4 

The remainder of the present study is intended as an attempt to fill 

this gap in the annals of' Ottoman-~avid relations. In this context, 

a briet· survey of the ~favid rel1gious order and the process of' its 

development into a major political movement will be made, with 

particluar reference to the rise of Shah Isml!c!l and the impact of 

this event on the relations between Iran and the Ottoman empire. 

A. 'lbe ~fi Order at Ardabl:l. 

The eponym of the ~afavids is Shaykh ~afi al-DI'n Is~J.aq 

(d.732/1334), the :founder of a Sl:f:i }ar'igah in Ardabil, a town located 

3 Martin B. Dickson, "Sh~b Tahml!isb and the Uzbeks (The Duel :for 
Khurasan with cubayd Khan: 930-946/1524-15 40)" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Princeton University, 1958). 

4 Except for the articles o:f Jean-Louis Bacqull-Grammont, Attache de 
Recherche au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (Paris) and 
editor o:f Turcica, who informed me in 1976 that he was preparing a 
doctoral dissertation under the supervision of Professor Claude Cahen 
on the early development of Ottoman-SU'avid relations (to 1514). 
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in Azarb'ay $in.5 Although belonging to a weal tny family, he renounced 

wordly interes.ts and elected mysticism as a way of life. His 

initiation was at the nands of Shaykh Taj al-Din Ibrahim Zahidi 

(615-700/1218-1301), whom he joined at the village of ~lyah Karan in 

G1lan.6 His relationship with his murshid7 was enhanced by his 

marriage to Shaykh Zahid!'s daughter. After returning to his native 

Ardabil, Shaykh Saf'i al-Din attracted a large following. Twenty years 

later and after the death of his fath~r-in-law and mentor, Shaykh ~i 

founded his own SUfi order which became known as the ~afavYyah (or 

Sifavid order).8 The fame he gained in his lifetime was echoed in the 

works of two oC his contemporaries. First, the geographer and 

historian ~md Allah Mustawfi Qazvini (d. 750/1349) who, in his 

Tar"'kh-i Guzi'dah, stated that tnis ~fi Shaykh possessed a large 

following, and that the great influence he wielded among the Mongols 

protected the population from any abuse.9 In his geographical work 

5 For a description of Ardabil, see: Fakhr al-Din MITaavi'
ArdabU! Najafi., TarDch-i ArdabYl va Danishmandan (Najaf: Ma!hacat 
al-Adab, 1968), 1:10-31; Laurence Lockhart, Persian Cities (London: 
Luzac and Co., 1960), pp. 51-57. 

6 rbn Bazzaz, Safwat al-Safa done by Ahmad ibn Karim Tabrizi 
(Bombay: Lithographed, 1911), pp. 12 and 23-2b; idem, Leiden MS, Col. 
9a. fusayn ibn Abdal Zabidi, Silsilat al-Nasab Safayiyah (Berlin: 
Intisharat-i Iranshahr, 1924), p. 24; Khwandamir.'Habib al-Siyar. fi 
Akhbar al-Bashar, edited by Huma'i (Tehran: Khayy~m. 1975), 4:413-
415; Najafi, TarYkh-i Ardabil,1 :263-346. On the location of !filyah 
Karan, see: Minor skY• nA Mongol Decree of 720/1320 to the Family of 
Shaykh Zahid,n BSOAS 16 (1954): 520-522. 

7 Murshid means nguiden; while murid is synonymous with disciple. 
In Slfism, murshi(I became the equivalent of Master, nshaykhn. See: 
Tri"mingham, Siif:i Orders, pp. 3, 13, 136 n. 2 and 166-193. 

-r--

8rbn Bazzaz, Safwat al-Safa, (B.ombay), pp. 42-50; Khwandamir. 
~abib al-Siyar 4:415-419; and Zahid!, Silsilat al-Nasab. p. 28. 

9Hamd Allah Mustawfi Qazv!n:r, Tarikh-i Guzl:dah, (Selected 
History), edited by cAbd al-fusayn Nava''! (Tehran: Aml.r Kabir, 1960), 
p. 675. . 
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Nuzhat al-QullJb, the same author reported that the majority of' the 

population of' Ardab:tl practiced ShafiCism and were followers of' Shaykh 

,saf!.10 Another contemporary, the famous historian as well as 

statesman of the ~tongol period, Rash!d al-D!:n 'f'ab.i'b (d. 718/1318), 

revealed in his correspondence the reverence he and the Mongol 

authorities had f'or the ~afavid religious 1eader.11 Thus, the 

l?af'aviyah was viewed at its inception as a ~f'l: order within the 

framework of' Sunn! Islam. It was not until later that crosscurrents 

surfaced. 

The death of Shaykh ~'i signalled the start of' various claims as 

to his genealogy and teachings. The main biographical work about him 

is ~afwat al-~af'a, completed in 759/1358. Its author, Ibn Bazzaz, was 

a disciple of' Shaykh !fidr al-D~n Miisa (735-94/1334-91), Shaykh ~~·s 

son and successor at the head of the order. The original manuscript 

of' this work disappeared. Extant pre-~f'avid copies 12 contend that 

Shaykh ~fi's genealogy can be traced to the prophet Mu~am mad, thus 

10 Ham d AlHih Mustawf'l Qazv'lm, The Geographical ~ ~ the 
Nuzhat iu- Qul.tib, Part 1, edited by Guy Le Strange (London: Luzac and 
Co., 1 91 5), Pers. text, p. 81. Sh:lf'l cism is one of' the four major 
"orthodox" schools of Islamic jurisprudence: J. Schacht, The Origins 
of Muhammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1950); N. 
Coulson, .A Historv .Q1: Islamic .ks.K (Edinburgh: University Press, 
1964). 

11 R ashl.d al- Din T a bib, Mukatabat-i Rashidi, edited by Muhammad 
Shaf"lc (Lahore: Nashr'iyat-i Kulllyah-i PaDjab, 1945), pp. 2'65-273 
(no. 45) and 296-311 (no. 49). 

12 Those which were copied prior to the rise of the ~avids. See 
Appendix B for details on some of' them. 
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making him a Sayyid. 13 This opinion preva:iled for centuries until it 

came under close scrutiny by two modern historians: Apmad Kasrav'i 

Tabr'Izl. (d. 1946) and Ahmed Zeki Velidi Tog an (b. 1690). Both authors 

independently reached the same conclusion: that the forebears of the 

~afavids were descended from Iraniz ed Kurds and bore no blood 

relationship to the Prophet of Ialam. 14 In fact, the ShiCj_te leanings 

within the ~avid order, together with the legend of the noble origin 

c of the founder, developed later and became predominant at the time of 

the transformation of the order into a political force. 

During the tenure of Shaykh ~dr al-Dl:n, the ~af'avid order 

expanded its membership. Its disciples and propagandists were to be 

found as far east as Harat in Transoxania.15 A decree of Sultan Ahmad 

Jalayir, dated 22 Dhii'l-QaCdah 773/16 May 1372, exempted the 

endowments and properties of the order from taxation.16 In that 

document, numerous titles were bestowed upon the ;un. Shaykh, all of 

which indicated that his teachings were still within the framework of' 

l3 The titles sayyid and sharlf' refer to descent from the Prophet 
Muhammad. The title sayYid is of' special significance among the 
Shi"Cites because it corresponds to a descent from Muhammad through n1.s 
daughter F'!.ti.mah and her husband cAll. In SlllC:i.sm, the Im'Ams--who are 
all descend~nts of' cAn himself--are the only rightful successors of' 
Muhammad. For f'urther details, see: c. Van Arendonk, "Sha.r'lf," EI1, 
4: • 324-329. 

1 4 see Appendix B. 
Sa.tavl.yah", Lughatnamah, 
~ 9'46-}. 

These views are accepted by Dihkhuda:, 
17:255-264 (Tehran: Danishgah-i Tihran, 

15such was tile case of Q::isi.m al-Anvar, see: R. Savory, "A 15th 
Century safavid Propagandist at Har:lt," in American Oriental Society. 
Middle !(est Branch. Semi-Centennial .Yolume, edited by Dennis Sinor 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1959}, pp. 169-197. 

16 The original Persian text of this decree and a French 
translation may be found in H. Masse, "Ordonnance Rendue parle Prince 
llkhanien Ahmad Jal:lir en Faveur du Cheikh Sa.dr od-D'!.n (1305-1392)," 
J!A 230 (193Jl): 465-468. 
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Sunni Islam.17 The f'amous Arab historian Ibn Khaldtrn (d. 808/1406) 

who was a contem pora.ry of ?adr al- D'in spoke of the latter as a great 

Shaykh (Shaykh al-Shuyukh), a title which emphasized his recognition 

as a mystic leader. 18 

The Safavid order attained new heights under the leadership of' 

- Khwajah cAn (79lJ-830/1391-1lJ27). Tradition maintains that he met 

with Timur on the return of this conqueror f'rom his Anatolian campaign 

of' BOlJ/1402. Ti.miir acquiesced to the request of' the ~avid Shaykh to 

free most of' the captives he brought f'rom Anatolia. These were 

settled in the village of' Ganja-bah-Kul and later became f'ervent 

followers and staunch supporters of tbe ?afavids. 1 9 Moreover, the 

Safavid order received land endowments ( wagf) in the villages of' 

Talvar, Qizll Uzun, Kumrah-i !::Cahan and H amadan.20 The account of 

that deed would indeed confirm the expanding numbers of the saravid 

followers as well as tbe increasl.ng needs of the Order. 

Khwl!jah cAn•s decisl.on to settle in Jerusalem following his 

pilgrimage to the Muslim Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina opened new 

horizons f'or the order. ·He became acquainted with the theologians of' 

17The titles used were: ~~' ~LWt olh.L.. r-&1 r>L.. 'it t!:. 
u ! .. . '!'"I t..H)L;JI ~,. ~Yl..JI _, c.!l,.WI C"'tJ ~Wt o' ~ 

These titles only ref'er to Sadr al- D'in as the great SUfi master. 
Henri. Mass~ translated these titles as follows: "(Le) grand Ch,!3ikh de 
!'Islam, le Sultan des cheikhs et des grands initi~s. le modele des 
contemplat:lf's, le loyal conseiller des rois et des princes, le guide 
de toutes les creatures, le Cheikh chef de la verite, de la communaut~ 
et de la religion ••• " See: Mass~. "Ordonnance," pp. 465-467. 

18see Ibn Khaldtrn, KitEi:b al- clbar edited by Y. A. D:rghir (Beirut: 
Maktabat al- Madrasah, 1951), 5:1171. 
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20Ibid. 



Syria and acquired a reputation as a famous jurist and a ~f! leader. 

The last factor contributed to the future expanai.on of the Order in 

Syria. How ever, Khw ajah cAn did not show signs of ShiOj_ leanings and 

his teachings were within Sunni Islam. In a biographical notice, his 

contemporary, the Arab historian Ibn ~ajar al.-cAsqalanl. (d. 852/1449), 

wrote that Khwajah cAll. was the leader of a ~n order in "Iraq" and 

that his following numbered over one hundred thousand. 21 The absence 

of any reference in the text to the Sl}aykh's leanings would imply that 

he showed no evident signs of Shl.cism or extremism, ai.nce Ibn '!ajar 

did not fall to mention the heterodoxies of others.22 Another Arab 

historian, Mujlr al.-Dl.n al-cUlayml. (860-927/1456-1521), wr.l.ting ca. 

900/1494-95, gave a fuller notice on Khwajah cAll. and some of his 

disciples in Jerusalem, which contains a number of facts deserving 

close attention. First. Khwajah cAll. was considered a famous Shaykh 

and a Sunn'l theologian. This was conf'irmed by the same author in his 

biography of Ibn al-~a'igh, a disciple of the ~afavid leader. 

Although he was given the title of 'Khalifah (Successor) of the 

Ardablll. (i.e., of Khwajah cAl'!),• Ibn al-~a'igh was a renowned 

'!anafite jurist. 2 3 Second, al.-cUlayml. reported the probability of' 

Khwajah cAn's descent f'rom CAJi, but did not confirm it.24 This 

21 rbn Hajar al-cAsqaUI:n'!, Inba' al-Ghumr bi-Anba' al- CUmr, edited 
by H. Habashi (Cairo: al-Majlis al-A cur lil-Shu'll'n al-Ial.aml.yah, 
1972), 3":427-428. 

22 see, for ~example, his biography of' the poet Nas:r::ml., who 
propagated the lplrC:f'!. doctrine; _ll!ig., pp. 136-137. 

2 3Mujl.r al-Dl.n al-cUlaym'l., al-Uns al-Jam bi-Tarlkh al-Quds JU!. 
al-KhalD. (al-Najaf': al-Ma~acah al-l}ayda~ah, 1968): 2:236. 

24rbid., p. 169. The text states 11 uJ,.-..L._,..e- ~~ JU ,'' 
which translates: "and it is said that he was an cAlaw'I(i.e., 
descendant of cAn)." 
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demonstrates that at the time of the composition of al-culayml.'s work, 

and seventy years after K hw ajah c Ali's death, the "legend" of the 

cAlaw"i (or cAli.d) origin of the ~avid leaders had begun to take root 

among their followers, including those in Syria. Third, K hw ajah 

cAii's stay and eventual death in Jerusalem (between 830-32/1427-29) 

earned him veneration and new disciples. Upon his death in Jerusalem, 

"his funerals were a memorable day" and--added al-e Ulay m"i-- "his 

followers built a large domed shrine on his tomb, which became famous 

and also became a place of visitati.on.25 While in Jerusalem, Khwl:ljah 

cAn had given up the leadership of the Order in favor of his son 

Ibrahl.m who had accompanied him to the Muslim Holy Places and Syria 

before returning to Arda bl.l. 2 6 

Ibr~Ulim's death in 851/1447 marked the end of an era during which 

the ~avid leaders had considered themselves primar:ily the spiritual 

guides of their disciples and follow era. Mean w h:il..e, the ;:etavid order 

developed steadily and secured the adherence and devotion of a large 

following, partl.cul.arly among the Turkoman tribes of northwestern 

Iran, eastern Anatolia,- and northern Syria. The passing of Ibr~ldm 

brought about abrupt and radical changes which were to affect the 

vocation as well as the role of the Order. His son Junayd who 

succeeded him nurtured political ambitions and set in motion the 

process of converting the once purely spiritual ~f1 order into a 

political and m:D..itary force to be reckoned with. 

25Ibid. See also Michel H. Hazzaoui, ~ Origins .21: the ~afawids 
(Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Veriag GMBH, 1972), p. 55. 

26z~hi.<fi, Silsil.at, pp. 49-50. 
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B. Froa :Uf'iaa to Politics. 

When Junayd took over the destiny of' the ~af'avid order in 

851/1447, Iran was caught in sudden developments which were 

precipitated by the death in 850/1446-47 of' the last great TI.mur.id 

ruler Shah Rukh. The subsequent disi.nte'gration of' the Timurid empire 

presented an opportunity for the Qara C!.oyunlu ruler Jahan Shah to 

enlarge his dominions at the expense of' both Timurids and Aq Qoyunlus. 

W h:ile he met with success in his dr;i.ve against the TI.murids, Jahan 

Shah encountered stiff opposl.ti..on f'rom the Aq Qoyunlus and their 

leader Uzun I}asan. The resulting rivalry came to a violent end in 

872/1467 with the death of' Jahan Shah in the aftermath of his 

expedition against Diyar Bakr. the hearth of' the Aq Qoyunlus. This 

event, coupled with the defeat of the T'1mll'rid Abll' sac'Id 

(855-73/1!J51-69) the following year, established Uzun I}asan as the 

undisputed master of' Iran. 

The first half' of' the f'if'teenth century was also characterized by 

the resurgence of the Turkoman element as a result of' the 'I'lmur.ian 

campaigns and the subsequent rebirth of' independent Turkoman 

principalities in A natolia. nm1Ir's victor.ies against the Mamluks and 

the Ottomans constituted a long sought opportunity for the Turkoman 

tribes in the area to raise the standard of rebellion. 

On the Ottoman side, the long reign of Murad II (824-55/1421-51) 

f'inally restored the empire to its pre- TimQ'r.ian boundaries. How ever, 

the chaotic period"between 805/1403 and 824/1!J21 engendered several 

rebellious movements which acquired political, social and religious 

characters. Among these, the revolt in 819/1416 of Badr al-D'1n ibn 

Ql!~ Saml!!i.wnah and his followers--although or.iginally of a religious 

and fanatical color-- bore political overtones which reflected a 
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general discontent with the political situa ti.on of the empire. The 

magnitude o:f this revolt was comparable to that o:f Baba Rasiil AlHih 

and the B!ibii:'is whose insurgence took place in 637/1239-40 under the 

Saljuqs of Riim. 27 Badr al-D"in, who formerly assumed the functions of 

Q a::a c Askar (Judge of the Army) resented his dismissal :from that 

position and called upon a certain Yaraklujah Mu~a to foment a 

"revolt of dervishesn.28 Soon, other Ottoman subjects--including 

Chr.isti.ans and Jews--joined in, thus causing this movement to spread 

throughout the em pire.2 9 Although the Ottomans succeeded in quelling 

this widespread rebellion. and hanged Badr al- D"in within the same year 

(819/1~16), the latter's rebellious teachings survived among his 

followers who proliferated especially among the Turkomans of Anatolia, 

some of whom later espoused the cause of other movements such as the 

Bektashi and the Sa:favid.30 

During the same period, the Mamluks were faced with the danger of 

an extemist religious Hurun sect on their northern borders.3 1 There, 

27 For further details on this insurrection, see: Koprulu, Les 
Origines de 1' Empire Ottoman (Paris: Editions de Roccard, 1935), pp. 
58-61. 

28so called by Ham mer-PurgstalL Histoire de 1' Emt>ire OttOJ!l.S!Jh 
2:181 • 

29 The details of these revolts were covered by Ham m er-Purgstall, 
~ pp. 181-190. See also A~~kpa:;;azade, Tevarih-i Al-i Osman, 
edited by Ali Bey (Istanbul: Matbacah-i c.lrmirah, 1914, pp. 91-93; and 
M. J. Kissling, "B adr al- Din b. Kacli Sam a w na, n EI2 , 1 :86 9; K ara 
Gelebizade, Raw<!at al-Abrar (Cairoi' BiiUiq, 1832), p. 364. 

30 A~~kpa~azade, Teyarih, p. 1b6; Kissling, "Badr al-Din," p. 8bY. 

31 The Hurtifi. sect is an extremist Muslim sect with predominantly 
Sh"i~ tendencies. For more details see: E. G. Browne, .A Literary 
History of Persia (Cambridge: The University Press, 1969), 3:365-375; 
E. J. W. Gibb, .A History of' Ottom..e.n Poetry (London: Luzac and Co., 
1900). 1:336-388. 
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Na::iim al-Din Tabdzi--better known as NaSimi and a disciple of' Fael 

Allah nm Mu!Bmmad Tabrlz"l who was executed in 804/1401-23 2 --won the 

adherence of' large numbers of followers f'rom among the Turkomans. HiS 

major success was the conversion to the Huran sect of' the DulgadJ.r 

ruler N a:tr al.-Din (800-46/1397-1443) .33 This favorable reception 

motivated Nas"im'i. to widen the scope of' his endeavor by moving to 

Aleppo where he was apprehended and ldlled on the order of' the Mamluk 

Sultan in 820/1417-18.34 N as'im'i's activities resulted in the 

dif'f'usion of' heterodox teachings among the Turkomans of northern 

Syria, especially around Antioch where major disturbances necessitated 

the dispatch of' a Mamluk expediti.on.35 In addition to this movement, 

Mamluk authorities were faced with the contagious restlessness of' the 

Turkoman tribes in the regions of' the Taurus and the Upper Euphrates. 

It was against this background that Junay d changed the raison 

d'etre of the Saf'avid order. Several sources have related the story 

of' his expulsion f'rom Ardab"ll on orders :fr>om Jahan Shah Qara Qoyunlu 

who replaced him at the head of' the Order with his uncle JaCf'ar.36 

32 A short biographical notice on Fa~l Alli!ih Tabrlz'i exists in: 
Ibn .!!ajar al-cAsqalani. Inba', 2:219. 

33lbid., 3:136-137, note 3. 

34rbid., pp. 136-137. 

35 Ibid., p. 137. 

36 Khw i!indam'i\• JJabib al-Siyar, 4 :425; A:p.kpali azade, Tevarlh, p. 
264; Najafi, Tarikh-i ArdabTI, 1:171-172; Tadhkirat~uluk; 1! Manual 
of' Saf'avid Administration, translated by V. Minorsky (London: Luzac 
and Co., 1943), p. 190; ilia P. Petrushevskii, IsUi..!!! ..Q..gJ: Iran, 
tranSLated by Kafi.m Kisbava.rz (Tehran: Payyam, 1972), pp. 385-387. 
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How ever, the same sources f'ailed to specif'y the causes or this move 

apart f'rom agreeing that it was due primarily to Junayd's political. 

ambitions. This development was best summarized by Fa!;il AlHih Ibn 

Rtizbi.han--better known as Khu~ (d. 927/1521)--who wrote in his cliam 

Ara-yi _A mini that: 

When the boon of succession reached Junayd, he altered the 
way of' life of' his ancestors: The bird of' anxiety laid an 
egg of' longing f'or power in the nest of' his imagination. 
Every moment he strove to conquer a land or a region. When 
his f'ather Khw ~ja Shaykh-Shah [Ibratiim] depa1rd' Junayd f'or 
some reason or other had to leave the country. 

Khunji's statement is not specific as to the causes or Junayd's 

e xp ulsi.o n. An investigation of the motive underlying this event 

should take into consideration the following facts. In the first 

place, Junayd's rise to the position of' leadership took place in 

851/1447, a few months after the death of the nmurid ruler Shah Rukh, 

thus coinciding with the disruption of the political status ..Q..Y..Q in 

Iran and Transoxania. In the second place, the stage was left in Iran 

to the rival dynasties of the Aq and Qara Qoyunl.us. In the third 

place, political and religious differences separated these two 

dynasties, since the f'ormer were Sunrii while the latter were sm.ci.38 

Moreover, both were embarking on an expansionist policy againt each 

other on the one hand and against the Timurids on the other. 

This evaluation of the situation which prevailed simultaneously 

37rbn Rilzbihl[n, Persia in A.D. 1478-1490, translated by V. 
Minorsky (London: The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and 
Ireland, 1957}, p. 63. 

3 8 U z un9ar)IJ.J.l., 
D evleUeri (Ankara: 
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in Iran ana Transoxan:i.a with the rise of' Junayd would shed some light 

on the causes of Junayd's expulsion from Ardab'll. Knowing that Jahan 

Shah Qara Q.oyunlu was an extremist Sh'i~,39 one might raise the 

question of the probability of religious differences separating these 

two men. In other words, did Junayd's Sunnism lead to hiS being 

ousted by this Sh'I~ ruler? The answer could only be negative. 

Junayd's father and predecessor cooperated with the Qara Qoyunlu ruler 

to the extent of joining him in ap expedition against Georgia. 40 

Hence, other reasons should be sought to explain the conditions 

surrounding Junayd's accession to the Safavid leadership. 

Unfortunately, contemporary sources remain vague if' not silent in 

regard to this q uesti.on. The only illumina ti.ng information was given 

by the Turkish historian A.:p.kpalil az ade (d. 924/151 8) who, in his 

Tevjirih-i Al-i ~_in, indicated that Junayd had put forth a threefold 

claim to the royal succession in that countrY. First, he pretended to 

be a descendant of c Ali. Second, he claimed that bis descendants 

3 9v. Minorsky, "Jih~n-Shah Qara Qoyunlu and his Poetzy,n BSOAS lo 
(1954): 271-297. 

40 See V. Minorsky, "Thomas of Metsopc on the Timurid-Turkom an 
Wars. n in Professor MuhamJ!!M Shafic Presentation Volume, edited by S. 
M. Abdullah (Lahore: "Majlis-e Armughl!n-e cnm'!., 1955), pp. 169-170. 
Thomas of Metsop 0 wrote: "In Armenian [year] 889/1439-40 Jihli.nshah, 
lord of Tabr'Iz, taking with him the cruel governor. of Ardavil 
( Ardabll) and accompanied by all his qadis and mudarr.ises led an army 
into Georgia. n (p. 169). He later stated: "Soon after Jih~nshab 
summoned the hea,.ds of his religion and asked: "All the calamities you 
have caused us w.ill be pardoned to you by God. Anything you do within 
seven years will be pardoned. But I advise you: as the Chr.istians 
abused our prophet, assess them with heavy taxes and tributes." 
(p.170). 

The date given in this text leaves no doubt as to the identity of 
the Shaykh of Ardab'!.l. It is none other than Ibrah"lm, known as 
Shaykhshl!h, son of Khwl!jah cAn and father of' Junayd. He was the 
leader of the ~avid order from 830/1427 to 851/1447. 
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would have precedence to rule the Islamic community even over the 

companions of' the Prophet, an extremist Sh'ielj_ attitude. Third, he 

developed political ambitions and f'alsi..f'ied his genealogy to back his 

contention and gain the support of' the various Sh:!~ elements in 

Ana tolia. 41 These f'actors w auld undoubtedly create a threat to the 

Qara Ooyunlu ruler's power, due to the large f'ollowing of' the ~avid 

order. 

Following Junayd's eviction f'rom Ardab:Il, the leadership of' the 

Saf'avid order was entrusted to his uncle Jacf'ar who was on good terms 

with tne Qara Qoyunlu ruler. Inf'ormation about this Saf'avid leader is 

scanty and no mention of' his religious leanings could be f'ound. 42 

How ever, V. Minorsky has postulated that he must have been SunnY and 

that he conf'ormed to the traditional leadership of' the Order. 43 

Junayd lef't Ardabil f'or Kenya, the capital of the then 

independent province of Karaman. While crossl.ng Ottoman territory, he 

sent--as a goodwill gesture--a symbolic present to Sultan Murad II who 

reciprocated in ld.nd.44 In Kenya, Junayd began to claim descent from 

cAn, whlle propagating extremist Shl.ey_ ideas and showing ambitions 

41 A~~kpa~ azade, Tevarih. pp. 2b4-269. 
leanings, see Appendix B. 

On Junayd's Shici 

42 Z~hidi, Silsilat, pp. 49-50, does not 
Junayd as the head of' the Saf'avid order. 
scholar and learned man. · 

mention JaCf'ar replacing 
He refers to him as a 

43v. Minorsky, "La Perse au xve Si~cle,n in Iranica. Twenty 
Articles (Tehran: Publications of the University of Tehran, 1964), p. 
321. 

44 A~~kpa~azade, Teyarih, p. 2b4. Junayd sent Murad II a prayer 
rug, a copy of the Qur'l[n and a tasb"ih (Muslim rosary). Murad 
reciprocated by sending a gift of money. · 
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for power. 4 5 The unfavorable reaction of' the ruler and theologians of 

Konya compelled him to flee southward to Clli.cia, where he met with an 

identical reception. 46 Finally, he entered Syria where he settJ.ed in 

the towns of Klli.s and Jabal Musa, both in the vicinity of Antioch, 47 

an area where the f;Iurufi influence was strongly felt. According to 

A:p.kpa~azade, the Mamluk Sultan Jaqmaq (842-57/1438-53) sent an 

expedition which drove Junayd from northern Syria and killed a number 

of his f'ollowers.48 Af'ter these f'ailures, Junayd turned his f'ollowers 

into a band of ghuzat (singular: ghazi) and led them on a raid against 

the "infidels" of Trabzon in 861/1456.49 Finally, he settled in 

45~, pp. 265-266. See also Appendix B. 

46Junayd was well received by the Varsaq, a 
dwelling in the vicinity of Adana, in the territory 
O~ullar~ who were vassals of the Mamluks. See: 
Minor sky, T adhkirat al- Mul\ik, p. 1 90. 

Turkoman tribe 
of the Ram azan 
~ p. 265; 

4 7According to Minorsky, Tadhkirat, p. 190, JunaydreachedJabal 
~u~ and not Jabal Mil~ However, cAbb~ al-cAzzlll.w'l. Tad.kh al-crraa 
bayna IhtilB.layn (Baghdad: By the author, 193 9), 4:334-335, states 
that Juiayd lived in K.:ilis and Jabal Masri. He took this information 
from Kunti.z al-Dhahab, a chronicle which was contemporary with Junayd. 
On the location and variations of spelling Kilis, see: Yr!qtrt, Mu cjam 
a1-Buldan (Beirut: Da:r SQdir, 1955), 4:476. Yaqut states that it was 
inhabited by Turkomans. among whom spread bizarre beliefs. 

48 According to A~~kpa~azade, Tevarih, p. 2b6. It is imposslble 
to verify this information among contemporary Arabic sources. 

4 9Ya~a ibn cAbd al-Lail.f' Qazv'lta, Lubb al-Tavarikh, edited by 
Jalrll al-Dl:n Tihrlhli (Tehran": Mu•assasah-i Khr!var, 1935), p. 238; 
Petrushevskii. Islam dar Iran, p. 386; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M 
l'Empire Ottoman, 3:78-79. A ghazi is the one who participates in a 
ghazwah, "a rai~ against the infidels." See I. Melikoff, "Gh§.z'l.,n 
EI2 , 2:1043-1045. Further information is given by M. Mazzaoui, n The 
Ghaz'l. Backgrounds of the ~avid State," ..!g_QgJ,_ 1!~ 12 (1971): 
79-90. The date of this raid is based on Chalcocondyles, a Greek 
historian of the fifteenth century. 
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D.iyar Bakr where he was well received by the Aq Qoyunlu ruler Uzun 

Hasan. 50 

The warm reception that Uzun J!asan gave Junayd was seemingly 

dictated by two f'actors. First, Uzun Hasan was related to the Komneni 

f'amily which ruled Trabz on. The invitation that he extended to Junay d 

might be interpreted as an ef'f'ort to t'orestall any future Saf'avid 

attack against that territory, particularly at a time when Ottoman 

desi.gns over the rest of Anatolia had become obvious. Second, a 

strong alliance with Junay d w auld enhance the prestige and position of 

Uzun !Bsan vis-a-vi.s Jahan Shah Qara Qoyunl.u.5 1 Furthermore, Junayd's 

marr.Lage to Khadijah Begum-- Uzun ~n's sister--made him a member of 

the ruling dynasty, thus strengthening his claim to power. As for 

Uzun l;iasan, he viewed this marriage as an opportunity to acquire a 

strong ally in his conflict with the Qara Qoyunl.us. 

Following a three year stay in D.iyar Bakr, Junayd made an 

unsuccessf'ul attempt to re-enter Ardabll.52 ShortJ.y thereaf'ter, he 

contemplated the resumption of the ghazw (raiding) activity. This 

time his attention was f'ocused on Daghestan, in the Caucasus area. 

However, Junayd had to secure the permission or Aml.r Khall.l Allah 

Sh"irvanshah (821-69/1418-64), the ruler or Sh!:rvan, whose territory he 

had to cross before reaching Daghestan. When responding to Junayd's 

5° Khw andam'ir, Habib al-Sivar, 4 :425-426; Ibn R iizbihan, Persia in 
A.D. 1478-1490, p. 6~trushevskii, Islam J!5!.!:. Iran, p. 386. -

5 1 A passage of F~l Allah Ibn R uzbihan might be enlightening in 
thisrespect. He wrote: "Junayd's marriage became known even in the 
rarthest corners of Rum and Syria and, in view of this honour, the 
Khall.fas of the earlier Shaykhs wanted to wait on him." See: Persia 

.in & L 1478-1490, p. 64. See also note (1) of the same page for 
Minorsky's comment on K halifa.s (Arabic: K hulaf'a). 

5 2 Petrushevskii, Isla.m dar Iran, p. 386. 
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request, Shirvanshah admonished the ~avid leader to concentrate on 

his spiritual teachings and discouraged him f'rom executing his 

project. This message also ended with a warning and velled threat 

f'ro m Shirvanshah. 53 Notwithstanding this threat, Junay d led ten 

thousand f'ollow ers to raid Daghestan and, on his return, attacked 

54 Shirvan and its capital Sham akh'i as a riposte to its ruler's stand. 

Junayd was killed during the ensuing battle which· took place near 

Shamakliiin 864/1460.55 

In his lif'etime, Junayd converted the ~avid order into a potent 

political f'orce whose strength rested upon the adherence of' a 

heterogeneous Sh'iOj, following dominated by a number of Turkom an 

tribes. Moreover, his marriage to Uzun ~jasan's sister gave his 

offspring a legitimate claim to power as members of the ruling Aq 

Q oy u nlu dynasty. Henceforth, the ~avid Shaykhs added to their 

status as religious leaders that of royal princes, thus directly 

inval.ving the ~avid order in Iranian politics. From Junayd's death 

to the rise of the ~avid dynasty in 907/1501, the increasingly 

political aspect of the Order greatly overshadowed its original 

religious nature. 

53 The text of Sl'!..irv~nshah's message is f'ound in: Mu'ayyad 
§.ab'it'i, com p., Asnad va N'am aha-yi Tartkhi az A va'il-i D awraha-yi 
Isl'imi li Avakhir-i _:.AM-i ~ha.h Is.m~-=n. Safav:r- {Tehran: 
Kitabkhanah-i. Tahiiti, 1967), pp. 375-376. • 

54Ibn Rlizbihan, Persia in A.D. 1478-1490, pp. 64-65; Khwl!ndam'!.r, 
Ijabib al-Si'lar, 4._,425; Ahmad Ibrahim'! Husayn'l. Die Friihen Safawiden 
nach .Qazi .A.h.mad .Q_M.mi, edited and translated by Erika Glassen 
{ Freiburg·: Schwarz, 1970), Pers. text, pp. 57-59. 

55 Khw andam'!.r, Habib al-Siyar, 4 :416; Ibn Razbihan, Persia .in 
A.D. 1478-1490, pp. 64-65; HusayrU., Die Frilhen Saf'awiden, pp. 57-57. 
Most of these sources put Junayd's death in 860/11!55-56; however, it 
has been established that he was killed no earlier than 864/1460. 
See: Petrushevsld.i. Isla.m dar Iran, p. 3 86; Minorsky, Tadhk:i.rat 
al- Mul.uk, p. 190. 
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C. From J}aYdar to the Coronation of' Shah IsmaotL 

Junayd transf'ormed the ~avid order into an important political 

and military force by showing Sh'i~ leanings, thus winning the support 

of a number of Turkoman tribes in A natalia and northern Syr.ia. As 

Minorsky remarked, "it is possible that having discovered Shl.cite 

leanings among the Anatalians, he felt that a wider scope for his 

enterprise would open with his own move in the same direction. n56 As 

a result, he left his descendants a threefold legacy: the spiritual 

leadership of the Order, the command of' a large t'ollowing of &if'i 

gh!:zYs who were eager to t'ight non-Muslim neighbors as well as "Muslim 

t'oes"; and finally, a t'irmly entrenched posl.tion in the ruling Aq 

Qoyunlu dynasty. 

Junayd's heir was his son ~aydar, scion ot' his union with 

Khadi,jah Begum, Uzun Hasan's sister. The int'ancy ot' J!aydar was 

inadequate to the increasing responsibilities of a ~avid leader, 

thus creating a void which was t'illed by the influential members of 

the Order. These were primarily khu1afa57 (singular: khalifah) drawn 

from among the tribal :f'ollowing and :f'orming a powerf'ul link between 

the Saf'avid leader and those tribes or clans which owed him 

56 Minorsky, "Shaykh Bali- Et'endi on the ¥afavids, n B SO AS 20 
(1957): 439. 

5 7 R. M. Savory, "The Of'fice of KhaD.fat al- Khulaf'i§. under the 
Saf'awids." JAOS 85(1965): 497-502; Ibn Rilzbi.han, Persia in A.D. 1478-
i490, p. 64, note 1. 
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allegl..ance.58 Together they constituted an inf'ormal regency council 

and took over the spiritual. m:llitary and political responsibilities 

as well. as the duties of' guardianship and education of' the inf'ant 

Safavi.d heir. 

~ay dar was installed in Arda bil in 87 4/ 1.q6 9 by his maternal uncle 

Uzun !}a-san, who had put an end to the Qara Qoyunl.u dynasty and 

expanded his authority over its f'ormer dominions.59 At that date, 

~aydar was merely nine years of' age.60 

The reinstatement of' the Saf'avid order in Ardabil resulted in an 

influx of' waves of' adherents and f'allow ers f'rom eastern Anatolia and 

northern Syria, who converged upon the hereditary seat of' the Saf'avid 

Shaykhs.6 1 Details regarding ~aydar's immediate entourage are scarce. 

The researcher is lef't uninformed as to the respective 

responsl..bilities and positions of' the khulaf'a. It appears that dur.l.ng 

the early years of l_faydar's tenure at the head of the Order, these 

khu1afa formed a quasi-collective leadership. In fact, it was only 

58Inf'ormati.on regarding geographical areas where the f'ollow ers of' 
the Saf'avid order existed could be gathered from the f'ollowing 
sources: A~a§azade, TeySrlh-i Al.-i Osman. pp. 2b4-269; Ibn Bazz~, 
Safwat al-Sara: (L eiden MS), f'ol. 255b; Husayril, Die Frtihen ~widen, 
Pers. text pp. 28 and 30; Ibn Riizbihan, Persia.,;!.n.L]h ~H-1490, p. 
62; Zahidi, snsilat. pp. 28 and 47; cAzzawl., Tari.kh al- ea• 3:334-
335; Faruk Su mer, Saf'evi. Devletinin Kurulu~u ve Ge~mesi,nde Anadole 
Tilrklerinin Rolil (Ankara: G uven Matbaam, 197b), pp. 43-49 and 209-
214. 

5 9 Minorsky, "La Perse au XV e Siecl.e," p. 324; Petrushevslci.L 
Islam dar Iran, p.,387. 

6°Here, the estimate of' Haydar's age is given by Minorsky. Ibid. 
No date of' birth is recorded f'or l_faydar in original sources. 

61 Ibn Riizbihan, Persia .in ..LJL.. 1478-1490, pp. 6~-66; Minorsky. 
Tadhkirat al-Muliik, pp. 190-191. 
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af'ter ~aydar's death and during the tenure of his sons cAn Padishah 

and Ismacil that the f'irst mention occurred of a hierarchy and 

distribution of' tasks among the khulafa. Under l!ay dar, only two are 

known to have reached eminence. These were !bsayn Beg ShamlO: and Qara 

Piri Qaj§:r,6 2 who participated next to J!aydar in the batUe of' 

'fcibarsaran against the ruler of Shirvan in 893/1488.63 

During f!aydar's short lifetime, the Saf'avid order became 

crystallized as a politico-religious movement. ~aydar strengthened 

his ties with the Aq Qoyunlus by marrying l!alimah Begum--known as 

Cham shah-- Uz un .~Jasan's daughter. 64 This union placed him a step 

closer to power and gave him quasi par.lty with that ruler's own 

of'f'spr.lng. He also converted his heterogeneous following into an 

organized f'orce of' ghazis at his service. How ever, this seems to be 

more the result of' an influx of Turko mans of eastern A natalia than the 

outcome of ~aydar's own decisl.on. In fact, these Turkom ans were able 

to apply increased pressure upon the ~avid leader and succeeded in 

tranaf'orming the Order into a m:ilitant organization. Pe trush ev skii 

r.lghUy remarked that "the influence of' the warlike and nomadic 

62 According to Sarwar, History of Shah Ismacn ~.KI (Aligarh: 
By the Author, 1939), p. 25. In cuam Ira-yi Safav'i. edited by Yad 
Allah Shukri (Tehran: Bunyad-i Farhang-i Iran, 1971), pp. 31-32, he is 
mentioned as Qara Pir"i Ustajlu and in other copies of the same 
manuscript as Qara Pl.ri Qaramanlu. The Ustajlu formed a clan of the 
Q aram anlu; see: F. Siimer, Kara Koyunlular (Ankara: Turk Tarih 
Kurumu, 1967), 1:27, note 44. 

63sarwar, Shah Isma"ll. p. 25; cAlam Ara-yi ~afavT, pp. 31-32. 

6 4 K hw l!ndam'lr, H ab'ib al-Siyar, 4:427; Husay n'1, Die FrUhen 
Safawiden, pp. 59-60; and Zahidi, Silsilat. p. 6A. 
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Turkish tribes changed the original character of the ~avid order. n65 

These followers became known as the qizilbash (literally: Red Heads) 

due to their distinctive headgear consisting of a twelve-layer red cap 

which ~aydar ordered them to wear. This character.i.stic headgear was 

described in later sources as the taj-i t_taydari (the ~aydad Crown).66 

The belief's of the majority of' the Turkoman supporters of' ~aydar 

were markedly heterodox and took extremist Shl.~ overtones. Ibn 

Ruzbihan noted that they "foolishly ?nnounced the glad tidings of his 

[ ~aydar's] divinity. n67 This same author mentioned that "it is 

reported that they considered him as their god and, neglecting the 

duties of .ngmaz and public prayers, looked upon the Shaykh as their 

gibla and the being to whom prosternation was due.n68 These remarks 

undoubtedly prove that extremist heterodoxy (ghulux) was widespread 

among the supporters of' the ?afavids. This "deification" of the 

~avid leader was strikingly obvious to same Western trav el.ers who 

. 69 
visited the ~avid court during the reign of' Shah Ism l!!:OU. 

65Petrushevskii, Isla.!!! dar Iran, p. 38H. 

66Khwandam'ir, .Habi.b al-Siyar, 4:426-427; E. Denison Ross, "The 
Early Years of' Shah "rsmao-J.l, Founder of' the Saf'avi Dynasty," JRAS 
(April 1896): 253-255; Iskandar Beg Munsbi, Tarikh-i cAlam Ara-yi 
cAbbasi. edited by 'Iraj Afshar (Tehran: Am'ir Kabir, 1971), 1:19-21. 
The gizilbash were also mentioned as "Kulah-i Surkh," "Cizfi Bork" and 
"Qiz:ll Qalp'Sq.n See: Ibn Rtlzbl.han, Mihman Namah-1 Bukh?a. edited by 
Manuchihr Sutudah (Tehran: B angah-i T arjum ah va N aahr-i Kitab, 1962), 
pp. 57 and 104-107. 

67Ibn Ruzbil'\Sn• Persia in A.D. 1478-1490, p. 66. 

68Ibid •• pp. 67-68. l!..emaz is the Persian synonym for "prayer"; 
gibla is the direction of Mecca. 

69see Minorsky's rem arks in his "Persia: Religion and History," 
in Iranica: Twenty Articles (Tehran: Publications of' the University 
of Tehran, 1964), p. 252. 
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Simultaneously with these developments within the ~afavid order, 

the political situation in Iran took a downward course. The end of' 

the long and stable reign of' Uzun f;iasan inaugurated an era dominated 

by interf'actional str:if'e. Af'ter the assassination of' Khalll, Uzun 

!Jasan•s son and appointed successor in 883/1478, the f'uture Sultans 

became manipulated by the powerful and influential military commanders 

and the chief's of' the clans which f'ormed the Aq Qoyunlu f'ederation. 

Subsequent to KhaUl's death, the majority of' the Aq Qoyunl.u rulers 

were enthroned while in their teens. These conditions reached a 

chronic level in 896/1490 when, upon the death of' Sultan YacqQ'b 

(883-96/1478-90), the entire countrY was converted into a battlefield 

f'or the many rival princes, thus precipitating the dow nf'all of' the 

dynasty. 70 

::et"avid leaders f'rom E}aydar to Shah Ismaon. exploited to their 

own advantage the decaying internal conditions of' Iran. l}aydar's 

leadership was marked with recrudescent ~X activity in the 

Caucasus, notably against the Christians of' Daghestan. He led a first 

raid into that area in 891/1486 and the following year he launched a 

large scale raid which brought him approximately six thousand 

70rt is beyond the scope of' the present work to detail the events 
of' this period. Only those pertinent to the Saf'avid movement could be 
mentioned. The reader wll.l find ample inf'"orm ation in the excellent 
work of' John E. Woods, The Agguyunlu, pp. 138-178. Shorter notices 
might be f'ound in: cAbba:s al-cAzzllwl., Tarlkh al- ~aa, 3:284-306; E. 
G. Browne, Literary History of' Persia, 4:414-418; Petrushevskii, Islam 
dar Iran, pp. 395-396 and Sarw ar, Shah Ismacll, pp. 106-109. 
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Christian captives.71 Subsequently, Sultan Yacqilb summoned him to 

court in a ef'fort to dissuade him from launching further raids.72 

These relatively extensive m:ilitary operations of' the gizilb~sh 

aroused the apprehension of Sultan Yacqiib Aq Qoyunlu who was a strong 

ally as well as the son-in-law of' Farrukh Ya~r Shirvanshah ( 869-

906/1465-1500), the ruler of' Sh1rvan.73 Moreover, the possibility of' 

an attempt by ~ay dar to avenge his f'ath er' s death would constitute a 

real threat to the security of Sblrvan and to the existence of' its 

ruling dynasty. YaCqub failed to def'lect J!aydar's w:il.l and, in 

893/1487-88, a third expedition was contemplated. On their way to 

Darband, the gizilbash encroached upon the domains of' the ruler of' 

Shirvan and descended upon the capital Shamakhi. At Gulistan--to the 

northeast of' the capital--a brief' encounter ensued, after which 

Farrukh Yasar was compelled to seek ref'uge and safety behind the 

f'orti.f'ied walls of' the casUe of' Gulistan, wh:n.e aw ai.ti.ng succor from 

his ally and relative Sultan Yacqiib.7 4 In the meantime, ~aydar moved 

71 According to Ibn Rilzbihan, Persia in A,D. 1478-1490, p. 70. W. 
Hinz dated the .t':i.rst raid in 1483 and fallowed it by two more, in 1487 
and 1488. See the discussion of' Minorsky in the above mentioned work, 
Annex IIL pp. 117-118. 

72..D1J&... 

7 3 G haff'ad., Tarikh-i Jahan Ara, edited by M. Minuvl. (Tehran: 
Kitabf'urilshi-yi Hafiz. 1953), p. 262; Ibn Rilz bihan, Persia .1n .A...Jh. 
1478-1490, p. 74: • 

74Ibn Rilzbihjn. Persia in .A.....IL.. 1478-1490, pp. 71-77; Khwandaml.r, 
ijab:rb al-Siyar, 4:432-433; Ghaffari, Jahan Ara, p. 161 and Sarwar. 
Shah Ism~ p. 25. 
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south of' Darband. 75 There, the gizilbash were routed by the combined 

f'orces of' Shirvanshah and the f'our thousand cavalrymen who were 

previously dispatched under the command of' Sul.ayman Beg on orders f'rom 

Sultan Yacq1lb.76 This battJ.e, which was f'ought at ;'abarsar~n on 29 

Rajab 893/9 July 1488, was f!aydar's last. He was killed in battJ.e and 

hi.s severed head was sent by Farrukh Yasar to Sultan Yacqub as a token 

of' recognition. 77 It was on thi.s occasion that contemporary sources 

mentioned f!aydar's close lieutenants f'or the first time. They were 

Qara Pi.d Qajar and f!usayn Beg Shamlu, repectively in command of the 

aizilbash right and lett wings. 

The f'i.rst of'fici.al Ottoman reaction to f!ay dar's death as well as 

to the new direction that the ~avid order had taken si.nce Junayd's 

time i.s recorded in Feddun Bey's Hunsha'at-i Salatrn.78 It has been 

already mentioned that the Turkomans of eastern Anatolia f'ormed the 

bulk of' f!aydar's supporters. A contemporary Ottoman source also 

75 Host moaern scholars agree that Haydar was halted south of' 
Darband on this last expediton. See Hi.norsky's views in Ibn RQ'zbih~n. 
Persia in A.D. 1.1178-1490, Annex III, p. 119. A similar opinion is 
that of Sarwar, Shah Ismac-u, p. 25. 

7 6Khwandam"ir, ~ al-Siyar, 4:432-433; quotes tlti$ number. 

77The date of' 29 Rajab 893/9 July 1488 is commonly agreed upon by 
most modern Iranologists. How ever, earlier sources either f'aJled to 
mention the exact date or recorded the event on a di.f'f'erent date. The 
accepted date is the one given by Ibn Ruzbihan, Persia..in A.D. 1478-
~. p. 79. Qazv'lni, Lubb a1-Tavir'ik:h, p. 239, places it in Shacban 
892/July-August 1487, while Husayni, Die Friihen Safawiden, p.65, gives 
the date in Shacban 893/Jul.y-"August 1488. 20 Rajab 893/1 July 1488 is 
given by Zahi.di, Silsilat, p. 68, and accepted by the modern Sarw ar, 
Shah Ismacn. pp. 25-26. Ghaf'f'arl, Jahan Ara, p. 262, mentions only 
the year 893, while Khw!ldam'lr, Habib al-Siyar, 4:434, gives no date 
at all. • 

7 8 FeridO'n Bey, Hunsha'at-i Salap:n, (Istanbul: n.p •• 11:158), 
1:311-312. 
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stated that f!aydar•s khulaf'a in Rum (eastern Anatolia) "treated 

Bayezid II with disdain,n79 impzying a lack of' submission to the 

Ottomans on the part of' these Turkomans. In a nsw eri.ng Y a cq iib' s 

message which conveyed the tidings of' l}aydar•s death,80 Bayezid II 

clearly expressed his pleasure. He wrote that "hearing of' l}ay dar's 

death had increased my del.ight.n81 He also called ~;~aydar's f'ollowers 

"the strayed hordes of' l}aydar, God's curse be upon them. n82 

Yacqiib resolved to remove l;layd~r•s sons f'rom Ardab'll and banish 

them to the province of' Fars. There, the governor Man::Ur Beg Purnak 

conf'ined them to the f'ort of' Istakhr.83 Of' l}ay dar• s seven sons. 

chronicles recorded the whereabouts of' those born of' his marriage to 

l;laiimab Begum cnamsbah, Yacqiib's aister.84 These were three: cAll. 

Mirza, better known as Sultan CAli Padishah, l}aydar's successor 

79 A~l.kpa~azade. Teyjtih, p. 2b8. 

80Feddun. Munsha'at. 1:309-311. 

81~ 1:312. 

82 rbid. 

83 CAlam ArS:-yi Saf'av'L p. 33; cilam Ata-y1 Shah Ismacu, edited 
by A~ar Munta.mr ~tUb· (Tehran: Bangah-i Tarjamah va N ashr-1 Kftab, 
1961), p. 29;"GJ:iaf'f'lllri. Jaban Xra, p. 2b2; Husaynr. ~ Fruhen 
Saf'aw1d~, p. 66; Khwadamir, ljabib al-Siyar 4:4"35-436; and Iskandar 
Munsh1, .AlA.~!! Ara-y1 cAbbas,'i. 1 :21. Sources do not mention the date 
of' the ex.ile. How ever, it is believed that it took place either in 
893 or 894 A. H./1488 or 1489 A. D. 

84 Hay dar had seven sons f'rom two marr.Lages. In addition to the 
three born f'rom q1s union with c](lamsbab, be bad f'our sons f'rom a 
Circassi.an aave gili. They were: Hasan. Sul.ay man. Da wild and Mahmud. 
Ramla, .A Chronicle ..Q.fMl.§. ~ Sa.f'awis: ~.1M Ahsanu't-Tawirikh 
of' Hasan-1 Rumlu, tranal.ated by c. N. Seddon (Ba"roda: Oriental 
Institute, 1934), 1:7 and 2:3. 
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at the bead of the Order; Ibr~ru..m85 __ whose biography has been ignored 

by most sources--and Ism l!!:O:U, the future founder of the Safavid 

dynasty. The exile of the Safavid princes reflected Yacqub's 

determination to cut off ~aydar's heirs from their followers with the 

hope of paralyzing the activities of the Order. This decision 

resulted in ef'fectively halting any warlike activity of the Saravid 

f'al.l.ow ers during the remainder of Ya 0 qiib's reign. How ever, after the 

latter's death which occurred in 896/1490 the country became plagued 

with internecine strif'e caused by the f'euding of the numerous Aq 

Q oyunlu princes and their struggle for power. 86 

Yacqtib was succeeded by his son B~sunqur (896-98/1490-93) whose 

mother was the daughter of Farrukb Ya~r. the ruler of Shirvan.87 By 

898/1493, Baysunqur was challenged by his cousi.n Rustam and :f.J..ed to 

SbYrvan with the expectation of' enlisting m:ilitary support from its 

ruler who was also his maternal grandfather.88 At this juncture. 

85rnrormati.on about Ibr8.hi.m is still lacking. He is known as 
Ism ~~~·s alder brother. Some sources mention that he returned to 
Ardab'!l after leaving for Lah:fjan with Ism 11"!1, fallowing tne death of 
their eldest brother Sultan cAn Padisbah. Others report that be 
joined the Aq Qoyunlus on his return to the traditional Safavid 
center. Among these were: Rii mlu, Absanu't-Tawarikh, 1 :"21 and 
Husay d[, Die Friihen Safawiden, p. 7 4. AiJ.other source, CJ\lam Ara-yi 
Shah Isma:cn, p. 37, relates that he was driven by the desi.re to visit 
his mother who did not accompany him and Ismll~ to Lah:fjl!!:n and that 
when Isml!!:OU objected, be threw off his gizilbash bat and wore the 
headgear of the Aq Qoyunlus. Hammer-Purgstal.l. Histoire .51§ ..l!j;~ 
Ottoman, 4:93-94, wrote that in 1508, Selim, then governor of Trabzon 
and future Ottoman Sultan, raided Erzinjan and Bayburt and made 
Ibr!lhi.m--brother of IsmaOU--pr.i.soner. 

86 Kbw l!!:ndami.r, I} a bib al-Siyar, 4:436-437. 

87rbiQ.., p. 438; ~lam Ara-yi Shah Isma'TI, p. 29 and E. Denison 
Ross. "Early Years." p. 256. 

88 ~usaym, Die Fr11hen Safawiden, p. 70J._Ros~ nEarly Years,n p. 
56, Khwllndam'!r, Habib al-Sivar• 4:438 and Alam Ara-yi Shah Ismacn. 
p. 29. • 
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Rustam deemed it best to secure the backing of' the gizUbash army 

whose leaders were the archf'oes of' B aysunqur as well as of' his ally 

and relative Shirv~nsbah.89 He theref'ore ordered the release of' 

~jay dar• s three sons f'rom Istakbr and brought them to Arda b~l. 

whereupon he bestowed the title of' Padishah (King) on cAn, l}ay dar• s 

eldest son and recognized heir. Sultan cAn Padisbah became Rustam's 

ally and his gizilbash army swelled the ranks of' the Aq Qoyunlu 

-prince. 90 The command of the com b}ne d f'orce a was shared by c Ali 

Padisbah and Aybab (or Abyah) Sultan, Rustam •s chief' supporter. 

The task of' this military all1ance was to ward of'f' the advance of' 

B§ysunqur f'rom Shirv§n to J[zarbayjan. During their march, they 

al.ghted B aysunq ur and his Shl:rvaril supporters near the Kur River, but 

neither sl.de ventured to commence host:flities.91 A second encounter 

was decisive. The ensuing battle was fought between the districts of' 

.lrhar and Musblcin, resulting in Baysunqur's death and eliminating the 

threat which was menacing Rustam.92 

89 Farrukh Yasar Shirvanshah and Yacqub Aq Qoyunlu were 
responsl.ble f'or the ldlling in 893/1488 of' ~aydar at the battJ.e of 
Tabar saran. 

90q,lam Ara-yi Shah Isma:U, pp. 29-30; c·ham Ara-yi Saf'avi. pp. 
33-34; Ghaf'fari, Jahan Ara, pp. 262-263; f!usaytd, Dle FrUhen 
Saf'awiden, pp. 69-70; Khwandamir, ~ al-Siyar, 4:439; Qazv'lrli, 
Lubb al-Tavarikh, pp. 226-227 and RosS. "Early Years." pp. 256-257. 

9 1 cilam Ara-yi ~af'avi, p. 34 and Khw llndamir, ~ a1-S1yar. 
4:439. 

92 ~ 'Ara-;i Shah IsmaCU. pp. 30-31; Ghaff'B.d, Jahan Ara. p. 
263; Ross, "Early Years,n p. 260. See also: cAzz§w'l. Tarlkh al- 'lrag, 
3:295. The accepted date for these events is 898/1.1l93, such as given 
by Ghaffari. John E. Woods, Agguyunlu, p. 165 places the death of 
Baysunqur in 898/1493 and gives further chronological details about 
this troubled period in the history of Iran. 
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The role of' 0 1Ui P~dishah did not only con3i..st of' helping Rustam 

rid himself' of' his main rival, it also extended to quelling internal 

dissent. It is reported that prior to his second expedition, the 

~avid leader dispatched Q ara Piri Qa.jar to crush the revolt of' the 

governor of' I;:f'ah~n who had rebelled against Rustam. 93 

The· rising star of' cAn Padishah became a source of' anxiety f'or 

R ustam. The latter grew increasingly apprehensive of' the gizilbish 

and decided to restrict the movement of' the ~avid leader with the 

aim of' diminishing his contacts with his f'ollow ers. Finally, he 

con3i..dered it best to eliminate his f'ormer but now cumbersome ally 

altogether. Abyah Sul~n carr.i.ed out this task by assassinating 0 11:1i 

Padishah in an am bush near Ardabll.94 

cAn Padiahah's ephemeral leadership of' the Saf'avid order was 

marked by the increasing power of' his immediate entourage of' khulafli 

who clearly f'orm ed the nucleus of' a governing body. Despite the 

exaggerated image given to him by most ~af'avid historians, 0 Ali 

Padisbah was only in his teens at his release f'rom Istakhr,95 thus 

93 Qara P.!:.d:. Qajar is mentioned in Khw andam'l.r, ~ al-Siyar, 
4:439-440 as Q ara ~ Tavvach'l. Sarw ar, Shah Ismacn. p. 27, thinks 
that it is the same person. 

9 4cila..!!! Ara-yi Shah Ismacn. pp. 33-34; CAlam-Ara-yi Saf'ayi", pp. 
36-39; Ghaff'ar'l, Jahan Ara, p. 263; Husayni, Die Fruhen Saf'awiden, pp. 
71-72; Khwandam'lr, ~ al-S:tyar, 4:440-441; Ross. "Eariy Years." pp. 
261-262; Most of' these sources agree on the date 898/ 1493 as that of' 
cAll Padishah's death ( Ghaf"f'a:rY, Khwandam'ir). cAzzaw'i, Tarikh 
..9J..=.c~. 3:295-296, agrees with this dating; Sarwar, Shah Ism-acn, p. 
28, thinks that it occurred at the end of' 899/ mid 1494. 

95Knowing that Haydar was installed at ArdabD.in 874/1469 at the 
age of' nine, it becomes evident that his son cAn Padishah was only in 
his teens by 898/1493. Had Haydar lived, he would have been only 
thirty three at that date. • 
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making the task of' running the Order rest on the shoulders of' a 

coun ell of' khulaf'a. For the .first time in the history of' the Saf'avid 

order, members of' this council officially held specif'ic positions and 

responsibilities. Thus, l}usayn Beg Shamlu, who was at l}aydar's side 

in the battle of' Tabarsaran, became a liD.a or tutor of' the young 

cAD. Padishah and later of' his brother Ismao-J.l..96 Khadim Beg, a 

veteran servant of' the Saf'avid leaders since the time of Junayd. took 

on the duties of khal!fat al-khulafa,, to coordinate the activities of' 

Safavid propagandists.97 The hierarchy of' the Order also doubled as 

commanders of the gizilbash, each leading a group of' fighters from his 

own tr.i.be or clan. Among the known commanders--and in addi.tl.on to the 

two previously menti.oned--w ere: Rustam Beg Q aramanlil' and De de Beg 

!iilish, f'am ous as A bdal Beg. All were present at the sl.de of' 

cAn Padisbah when be was ambushed and kllled by Rustam Aq Qoyunlu's 

men.98 

Shah IsmaOU. born on 25 Rajab 892/17 July 1487, was st:l.ll an 

.infant when he was destined to succeed his eldest brother.99 The 

persecution of the ~av.id heirs and their followers by Rustam MirZa 

and Aybah Sultan led the hierarchy of' the Order to seek refuge in 

96 cAlam-Ara-yi Shah Isma.cn, p. 35; ~-Ara-yi ~afayi, p. 3b 
and Ross, "Early Years." pp.258-259. 

97Iskandar Munsh'i, qtlam Ara-vi S\bbaai:, p. 24. 

98Ross. "EariY Years." pp. 258-259. 

9 9 Date given by Husa&ni• Die Frilhen Saf'awiden, p. 75. Zahidi, 
SiJNJat. p. 68, gives Ism a il's date of' birth as 20 R ajab 893/30 June 
1488, although he speaks of' it later as having occurred in 892/1487-
88. 
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Lahij~n at the court of' Karkiya Mirza cAn (883-91 0/1!!78-1504-5) the 

ruler of' G'llan. 100 This choice might have been motivated by the 

enmity o"f' Karki.ya toward Rustam Mirza with whom he was at war in 

898/1492.101 Until his departure f'rom G'l.Hin, Ism 11rc-ll was given a 

religious education at the hands o"f' Shams al-Dl.n LlHtiJI.1 0 2 Sources· 

lack information regarding the doctrinal orientation of' these 

teachings which must have been within the f'ramework o"f' Shl.cism. The 

"f'act that Shams al-Din Lah:i,j"i was selected by Karkjya Mirza cAn to 

instruct the young Isma~l on religious matters, together with the 

existence o"f' Z ay di Shl.cism as the official religion of' the Kark:iya 

dynasty, 103 would logically lead to the conclusion that Ismaorl was 

influenced by those Shl.~ teachings. Moreover, the same Shams al-Din 

Lah:i,j'i was the "f'irst to hold the position of' ~adr (equivalent o"f' Grand 

Vizir) in the Saf'avid administrati.on.10 4 

1 o~lam Ara-yi Shah Isma.c ]1, 

a1-SiVar, 4:441-442; Ross. DEarly 
A~sanu•t-Tawarlkh. 1:4-9. 

pp. 34-41; 
Years. n pp. 

Khw andam'i.r, 
266-270 and 

-t~abTh 
Rii mlii, 

101 rn 898/1492, Rustam attacked the f'orces o"f' Kark:i.ya in 
retaliation f'or the latter's raids against Aq Qoyunlu dominions. See: 
cAzzawi, Tarlkh a1-crra:g, 3:294-295. 

102 Ross. DEarly Years,D p. 271 and Rum!ii, AlJ.sanu•t-Tawarikh, 1:9. 

103The Kark:iya dynasty was "f'ounded in 771/1369-70 by Sayyid 
c AU Karkiya. a renowned Z aydi preacher. See: ~affir al.-Din Mar0 ash'l., 
Tatlkh-i Tabaristan va RU.yan ~ Mazandaran. edited by Mamlchihr 
Sutiidah (T.ehran: Bunyad-1 Farhang-i rran, 1968), pp. 40-41 and 45-47. 
See also: E. de Zambaur, ManuelM Genealogie et de Chronologie .RQ!U: 

11 Histoire de l'Isla m ( H anovre: Librairie Heinz L af'aire, 1927). p. 
193. 

104 Ghaf'"f'ad, ~ ira, p. 266. 
in: Mazzaoui, Origins. p. 80. 
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In Mu~arram 905/August-September 1499, IsmiiOU. decided to leave 

Llih:ijlin Cor Ardabn.105 He departed accompanied by seven of' the 

inf"luential members oC his entourage. 106 These were: l}usayn Beg 

Shamlil LaJ.a. AbdaJ. Beg Dede, Khadi.m Beg Khallf"at al-Khulara. Qara P.ir.i 

Qaj"ar, Rustam Beg Qaramacl.ii, B~ram Beg Qaramaiilii and Icy-as Beg 'Igiir 

Oglu. 107 Upon reaching Ardabil. they were served notice by its 

governor Sultan cAll Chak'irlu to leave the city. Ism a <Jn and his 

party acquiesced to this order and ~roceeded to Arjuwlln--a locality 

near Astar on the Caspian--where they spent the winter of' 

905/1!199-1500.108 In the meantime, they sent word to their Collowers 

in eastern Anatolia and Syria to assemble the f'ollowing spring at 

Erzinjan. Sources related that seven thousand f'ollow era answered this 

call.. They belonged to a number oC Turkoman tr.l.bes which f'ormed the 

core of' the gizllbash army as well as the vital power base of' the 

~avid dynasty. These tr.Lbes were: Shamlu, Ru mlu, u stiijlu, Tekkelu, 

Dul.gadJ.r, Qajar and v arsaq. In addition, f'ollow ers from Q arajah Dagh 

converged upon Erzinjan.1 09 

From Erzinjan, Isma~J..lled tne gizilbash against Sturvan. There, 

he avenged his father's death by def'eating Farrukh Yasar Shirvlinshah. 

The latter was killed in battle and, on Ism11~11 s order, was burnt 

1 05 f;fusayni, Die Fruhen Saf'awiden, p. 79. 

106sources mention that Isma~ was accompanied by these seven 
men. They probaJ::V.y refer only to those who held key posltlons within 
the Order and not to the exact number of' those who actually 
accompan:l.ed IsmaOJ.l f'rom Lah:ijan to Ardabil. 

107Ross. "Early Years." p. 315. 

108 R ii mlii, Ahsanu•t- Tawar.lkh, 1 :27; 2:13 • • 
109 Husay ni, Die Friihen Saf'awiden, p. 91; Q azv'Ini, ~ 

a1-Tavarikh, pp. 240-241 and Rumlii, A~nu•t-Tawarnch. 2:18. 
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thereaf'ter. 110 According to a later source, this took place shortly 

af'ter 21 Shacban 906/12 March 1 501 •111 During that same year, two Aq 

Qoyunl.u princes. Alvand and Murad, agreed to end their f'eud by 

dividing Iran between them. Alvand's dominions included lrzarb'S.yjan 

and D:lyar Bakr w h:il.e those of' Murad expanded over crraq_ and Fars.112 

The news of' the successful gizilbash campaign against Sh'irvan 

compel.J.ed Alvand to take the precaution of' advancing north to 

N akhchivan and to prepare to repel a potential ~avid attack. On 

bearing of' these developments, Isma:cn and his gizilbash leaders 

decided to cut short the Shirvarfi. campaign and prepare themselves f'or 

the coming battJ.e against Alvand Aq Q oyunlu. The two armies met on 

the battlefield of Shariir (or Shuriir) near N akhchivan. The outcome of 

this conf'rontation was in IsmaOU's favor. The gizilbash, a1 though 

largely outnumbered, succeeded in inf'licting a crushing defeat upon 

their enemy: 113 

As a result, the road to Tabriz became open to the ~avid leader 

and his f'ollow ers. Shortly af'ter his victory at Shariir. Ism a ~1 

entered the Aq Qoyunlu capital in triumph and proclaimed himself' Shah. 

110 Ghaf'fad, Jahan Ara, pp. 264-265; Husayni. Die Friihen 
Saf'awiden, pp. 95-100; Khwandamir, Jjabib al-"Siyar, 4:454-459 and 
Rii mlii, Ahsanu-t-Tawarikh, 2:18-19. Ism a<>JJ.'s f'ather, Hay dar, was 
killed by 'the same Shirvanshah at the battle of' Taoarsaran in 
893/11188. 

111 ~usay ni, Die Fruhen Saf'awiden, p. 9 8. 

112 woods, .Ag_g_uyunlu, pp. 171-173. and 0 Azzaw'i. Tankb al- ':rrag, 
3:306. 

113 Ghaf'f'a~. Jaban Ara, p. 2b6; Husayni. Die Fruhen Saf'awiden. 
pp. 116-121; Khwandam'I.r, Habib al-Siyar, 4:464-466, and Riimlii, 
A~sanu-t-Tawa:rlkh. 2:26. • 
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As such, he decreed .that Imlhi".J/Twelver SHlC:ism would be hencef'crth the 

state religion of' Iran and followed up this decree by forcibly 

converting the Sunrd population. 114 By 914/1508, date of his capture 

of' Baghdad, Shah Ism a:o-:U. succeeded in putting the whole country under 

his sw ay. 11 5 

The dating of Shah IsmaGrl•s coronation OulUs) at Tabrl.z has 

been controversial. Two of' his contemporaries, the historian 

Khwandaml.r (d.941/1535) and Idris J;!idliSi: (d. 926/1520), date this 

event in 906/1500, wh.ile most of the later historians report the 

coronation among the events of 907/1501.116 The date corresponding to 

the beginning or 907/mid-1501 is commonly accepted by modern 

historians. 1 17 

The process of transforming the ~avid ~ order into a viable 

political organization that was inaugurated by Junayd culminated with 

Shah IsmaOU and his founding of the ~avid dynasty in 907/1501. The 

key f'actor behind this success was undoubtedly Junayd's espousl..ng of' 

extremist Stiiot beliefs which spread among the nomadic Turkom ans of' 

eastern Anatalia and northern Syr.i.a. The rallying of' these Turkomans 

to the Saf'avid movement accelerated its metamorphosl.sinto a~militant 

and aggressive f'orce. This change was also the result of the long 

114 Ghaffarl:, Jahan l:ra, pp. 266-267; Husayni. Die Frtihen 
Safawiden. p. 122, and Khwandam'lr, ~abib al-S:i:var. 4:467-468. 

11 5see: 0 Az~awl., TaM."Kh ..sJ.:.clraq, 3:316-317. 

11 6Khwandm1.r, ~ al-Si.yar, 4:467. 
Woods, Agquyunlu, p. 178. Among later 

BidllSi i.s quoted by John 
chronicles. see: Ruml\i, 

At;sanu't-Tawarlk:h, 2:25-26. 

117 For example, Sarwar, Shah IsmaCU, pp. 38-39, and Mazzaoui. 
Origins. p. 1. Browne, Li.terary ~..l:Y ..2%_ Persia, 4:51, adopts 
907/1501-2, although i.n p. 49 a subti.tJ.e bears the date 905/1499-1500. 
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lasting instability which existed in Iran throughout the second half' 

of' the :fif'teenth century. 

The ghuluw (extremism) o:f the gizilbash led to the "deif'ication" 

of' the ~avid leaders, f'rom Junayd to Shah Ism~o-J..l. This factor 

played an important role in the :;>af'avid struggle against the Aq 

Qoyunlu rivals, sl..nce the ~avid princes were consi.dered spiritually 

superior to their opponents. This attitude existed during the 

lifetime of' Junay d and l}aY dar as reported by F aA.l AlUi:h Ibn 

Riizbihan. 1 1 8 The poetry of Shah Ismaon further confirms the remarks 

of this anti-~avid historian: the founder of the ;satavid dynasty 

clearly claims a divine nature and requests his followers to blindly 

obey him and prostrate themselves to him.11 9 

The establ.i.shment of the ~avid dynasty in Iran resulted in 

imposing Im ~ml./Tw elver Shl.cism as the official religion. Sa.f'avid Iran 

became a threat to its most powerful neighbor, the Ottoman empire. 

Not only did the Sa.f'avid rulers adopt Shl.Clj_sm, a do ctr.l.ne which 

contrasted with tbe Sunnism of the Ottomans, they were also capable of 

stl.rring trouble within the Ottoman em pi.re through the Turkoman tr.lbes 

of eastern Ana tolia w bich owed allegiance to the rather distant 

Safavid rulers as leaders of tbe ~f'i. order. Con seq ue ntly, rela tiona 

between the Saf'avids and the Ottomans were marked with conrJ..ict, an 

aspect which will be investigated in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE O'n'OMAH-:}AFAVID CCIIFLICT: 

THE ~AFJ.VID OFFENSIVE 

In the first half of' the sixteenth century, the history of' Iran 

was dominated by the conflict between its Saf'avid rulers and the 

Ottomans on th.e one hand 1 and the ~ontest with the Uzbeks on the 

other.2 Although having religious overtones, the latter was to a 

large extent the result of' the ~avid-Uzbek rivalry over the control 

of' Khurasan. The conflict with the Ottomans was more than 

territorial: ~f'avid ability to manipulate their large qizilbash 

following beyond their borders and throughout Anatolia had become a 

threat to the very foundations of' the Ottoman empire. Hence, the 

1To date a small number of' monographs have dealt with the 
rela tiona between Saf'avid Iran and Europe, largely focusing on the 
period beginning with the rule of' Shah cAbbas I (996-1038/1588-1629). 
See f'or example Khanbaba Bayani, Lea Relations de l'Iran ~ l'Europe 
Occidentale a 1 1 Epogue Saf'avide (Paris: Imprimeries Les Presses 
Modernes, 1937), and Nasr Allah Fa! saf:r, Tar'Ikh-i Ravabit-i Iran .Ya. 
Urupa dar Dawrah-i Safaylyah (Tehran: Chapkhanah-1 I~an, 1937). 
Iran's relations with "the Ottomans during the formative period of' the 
Saf'avids have received far less attention. The work of' s. N. Fisher, 
Foreign Relations of' Turkey has been extensively quoted f'or the last 
three decades. In that work, Turkey's relations with Iran are treated 
briefly <w .• -9.0-102);/ In addition to Fisher's monograph, some aspects 
of' early Saf'avid-Ottoman relations could be found in a number of' 
biographical works. the most important o:f which are: Sarwar, Shah 
Ismac:yl Sa:fawl:; S~ahattin Tansel, Sultan II Bayezit'in Siyasi Hayat1 
(Istanbul: Milli Egitim Bas1mevi, 1966); idem, Yayuz Sultan Selim 
(Istanbul: Milli Egitim Bas1mevi, 1969). The articles of' Jean-Louis 
Bacque-Grammont shed new light on the early development of' Ottoman
SU'avid relations. 

2 This question has been dealt with for the period 930-46/1524-40 
by Martin B. Dickson. Detailed studies o:f the earlier period (1501-
24) are still lacking. 
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Ottomans were compelled to divert tneir eff'ort from Europe to tneir 

Asian hinterland and deal with the rebellions of' their restive 

Anatolian subjects. 

The Saf'avid-Ottoman conf'lict had repercussions upon a third 

Muslim power which shared common borders with both antagonists. The 

Mamluks of' Egypt and Syria, apprehensive about any f'uture Ottoman 

expansion beyond the Taurus, and aware of' the ~f'avid menace along 

their eastern borders, deemed it wise to adopt a conciliatory attitude 

with their neighbors and ref'rained f'rom taking a def'initive stand 

toward the Ottoman-~f'avid conf'lict. Only arter 918/1512, when tne 

rise of' the Ottoman Sultan Selim (918-26/1512-20) augured a 

heightening of' tensions between Ottomans and ~avids, did the Mamluks 

take a pro-~avid stand; a decision which was at the origin of' their 

downfall. 

This was the geopolitical pattern along Iran's western and 

northwestern borders. On its eastern borders. tbe rising power of the 

Shay bani' Uzbeks of' Transoxania ( 905-1007 /1500-98) • descendants of 

Juchi son of' Chengiz Kban,3 and their claim to large parts of the 

def'unct Mongol and Timtirian empires, led to bitter confrontations with 

the Saf'avids f'or the control of the province of' Khurasan. The death 

in battle of' the Uzbek ruler Mui:ammad Shaybani Khan (905-

3on the origins and rise of Uzbeks, see: Howorth, History of' the 
Mongols (London: Longmans, Green and Co •• 1880), vol. 2, pt. 2. pp. 
686-698; F. H. Skrine and E. D. Ross, The Heart SJJ:. Asia. .A History SJJ:. 
Russian Turkestan and the Central Asian Khanates f'rom the Earliest 
Times (London: Methuen and Co., 1099), pp. 182-188; andG. Hambly, 
ed., nThe Shaybanidsn, in Central Asia (London: Weidenf'eld and 
Nicolson, 1969), pp. 162-174. 
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16/1500-10) failed to put an end to this contest.4 On the contrary, 

both safavids and Uz beks were to be entangled in a series of 

confrontations for decades to come. Religious differences between the 

Sh'ic'i SU'avids and the Sunni Uzbeks also intensified the atmosphere of 

hostility. Moreover, ~favid support of Babur (d. 937/1530) -- a 

Jagatay who was at war against the Uzbeks in the hope of recapturing 

his ancestral lands -- added further dimensions to this conflict.5 

These internecine struggles to:;>k place at a time when Western 

Christendom was seriously threatening the foundations of Muslim power. 

At the close of the fifteenth century, two major events inaugurated a 

new and crucial episode in the relations between Islam and the West: 

these were the rounding of' Africa via the Cape of Good Hope and the 

discovery of the Americas. Although the latter event was not 

immediately felt as a threat to the Muslims, the establishment by the 

Portuguese of' a direct sea route linking Europe to India was regarded 

as a tangible menace to the economic interests of' the Islamic 

countries which had been relying on the Eastern trade as an important 

source of' revenue. A collective Muslim response to the Portuguese 

became impossible, due to the atmosphere of' mutual distrust which 

prevailed and became aggravated by the schism between Iran and its 

4 In the present chapter, only relevant events up to 916/1510 will 
be mentioned. The reader will find useful information about Uzbek
~avid relations in Sarwar, Shah Ismacil, pp. 5B-71. 

~ 

5Babur's genealogy is given by laydar Dllghlat, Tl!irikh-i Rashid:i, 
translated and edited by N. Elias and E. D. Ross (New York: Barnes and 
Noble, 1972), pp. 172-173. Babur's memoirs, The Babur-Nama .in 
English, translated by Annette Susannah Beveridge (London: Luzac and 
Co., 1969) offer original. information about SU'avid dealings with him. 
Babur founded in 932/1526 the Mughal. empire 'in India. 
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neighbors. Although the Mamluks attempted to check the Portuguese 

advance in the Indian Ocean, their lone endeavor came to naught, due 

to their rivalry with the Tahirids (rulers of' Aden f'rom 855 to 

922/1451 to 1517) as well as the inf'erior equipment of' their f'leet.6 

Venice, whose economic interests in the Middle East were at 

stake, was in no position to respond to the Portuguese challenge. The 

Republic of' St. Mark had been in conf'rontation with the Ottomans in 

the Morea and also against its Christian enemies who, led by the 

Papacy, had f'ormed the primarily anti-Venetian League of' Cambrai. 

Moreover, her attempts to f'orm an alliance with Shah 

angered both Mamluks and Ottomans. 

The present chapter f'ocuses on Iran's relations with the Ottomans 

f'rom the rise of' Shah Ismllicil to the death of' Sultan Bayezid II. 

namely f'rom 907 to 918/1501 to 1512. It deals especially with the 

multiple ef'f'ects of' the metamorphosis of' the ~avids f'rom a militant 

~fi order into a ruling body, a transf'ormation which inf'luenced not 

only the internal situation in Iran but also the evolution of' that 

country's relations with its neighbors. As the leader of' tne 

gizilbash f'ollowers who spread over Anatolia and northern ~ria, Shah 

Ismacil had the ambititm to establish an empire which would include, 

in addition to Iran, Ottoman and Mamluk domains where his supporters 

were established. In f'act, the designs of' the Sa.f'avid ruler over 

Anatolia became evident prior to building his power in Iran. Ottoman 

reaction under B~ezid II was f'lexible if' not actually hesitant. The 

6A brief' account of' these expeditions m~ be f'ound in E. Denison 
Ross, nThe Portuguese in India and Arabia between 1507 and 1517,n JRAS 
( 1 921): 545-562. 
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Ottoman ruler. aware or the support which Shah Ism~cil enjoyed among 

the numerous q1zilbash in Anatolia. preferred to avoid a direct 

coorrontation with the ::a:ravids, thus allowing the latter to adopt an 

orfensive posture. These conditions afforded Shah Ism§cil the 

opportunity to create trouble within the Ottoman empire through the 

numerous rebellions of his rollowers. 

A. "!be First Contacts. 

The accounts given by the various Saravid chronicles regarding 

the events of the two years which preceded the coronation of Shah 

Ism~cn 1n907/1501. have never been subjected to close scrutiny. The 

majority of modern specialists in ~favid history have accepted the 

versions presented in these narratives. However. a closer look at 

these chronicles for the period 905-7/1499-1501 would reveal 

discrepancies and inconsistencies which might be corrected in light of 

inrormation furnished by contemporary Ottoman. Mamluk and Venetian 

chronicles or documents. Such an undertaking would undoubtedly shed 

some light on the first contacts between the Ottomans and the 

~afavids. 

Except for minor details. all ::aravid chronicles ,present similar 

versions of the events which occurred shortly before the rise of Shah 

Isml!c!' 1. In these sources. the image of the founder of the ~f'avid 

dynasty is overshadowed by his spiritual and almost divine role as the 

hereditary leadel\ of the original ~favid SUfi order. Thus. these 

narratives contain not only a recording of events. but abound in 

legendary exaggerations as well. It is beyond the scope of the 

present work to deal in detail with the information presented by 

chroniclers of the early ~avid period. Only events having a bearing 
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upon ~avid-Ottoman relations will be studied. For this purpose, it 

has been deemed necessary to make a summary of' relevant events in 

order to f'acili.tate f'urther investigation. 

In the middle of' MuJ:larram 905/ August 1499, Ism a~l ~av'i--then a 

lad who was nonetheless the recognized leader of' the eponymous ~f'i 

order--lef't his ref'uge in G'llan, accompanied by seven of' his closest 

khulaf'a. He proceeded by way of' nrum and Khalkhru. to Ardabll, the 

traditional center of' the Order. On the way, numbers of' f'ollowers 

flocked to him and f'ormed an army of' 1,500 men. In Ardab"il, Ismao-ll. 

vi.s.i.ted the tomb of' his ancester and f'ounder of' the Order, Shaykh ~ 

al- Din. The governor of' that city served him notice to leave; Ism a:o-l.1 

acquiesced and encamped outside the city.7 From there, he headed 

toward rawalish, an area border.ing on the Caspian Sea, where he set up 

his winter camp at Arjuwan. The f'ollowing spring (905/1500), he 

evinced an inclination to raid Georgf..a, and was persuaded by his chief' 

advisors to call upon his f'ollowers in Anatolia and Syria to assemble 

in Erzinjan,8 the gateway to Ottoman territor.ies in Asia Minor. 

SubsequenUy, he set out toward Erzinjan where 7,000 adherents had 

assem bled.9 At Erzinjan, IsmaOn held a "council of' war" with his 

chief' khulaf'a, in which f'uture plans were debated. It became clear 

dur.ing the discussion that they had no predetermined course of' action 

as to what to do af'ter reaching Erzinjan. The suggestions put f'orth 

7 Husayn'i, Die Friihen Saf'awiden, p. 79; Khw a:ndam'ir, Hab'ib 
al-Siya"r, 4 :448; R C: mlli, Al'}sanu•t- Ta warikh, 1: 27; Ross. nEarly Y e"ars," 
pp. 316-317. 

8 ~usayn'i. Die Friihen Saf'awiden, pp. 80-90; Khw ~ndam'ir, ~ablb 
al-Siyar, 4:449; and Ross, "Early Year," p. 326. 

9 Husay nl.. Die Fruhen ~widen, p. 91; Kh w andam"ir, Habib 
al-SiVar. 4:451-453; RtlmlC:, Al'}sanu't-Tawarlkh, 1:41-42 and 2:18. • 
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by his advisors could be· summarized as follows: one group suggested 

remaining in Erzinjan and spending the winter there; the second group 

advocated raiding Georgia in the winter; yet another f'action proposed 

to return to ChukhGr Sa cd, a location closer to Iran,1 ° to pass the 

winter there. Faced with this lack of' consensus, Ism~~J.l finally 

decided that a campaign against Stdrvan was the most f'avorable course 

to f'ollow. 11 Hence, he marched against Smrvan where--by mid 906/end 

of' 1500--he defeated and ldlled its ruler and ordered his corpse 

burned, and built pyramids of' the skulls of' the vanquished 

Smrvariis.1 2 From sru::rvan, Isma~Jl. and his followers moved toward 

llzarbayjan where they successfully engaged the army of' Alvand Aq 

Qoyunl.u at the battle of' SharGr. This success led to the capture of' 

Tabriz and the birth of' the ~at'avid dynasty, following Isma~l's 

coronation as the new Shah of Iran at the beginning of' 907/mid-1501. 13 

10It seems that Chukhur sacd is a location close to Chal.diran and 
might correspond with Erivan. See Tadhkirat al- Muluk, p. 165. Shah 
~ahmasp I, Riiznamah-1 Shah ~asp .A.Y.YM ~af'avi. in Ma1f1ac al-Shams. 
by Muhammad Hasan Khan (Tehran: Im peri.al Organization f'or Social 
Services, 197li), 2:194-195, states that Qars is located between 
Chukbur sacd and Erzerum. • 

11 This detailed versl.on is given by Riimlii, A~sanu't-Tawar'Ikh, 
1:41-42. The original Persian text is even more explicit about Shah 
Ism a 0 il's indecisiveness. Rii mlii states that the Saf'avid leader 
resorted to an istikharah to make a final decision. Tliis is a special 
ritual aimed at "entrusting God with the choice between two or more 
possl.ble options;" see T. Fahd, "Istikharah," EI2 , 4:259-260. 

12 Husayrii, Die Fr\ihen Saf'awiden, pp. 99-103; Khw~ndaml.r, ~ 
al-Siyar,"4:453-459;~Riimlii, A~sanu't-Tawarlkh, 1:43-47 and 2:19-20. 

1 3 Husayrii. Die Friihen Saf'awiden, pp. 119-123; Khwandam'ir, ~ 
al-Siyar 4:463-468; Riimlll", Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:57-61; 
Q az v'ini, L u b b al-Ta vl:inl<:h, p. 2 42. · 
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This version does not fully account for the motive behind 

Ism~~l's--or more specifically, his advisors'--decision to call upon 

his followers in Anatolia and Syria to gather in Erzinjan in the 

spring of 905/1500. Consi.dering that, from Arjuw~n. a traveller would 

have to cover a distance of approximately one thousand miles in a 

westward direction to reach Erzinjan, and that the same traveller 

would have to undertake a trip of similar length, this time in an 

easterly direction, to go from Erzinjan to Shirv~n. it would be futile 

on the part of' Ismaeln to have moved in person from Arjuwan to 

Erzinjan only to assemble his Anatolian and Syrian supporters. 14 Such 

a task could have been equally fulfilled by sending some of his chief 

khulafa instead. In addition, a number of sources indicate that 

Ismao-11 and his advisors had no def'inite plan of' action either prior 

or even subsequent to their arrival in Erzinjan. W hUe in Erzinjan, 

the ~avid leadership made the decision to summon the followers of 

Ana talia and Syria, with the intention of making preparations to raid 

Georgia. In the interim, plans were changed and Sbirvan became the 

primary target of the future expedition.15 Although these details 

might enlighten the reader as to the lack of consensus among Ismaon.•s 

close advisors (he himself was only about twelve years of age at this 

time),16 they still leave unanswered the question of' the choice of 

14 The closest distance between Ardab'll and Erzinjan on a map is 
over 500 miles. Considering the winding roads of this mountainous 
region, the road distance between these two locations could easily be 
doubled. 

15 Husay~. Die 
Khw~nd"am'lr, HabJ:b 
Jl!-sanu•t-Tawl[rikh·, 1:41. 

FrUhen Safawiden, pp. 80-81 and 91-92; 
al-Siyar, 4:449 and 4:453-454; R1lmHr, 

16rsmaon was born on 25 Rajah 892/17 July 1487. 
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Erzinjan as the gathering place f'or Isma:cil's army of' mur:Ids 

(f'ollowers). 

The answer to this question should be sought in the events which 

were taking place beyond the borders of' Iran, specifically within the 

Ottoman empire. There, the province of' Karaman was in the throes of' a 

large-scale rebellion instigated by Mu~~af'a Karam an Oglu who, with the 

support o~ the '!'Jrghud (or Turgut) and V arsaq tribes, known f'or their 

religious extremism as well as ~or th~r allegiance to the Saf'avids,17 ,. . 
took advantage of' the Ottoman campaign against the Venetian outposts 

in the Morea to stir rebellion in southern Anatolia. Begun in 

905/1500, this rebellion was ultimately put down in R ama~n 905/March 

1501 following Karaman Oglu's defeat at the hands of' Masrp. Pasha, the 

Ottoman Grand Vizir.18 The rebels' leader then escaped to Syria where 

he was incarcerated in Aleppo by Mamluk authorities. 1 9 

From these events the only discernible indication of' a potential 

alliance between Karaman Oglu and Shah Ism!lC>rl is the role played by 

the pro-~avid ::Urghtl'd and V arsaq tribes. This constitutes an 

insufficient criterion, since contemporary Ottoman sources 

17 The V arsaq tribe is known as a Safavid supporter slnce the 
times of' Shaykh Junayd. See: A~1kpa~azade, Tevarih• p. 265; and V. 
Minorsky, Tadhkirat al- Muliik, p. 190. The TUrghiid tribe was known for 
its religious unorthodoxy. Claude Cahen, ·Pre- Ottoman Turkey (New 
York: Taplinger Publishing Co., 1968), p. 355, wrote: "We are told in 
the ~ourteenth century that certain Turkish or Mongol tribes, like the 
Turgut on the Anatolian plateau, were dominated by ibaqiyya. 
in~f'erence to thtW current ordinances of morality and religion. 11 0 n 
the ~avid- '!Urgh\Id links, see Appendix C. 

18Tanael, Bayezid, p. 123; Hammer-Purgstall, HistoireMl'EmQire 
Ottoman, 4:92. 

19salakzade, Tarih, pp. 311-312, menti.ons that Karaman Oglu lived 
in Iran in his youth. 
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advanced other causes for the rebellion. As an example, A:p.kpa~azade 

reduces the revolt of what he calls "the false son of Karaman" to a 

m anif'estatlon of overwhelming disaffection with the administrative 

reorganization of the province of Karaman which had reduced the size 

of the tl:mar holdings allocated to the sipahis and resulted in 

increased taxes.20 These measures caused further resentment on the 

part of the population because they gave the state a stronger hand in 

the management of the .YMf lands (religious endow menta). These facts 

fully explain the participation of the ·sip a his in the rebellion.21 

The onJ,y documented evidence of external intervention in the genera1 

uprislng of Karaman is that of Veoice who had an interest in keeping 

Anatalia in turmo.il in the hope of creating internal trouble spots for 

the Ottomans, against whom she was on the defensive on the 

battJ.efields of the Horea.22 

Among Persi.an sources. only G haff~d mentions the dispatching of 

a message to the Ottoman Sultan Bayezid II from Shah Ismae>-J.L whlle 

the latter was encamped at Erzinjan. He dates thiS correspondence 

around the end of 905/mid-1500 or the beginning of 906/second half of 

20 A ..tl.mE is a fief with an annual revenue of more than 20,000 
Aqches, given to a sipahi (a cavalryman) in return for military 
service. See: Hal:il InalCJ.k, The Ottoman Empire; The Classical~ 
1300-1600 (London: W eidenfeld and Nicholson, 1973), pp. 108-118 and 
225-226. 

21 A~~kpa~azade, Teva..rlll. pp. 260-261. Irene Beldiceanu-Stei.nherr 
and N. Belcliceanu, "Deux vmes de l'Anatolie Pr~ottomane," .B...E.I 39 
(1971): 337-386, mention two recensLons of the province of Karaman 
during Bayezid's rule: the first in 888/1.1J83 and the second in 
906/1500. The latter coincides with the rebellion and might have been 
one of the causes, since the religious class lost part of its 
revenues. 

22 Fisher, Foreign Relations Qf_ Turkey, pp. 91-92, quoting Marino 
Sanudo. 
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1500, the latter date being the most probable, si.nce it coincides with 

that of' Shah Ism a~11's stay in that city.23 Among modern scholars. 

Professor Michel Mazzaoui tentatively ascr:ibes that correspondence to 

this period.24 How ever, a number of' chronicles, among which are those 

of' Sharaf' al- D'in BiclliSi and Sol.akzade, date this first exchange of 

messages in 908/1502-3.2 5 A close study of the contents of the 

missives reveals the validity of G haf'f'ad's version. 

The text of' the correspondence h~ been reproduced by Fet"ldlin Bey 

in his Munsha1at-i SaUitrn.2 6 In his message to Bay ezid II, Shah • 
IsmliGn reminds the Ottoman Sultan of' the large following that the 

~afavid order has traditionally enjoyed in Anatolia. He then 

complains that the Ottoman authorities have prevented the movement of 

his f'ollow ers f'rom A natalia to Iran and asks B ayezid to allow them 

f'ree movement in the f'uture.27 This letter reveals Shah IsmaCU•s 

disappointment with the relatively small number of followers who 

gathered in Erzinjan. In f'act, only seven thousand supporters were 

able to reach that city, a small number U com pared with those who 

took part in later ~avid-instigated rebellions in Anatolia. Thus, 

the hypothesis that Shah IsmaOU. pref'erred to meet with his followers 

in Erzinjan with the hope of' depleting Anatolia of a si.gnif'icant 

2 3Ghaf'n.ri, ~Ira, p. 265. 

24M. Mazzaoui, Origins, p. 81. 

25 sharaf' al- !p.n Bidlim, Cheref'-N~ ou Fastes h .J.g Nation 
Kourde, edited by V. Velyaminov-Zernov, 2 vola (St. Petersburg: 1860-
1862), and translated into French by F. B. Chamoy (St. Petersburg: 
Acade mie Imperiale des Sciences, 1873), 2:509; and Sol.akzade, ..I.!Y::;!.b. 
p. 317. 

26 Fendiin Bey, Munsha'at, 1 :345-346; also reproduced in §abiti. 
Asnad, pp. 420-422. 

27 Fendiin, Munsha'at, 1 :345; §abita: • .A.!mM· pp. 420-421. 
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proportion of' its manpower before moving deeper into Ottoman territory 

to join the rebellion of' Karaman Oglu deserves attention. In this 

respect, it could only be the meager showing of' followers in Erzinjan 

which compelled the ~avid leadership to change plans and decide on a 

military action of' smaller scale, choosing Shi'rvan as a target.28 

This interpretation is capa bl.e of' explaining tne m ot.ives behind Shah 

IsmaOU.•s move to Erzilljan and his subsequent attack on Shi'rvan. 

The confirmation of' this thesl.s rests with the solution of' three 

major questions: first, the definitive dating of' the aforementioned 

messages between Shah Ism !!ion. and B ayezid; second, the evidence that 

the choice of' Erzinjan was not made solely because it was the location 

"where his .fallow ers could have an easy access to him;n29 third, that 

Venice had initiated contacts not only with Karaman Oglu but also with 

the ~avid leadership to form an anti- Ottoman league. 

Fer'idiin Bey mentioned two exchanges of' messages between Shah 

Ism a: on and Sultan B ayezid, and reproduced the texts of' the f'our 

missives. 3D Although these letters were undated, the date of' the 

second set is easily veri.fied, since a close reading reveals that they 

were exchanged shortly before Shah Ism acil's campaign against 

Dulgacb.r, which took place in 913/1507.31 As f'or the first set, which 

contains Shah Isma<>rl1s complaint concerning Ottoman obstruction of' 

28 Fairly 
Saf'awiden, pp. 
453-454. 

detailed accounts are gl..ven by Husaym:, Die Friihen 
80 and 91-92; and Khwandamll', IJahib al-SiYar, 4:449 and 

2 9According to Sarwar • .IDls..b Isma.cn, p. 34; who followed the 
versi.on given in Ross, "Early Years," p. 325. 

3 °Feridun, Munsha'at, 1:345-347. 

31 In his message, Ism !!i"'l informed Bay ezid that he would be 
crossing Ottoman territory on his way to Dulgadl.r. 
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the movement of' his f'bllowers, its dating has never come under 

scrutiny. Among original sources, Ghaff'ari relates that Shah Ism~on. 

sent a letter to Bayezid II f'rom Erzilljan in 906/1500, while Sharaf' 

al-D'in BidllSi and Solakzade mention that Shah Ismao-:U lodged his 

complaint to the Ottomansin 908/1502-3.32 Sultan Bayezid'sresponse 

tends to conf'irm Ghaff'an•s version. The Ottoman ruler addressed Shah 

Ism ~c-J.l as a Sayyid, and as the spiritual leader of' the ~avid ~f'i 

order,33 and promised him that he wo;pi.d give permission--with certain 

restl'ictions--f'or his f'oll.ow ers to make the pilgrimage to Ardabn.34 

Had Sultan Bayezid sent this message in 908/1502-3, he would have 

addressed the ~avid leader with royal titJ..es and would also have 

congratulated him f'or his successes against the Aq Q oyuni.u Alvand. 

since Shah Isma:c!.l was crowned at least a year earlier, at the 

beginning of' 907/mid-1501. Moreover, Na~ Allah Falsaf'1 has published 

the text of' a message f'rom Sultan Bayezid to Shah Ism a:OU, sent in 

910/1504-5 with an ambasador by the name of' Mu~mmad C.na:vash 

3 2 see above, notes 23 and 25. 

33Fer'idun, Munsha'at, 1:345. 

yl m'HI...:.. _,~ yl.!f...:.. ..ll- y~..::..!_,; '-:-'t.....J ..::..,~ yl. .-.t61 ,. '-:-'~ 
(.)" -1 ~L.......t aU JL.,.....i'll ,~1 Ji.........,Wf ':;; s6J...Jt fJJ4-

I,)--! .l.1 I f y.. u1 I o..f L,.;g I , ,J ~ o 4.1-! o..U t 

3 4Ibid., pp. 345-346. The Anatolian f'ollowers of' the Saf'avids 
had been vis:itine; Ardabll since the time of' Shaykh ~ al-Dl.n, the 
f'ounder of' the Oi\ier. Bay ezid inf'orm ed Ism a. on that the f'ree movement 
of' Saf'avid f'ollowers to Iran would disrupt the economy and the 
military levy system in Anatolia. Only those going with the intention 
of' returning--in other words those going to visit Ardabll--would be 
allowed to leave Anatolia. However, thisresponse wastantamountto a 
ref'usal f'rom Bayezid. This "pilgrimage" should not be conf'used with 
that prescribed by Islam (to the Holy Places of' Mecca and Medina). It 
is rather a customary visit to the shrines of' the f'ounders of' mystlcal 
orders. 
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BlUab~n.3 5 Among other things, Bayezid reproached Ismaon f'or not 

dispatching an ambassador to inf'oi"m him of' his successes.36 The 

Ottoman S"ultan enumerates these successes starting with Ismacr-J..l's 

campaign against Slllrvan, which took place in 906/1500-1, shortly 

af'ter his departure f'rom Erzinjan. Thus, it is evident that no 

correspondence existed between the two rulers in the interval between 

the time Sbah Ismacr-Jl lef't Erzinjan (mid 906/1500) and 910/1504-5. 

date of' the embassy of' Mu~mmad Chiivush BlHaban. This conclusion 

clearly shows that both Bidlisi and Solakzade were in error when they 

dated Shah IsmaOn.•s complaint in 908/1502-3. Theref'ore, the validity 

of' Ghaf'f'an•s version, according to which the ~avid leader had 

wr.i.tten to the Ottoman courtf'rom Erzinjanin 906/1500 bef'ore marching 

against Shl:rv~n. is beyond any doubt. 

The second aspect of' the present analysis deals with the motives 

behind Shah IsmaOU.•s choice of' Erzinjan as the place of' assembly f'or 

his f'ollow ers f'rom Anatolia and Syria. As has been shown above, it 

seems .illogical f'or the Sa.f'avid leader to have moved in person f'rom 

35 N. Falsa.f'i, "Jang-i Chiildiriin,n Tehran. Dagishgah. Ma1allah-i 
Danishkadah-i AdabiYS:t 1 (1953): 53-55. The arrival of the 
ambassador, who reached Shah Isma~l.'s camp at Ia'ahan, was recorded 
by contemporary sources. See f'or example: "Khw andam"lr, ~ 
al-Siyar, 4:480-481; and Rumlu, Ahaanu1t-Tawar!kh, 2:37. · • 

36Falsa.f'i, "Jang-i Cha:I.diran,n pp. 53-55. Ismacr-ll. f'ail.ed to 
f'ollow the diplomatic tradition of' the time which consisted of' sending 
am basaadors to f'riendly rulers inf'orming these of' his accession. This 
might be the reason which motivated Bayezid to address the Saf'avid 
ruler by the same titJ.es he used in his message of' 906/1500:.1, in 
response to the letter that Shah Ismaon had sent f'rom Erzinjan. In 
f'act, in a later message, dated 912/1507-8, Bayezid addresses Shah 
Ismaon. using royal titJ.es. as shown in the f'ollowing reproduction 
f'rom FendC:n, Munsha'at, 1 :347: ~~ cl.Jia. ill r~t Jf ~ b l._&l .){,.~ 
o I II ~ oe ~_,..JI ol.J ~ J oiJJ~ ~~.).)I~ cl.JUf ~~ ~Itn 

·~t.......r oU ~~ • 
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Arjuw an to Erzinjan and from there to Shirvan for the sole purpose of 

meeting his followers. when he could have saved himself this trouble 

by sending a number of his lieutenants or selecting an intermediate 

location. Among modern historians. Ghulam Sarwar speculates that 

Erzinjan was "where his followers would have an easy access to him.n37 

However, this assertion is proven wrong by Rllmltr and Khwandam'l.r, who 

report that wb:lle Shah IsmaOU was in Shurah Gul (in the Chukhilr sacd 

area), there arrived Q arachah I.lyl!f.s with a group of fallow ers from 

Anatolia. From there. the members of' this group accompanied Shah 

IsmaOU to Erzinjan by way of' Terjan.38 This episode illustrates two 

important facts: first, that the Anatolian followers could have 

assembled at a site beyond Erzinjan on their way to Iran; second. that 

the choice of' Erzi.njan was motivated by factors which would go beyond 

the simple gathering of' followers. The f'act that the Saf'avid 

leadership deemed it necessary to have Qarachah llyas and hiS 

Anatolian troops present at Erzinjan instead of assl..gning them to a 

camp closer to Iran or Sillrvl!ln, clearly demonstrates that Shah Ism a CU. 

was planr::dng on uai.ng the maximum manpower that he could collect. 

Among Venetian sources, the voluminous Diar.ii of Marino Sanudo 

nthe Younger" are of' paramount interest. Although the complete set 

was not accessl.ble to this writer, the works of Gugliemo Berchet. 

Sydney N. Fisher, and the recently published com p:il.ation of excerpts 

.. 
37 Sarw ar, Shah Isml!f.~. p. 34. 

38 Khwandamir, Habib al-Siyar, 4:451-453; and Riimlu. 
AJ?.sanu't-Tawarlk:h, 1:35-37 and 2:15. 
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from the Diarti. edited by Biancamar.i.a Scarci.a Amoretti,39 would 

furnish sufficient reliable information drawn from Sanudo's own work. 

The existence of contact between Venice and Karam an 0 g lu is clearly 

conf'irmed.40 There are also indications that the Republic of St. Mark 

had approached Shah Isml!l.~l for the purpose of forming a ;>aravid-

K aramanid alliance against the Ottomans. B erchet. quoting Sanudo, 

mentions the report in December 1501 of a nuncio by the name of 

Dell'Asta [or Dell'Arta] concerning Shah Ism~C:r1.41 In 

Sanudo/Amoretti., a message reaching Venice from one of its agents in 

the Levant and dated 25 November 1502, reported that the "Sofi" (Shah 

Isml!l.~) wanted to secure artillery from the Chr.i.stians.42 Fisher, 

again relying on Sanudo, tells of' the sending of' Constantino Laschari 

from Cyprus to Karaman and Shah Ismacrl "to promise aid and 

artillery," without speci.f'ying the date.43 In Sanu do/ Am oretti, a 

document records this mission in the f'irst half' of 1502,44 wb:il.e 

Berchet mentions the valuable desposi.ti.on to the Senate of Venice, 

made in 1 502 by one of its subjects living in Cyprus, about Shah 

Ism acil. 4 5 These reports point to the fact that Venice 

entered into contact with Shah Ism §.orl at least by the 

39 Mar.i.no Sanudo, ~ah Ism a ell I nei n Diarii" M ~ Sanudo, vol. 
1, edited by Biancamaria Scarcia Amoretti (Rome: Istituto per 
1' Oriente, 197 9), hereafter quoted as Sanudo/ Am oretti.. 
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40Fisher, Foreign Relations.Qf. Turkey, pp. 91-92. 

41 Berchet, Venezia..§. ],A Persia, p. 23. 

112sanudo/Amoretti, §ah Ismacn, 1:9-10. 

43Fisher, Foreign Relations of Turkey, p. 92. 

44sanudo/Amoretti, ~ah Ismacu, 1:9-10. 

4 5Berchet, Venezia..§ la Persia, p. 22. 



beginning of' N ev erth el ess, a f'urth er analy .si.s of' these 

documents will indicate that these contacts had started earlier. The 

document concerning L aschari's mission (June 1502) as well as the 

report of' Dell•Asta tend to conf':irm this hypothesis. The letter sent 

f'rom Cyprus stated that "come quel regimento havia mandate domino 

Constantin Laschari, per ambassador im Per.si.a, al.-Caraman e al nuovo 

prof' eta; lo qual parti. te. n 4 6 Thus, Lascbari was dispatched to 

"Per.sl.a" (Iran), Caraman (either the J?rovince of' Karaman or Karaman 

Oglu himself') and to the "nuevo profeta" (new prophet, i.e., Shah 

Consldering that Shah Ism a: on bad proclaimed himself' the 

new ruler of' Iran in the middle of' 1501, it would be unusual to 

encounter this dual ref'erence to Shah IsmaCJ.l and to "Persia". 

Moreover, by 1502, a year would have passed since the rebellion in 

Karam an was put down and its leader escaped to Syr.La where he was 

incarcerated by the gov.ernor of' Aleppo. Thus, an ambassadorial 

missl..on to both Karaman and Shah Ismaon would be meaningless unless 

it took place prior to 1502 and more precisely unless it happened 

pri.or to the end of' the upr.Lsl..ng in Karaman (March 1501). 

In addi.tl.on to these documents. contemporary Mamluk sources would 

have been of' interest in determining the rel.a ti.onsbip between Shah 

IsmaO:U and Karaman Oglu. Unfcrtunately, no direct ref'erence bas been 

made to the rebellion of Karaman by aey contem pcrary Mamluk chronicle. 

The imprisonment of Karaman Oglu in Aleppo was mentioned only by .. 
Venetian and Ottoman sourcea.47 Relying exclusively on 

46sanudo/Amoretti, sah Ismac:U, 1:9-10. 

47 Sanudo as quoted by Fisher, Foreign Relations of' Turkey, p. 92; 
Solakzade, Tarih, p. 312. 
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Sanudo, Fisher reported that the Mamluk Sultan responded with a 

ref'usal "w ben Ism ~otl. requested the governor of' Aleppo to f'ree the 

Karamanian leader.48 This ~avid demand illustrates the special 

relationship which existed between Karam an Oglu and Shah Ism ~otl.. 

Moreover, Mam.luk sources tend to support the validity of' such an 

assertion. They relate among the events of' 90.8/1502-3, that rumors of' 

a move against Aleppo by Shah IsmaOU had reached Cairo and that the 

Sultan bad reacted by dispatching a m.:ilitary contingent to that City, 

a f'act also confirmed by Sanudo.49 Since a ~avid campaign against 

Aleppo did not take place, it would appear that Mamluk reaction was 

caused by verbal threat from Shah Ism ao-JL 

The previous arguments demonstrate that the choice of' Erzinjan as 

a gathering place f'or Shah Ism a~l.'s Anatolian and Syr.i.an f'ollow ers 

was neither accidental nor was it deCided upon merely because of' the 

ci. ty' s location. The preceding anal,ysl.s shows that Isma~l.'s bidden 

intention was to enter A natalia from Erzinjan to join the widespread 

rebellion of Karam an Og lu. The obstruction of' the movement of' his 

fallow era by the Ottomans and the unexpectedly low number of' adherents 

who managed to reach Erzinjan caused the ~avid leadership to change 

plans and decide instead upon a relatively minor operation in Shirv~n. 

a deCision which was to alter the course of' Iranian history. 

48 Fisher, Foreign Relations of' Turkey, p. 92. 

49sanudo as quoted by Fisher, ibid. Ibn Iyas. Bad¥i'ic al- Zuhiir, 
4:39 and 46-47; and Ibn Tiiliin, Mufikahat al-Khillan, 1:262-264. 
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B. The Road to Chlll.d.iran. 

The capture of the capital city of Tabrl.z in 907/1501 represented 

the first step toward the spread of ~avid hegemony over the rest of' 

Iran. The main obstacles in Shah IsmaOU.•s path were the numerous 

petty rulers among whom the country was divided; the most prominent 

being the Aq Qoyunlu princes Alvand and Murad.5° The former fled to 

Erzinjan following his defeat at Sharur. Upon receiving the news of 

his pursuit by the gizilbash army, he ~ook the road to Bagbd:l:d, whence 

he reached Diylir Bakr, an area which was considered to be the hearth 

of the Aq Qoyunlu confederatl..on and where his uncle Q lisl.m Beg ruled. 

Alvand had to fight his way 1.nto that region, due to the opposition of 

QWm Beg. whom be defeated and later killed in 908/1502.5 1 From tben 

untll his natural death in 910/1504, the former ruler of Tabd.z was 

able to temporarily sa.t'eguard the independence of' D:lylir Bakr which was 

finally annexed by the Safavids three years later. ·in 
913/1507-8.5 2 The following year {91-4/1508), Shah Ism€ci1 

5°For a list of these rulers, see: Ram.lu, AJ)sanu 1 t-Tawlirtkh. 
1 :62 and 2:26-27; and Sarwar, Shah Ism a en., p. -43. Sir Percy Sykes, A 
Historv .sll: Persia (New York: Barnes and Noble, 3rd edition, 1969), 
2:159, wrongly stated that the two Aq Qoyunlu princes were brothers. 
Alvand was the son of Yusuf', while Murlid was the son of Ya Cqab; see: 
Khw!indamir, .H~ al-SiVar, 4:443-444. The reader wm. find an 
excellent account of' these events. together with genealogl.cal tables 
in the work of John Woods, Aqquyunlu, pp. 173-178, and appendices 1, 
9, and 12. 

5 1 Ramlu, Ahsanu1t-Tawarikh 1:64 and 2:28, Khw:!:ndaml.r, -\I~ 
al-Siyar, 4:468-4'59; Woods, Aqquyunlu, p. 175. 

52 Bidn.st. Cheref'-Nameh, 2:518; KhwEndam'!r, ~ al-Sivar, 
4:488; Rll"mlu, Ahsanu•t-T.su!arikh, 1:93-94 and 2:41-43; Woods, 
Aqguyunlu, pp. 175-177. 
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entered the f'orm er cA bb~ai.d capital of' Baghdad, thus extending his 

authority over Arab Iraq. 53 

The movements of' Alvand's cousin, Mur~d. who ruled over Persian 

Iraq and F~rs, were more complex• Although the gizilbash were able to 

def'eat his supporters at Ulmah Qul::lghl. near Hamadan (24 Dhti'l-lJ:ijjah 

908/21 June 1503), and put his dominions under their sw ay,54 Murad 

succeeded in escaping to Aleppo where he sought the help of' the 

Mamluks. but f'a:il.ed to receive a positive response to his request.55 

This Mamluk reluctance compelled him to move to Dulgadl.r, where its 

ruler cAla' al-Dawlah- of'f'ered him support and sealed his new alliance 

through the marriage of' one of' his daughters to the f'ugitive Aq 

Qoyunlu prince.56 Subsequently, Murad sided successively with 

Dulgadl.r and with the Ottomans in an ef'f'ort to regain his lost power 

in Iran. Finally. his death in 920/1514, shortly af'ter Sultan Selim's 

campaign in Iran. removed the last Aq Qoyunlu challenge to the 

Saf'avids. 

The consolldatl.on of ~avid power in Iran was met with hostility 

on the part of' the Ottomans. Bayezid had clearzy demonstrated his 

anti-aizilbash stand as early as 893/1488, on the occasion of' 

53 Bidnm, Cher~f'-Nameh, 2:518; Khwandaml.r, Habib al-Siyar. 
4 :488; R II mlti' At].sanu't- Ta warikh. 1:102-10 4; c Azz ~wl., Tarikh al- Ciraq' 
3:338-343. 

54 Khwandamir, Habib al-Siyar. 4:469-475; Rumlu, 
Ahsanu•t-Tallirikh, 1 :64-6"9 and 73-74 and 2:28 and 32; Sarwar, ~ 
rs"maCu. pp. 44-45; R. M. Savory, "The Consolidation of' Sa.favid Power 
in Persia,"~~~ 41 {October 1965): 71-72. 

55Ibn Iyas, Bada'ic a1-Zuhur, 4: 143; Khw andaml.r, ~ a1-Siyar, 
4:486; Savory, "Consalida ti.on of' flat'avid Power," p. 72. • 

56 Khw andam'lr, Habib al-Siyar, 4 :486; R iimlii, Ahsanu't- Tawar"Ikh, 
1 :92; Woods, AgguyuniU;Pp. 177-178; Savory, "Consolidation of' Sa.favid 
Power," p. 72. • 
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~aydar's death.57 In this· respect, the attitude of the Ottoman Sultan 

remained unchanged, as shown through the mi3Sives he sent, first to 

Alvand Aq Qoyunlu prior to the battl.e of Sharur (907/1501>5 8 and later 

to the Kurdish Am'ir JJ2.ili R ustam.59 In both messages, Bayezid 

referred to Shah Ismao-J.l. and his supporters in antagonistic terms, 

such as "gizilbash hordes", "the oppressive gizilbash faction, may God 

defeat them" and the like. 60 Moreover, the rebellion of Karam an in 

906/1501 increased Ottoman suspicion of the qizilbash. Although 

Bayezid refrained from initi.ating military action aimed direcUy at 

Shah Ismii~l. his decision to relocate thirty thousand of his 

extremist Shl.~ subjects from Anatalia to the newly conquered European 

domains in the Morea could be interpreted only as a precautionary 

measure intended to disperse Shah Ismi!:i:on.•s followers in Anatalia, 

thus weakening their espri.t de ~ and solidar.l.ty.61 In addition, 

the atrocities which had been inn:i.cted by the gizllb'lish upon the 

Sunrii population in Iran, further heightened tenal.ons between Safavida 

57 See Chapter Two, notes 80-82. 

58 The Text of this correspondence is reproduced in Ferl.dun, 
Munaha'at, 1 :351-353. 

59Ibid., 1 :353-354. 

60Ibid. , to 6..-L.II ,...e-1 ..l..-> o A 

6 1 Tansel, Bayezid, p. 237; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire ll.l!.i!~ 
Ottoman, 4:92-93; Fisher, Foreign Relations .Ql:. Turkey, p. 92. The 
number of 30,000 is mentioned by Sanudo/Amoretti., §ahisma<=u. 1:141. 
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and Ottomans.62 At the very outset, Shah IsmaOU adopted a distinct 

anti- Ottoman attitude. Not only did he refrain from sending an 

embassy to the Ottoman court to inform the Sultan of his accession to 

power, be also mistreated the Ottoman envoy whom Bayezid dispatched 

when news of the numerous successes of the new dynasty had become 

known. The Ottoman ambassador reached Shah Ism'li<ln1s camp at J.:t'ahan 

in the winter of 910/1504-5.63 He ca.rr.ied a message in which the 

Ottoman Sultan vigorously condemned Isma:cu•s treatment of the 

Sunnites, equating him with al- ~ajjaj, Cbengiz Khan and Tim iir. The 

greater portion of the letter contained a number of recommendations to 

Shah Isma:~l. mostly focusing on the necessity of changing his 

attitude toward his Muslim brethren as a primordial condition for 

improving relations between the two countries. Sultan Bayezid 

concluded with a veiled ultimatum, reminding the ~avid ruler that he 

would be held responsible for his actions if be persisted in 

persecuting his co-religionists.64 Shah IsmaOU reacted defiantl.y by 

obliging the Ottoman ambassador to watch the burning of two of his 

62Jean Aubin, "La Politiq ue R eligl.euse des Safavides." in ]& 
Shi'cisme Imamite (Par.i.s: Presses U niversitaires de France. 1970), p. 
237, made the following comment on Shah Ism aOU•s atrocities, which 
even included anthropophagy: "L es atrocit~s commises par Shah IsmaGn 
et ses adeptes ne sont pas inf'~r.Leures a celles qu'on impute aux 
Mongols." 

63 His arrival was recorded by Khw andamir, ljab:Ib al-SiVar, 4:480-
481; Riimlii Ahsanu't-Tawarnch. 1:86-87. A more deta:U.ed account of 
this embassy, "together with a reproduction of B ayezid's message is 
found in F alsaf'l, "Jang-i Cblild:i.ran," pp. 53-55. 

6 4.l.!:!..Mi • 
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adversaries, one of' them known to be Sun~.65 He also added insult to 

injury by compelling the same ambassador to eat pork. the consumption 

of which is f'orbidden to all Muslims.66 Venetian sources reported 

that in response to this mission Shah Isma~>-Jl dispatche·d an envoy to 

Istanbul to lay claim to the province of Trabzon.67 Shortly 

thereaf'ter, the Saf'avid ruler made overtures to Venice through 

Bartolomeo Contarini, her consul in Damascus. According to Marino 

Sanudo, this consul inf'ormed the Si.gnop.a in a letter dated 5 November 

150 5 that he had received--through an intermediary--a message f'rom 

Shah Ism!OU., which was written in Persian, expressl.ng that ruler's 

hopes for improved relations with the Republic of' St. Hark and f'pr a 

common policy toward the Ottomans.68 In turn, Venice instructed her 

consul to pursue these contacts.69 

Faced with Shah Ismliotl•s def'iance, Bayezid was unable to carry 

out his threat and elected to temporize. This stand was probably 

65 Reported by Kbwandamir, ~ al-Siyar, 4:478 and 481-482. 
These were Hulammad KaJY>ab, the governor of Abarqiih and lllsa;yn Kjya. 
governor of' Firuzkiih. See also Riimlii, A~sanu•t-Tawarnch.. 1:87 and 
2:37. 

66 Reported by Sanudo/Amoretti, ~ah Ismacn, 1:80-81. This 
embassy is mentioned by Sarw ar. Shah Ism a en. pp. 72-73, but his 
versl.on lacks analysl.s. 

67 sanudo/Amoretti, .§ah IsmaCU. 1:81, #113, dated August 1505. 
Uzun Hasan married Catherina, a daughter of' Calo Johannes Komnenuso 
who rtil.ed Trabzon until his death in 1457. Hay dar, IsmaOU•s f'ather, 
married Cil.am.shah Begum--also known as Marta-..:who was the daughter of' 
Uzun Hasan and ~atheri.na Komnena. Thus, Shah IsmaGn. consl.dered 
himself heir to Trabzon through his mother. 

68sanudo/Amoretti, ~ah Ismacn, 1:84, #117 and 118, respectively 
dated November and December 1505. Shah Ism a:OU.•s message reached 
Venice in January 1506. For its translation in old Italian see .l2M·• 
1:91-92, 1132. Further inf'ormati.on is furnished by Berchet, Venezia~ 

..l.a Persia, p. 24. 

69 .!.Qi.!l._, p. 25. 
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motivated by the ef'f'ect that a military operation against Iran might 

have upon the restive qizilbash followers in Anatal.ia. Moreover, 

later events reflected the existence of' a deep split among the Ottoman 

princes. especially in regard to the course of' action that should be 

taken vis-a-vis the gizilbash queation.70 These dom eatic f'a ctors 

compelled Sultan Bayezid II to decide on a conciliatory stand toward 

the new ruler of Iran, at a time when the possibility of' a common 

venture with the Mamluks was nil. The latter were not only 

traditionally suspicious of' the Ottomans, but were also experiencing 

political and economic difficulties71 and deemed it advantageous to 

maintain their mighty neighbor on the defensive. This sit ua ti.o n, 

coupled with the ef'f'ect of Shah Ismlie>rl.1 a rise upon his followers in 

Syria,72 led Sultan Qans'ih al-Ghawri (906-22/1501-16) to adopt a 

moderate stand toward the new dynasty in Iran. 

7°Tanael, Bayezid, pp. 238-240. 

71 Precedents of' Ottoman-Mamluk rivalry date back to the rule of 
Mehmed II, fallowing the capture of Constantinople. As f'or the 
internal situation. the Mamluk empire was raked by the feuds of' ita 
commanders, f'rom the death of Sultan Q aytbay in 901/1496 to the 
accessl..on of Sultan Qlimfih al-Ghawr!. in 906/1501. This sultan spent 
the first years of' his r"eign in pacifying the realm. Moreover, the 
empire's economy was worsening. Ibn Iyas, Badi'ic al-Zuhur, 4:259, 
reported that no ships came from Jedda from 914 to 920/1508 to 1514. 

72 News of Shah Isma~J.l's move from Gllan to Anatolia and Shi:':rvlin 
reverberated among his Syrian follow era. Ibn Tala n, Mufakahat 
al-Khill.iln, 1:244, reported that on cAshiira' (the "10th of' Muharram, 
celebrated by the Shicitea in commemoration of Husayn ibn CAJi ibn 
Ab'l Talib's martyrdom at the hands of' the U mayyada), a group of' 
Persians and Qalandars [Kalendarlar] assembled defiantly in Damascus 
and demonstrated their ShiOj. belief's. This event. and the false 
rumors of' Shah Ismlie>tl's march against Syria, compelled the government 
to forbid the sale of' w eapona except to the soldiery. Ibid., 1 :252. 
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Bayezid's policy oC appeasement with respect to the ~avids gave 

the latter a f'ree hand, not only to consolidate their power and spread 

Shi. 0 ism within Iran, but also to take the initiative within the 

Ottoman empire by Comenti.ng rebellions and stirring trouble later on. 

In any case, this situation Curtber deepened the riCt which had 

e:xi.sted among the Ottoman princes and was the pr.i.mary cause behind the 

challenge oC Sultan Selim and the Corced abdication oC Bayezid II in 

918/1512. 

The first test oC Ottoman attitude occurred in 913/1507-8, date 

oC the ~avid punitive campaign against 0 Ala' al-Dawlah Dulgad1r Cor 

his alliance with Murad Aq Qoyunlu. 73 In order to reach Dulgachr, the 

gizilbasl1 army bad to cross either Ottoman territories in southern 

Anatolia or Mamluk dominions in northern Syria. Shah Ism a on. elected 

to cross Kayser! [Qaysar!yah] and inCormed Sultan Bayezid oC this 

Not only did the Ottoman Sultan accept this as a ~ 

accompli but be also addressed the ~avid ruler with most glowing 

Utlea.74 At the same time, Shah Ismaon. dispatched an emissary to 

the Mamluk Sultan QanSih al-Gbawd. This ambassador, who reached 

73 Details oC this campaign are Cound in the Collowing: 
Khwandaml.r, ljabi.b a1-Si.var, 11:486-490; Bidlisi, CbereC-Nameh, 2:518; 
Rumlu, Absanu't-Tawiir'n<:b, 1:92-96 and 2:41-43; and GhaCCad, Jahan 
Ira, pp. 21'0- 271 . 

7 4 The text of this correspondence is Cound in Feridun, Munsha'at, 
1:346-347. To the present writer's knowledge, this was the first Ume 
that Bay ezid adcntessed Ism a~l with Cull royal ti.Ues. This exchange 
oC messages took place in 913. In a message dated 12 Rabi0 II 913/21 
August 1507, the SaC avid ruler inCorm ed Bay ezid that be was already on 
his way against Dulgacb.r. R1l mlC:, Ahsanu•t- Tawarikh, 1 :93, reported 
that Shah Ism a:c-JJ. issued orders Cor' his army to assem bl.e Cor the 
expedition in the summer of 913. This year 913 started on 13 May 
1507, corresponding to late spring. Thus 12 Rabi 0 II would correspond 
to 21 August 1507. 
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Cairo in the month of' Shacban 913/December 1507,75 conveyed his 

master's claim to Adana and Tarsus, territories which belonged to the 

Ramazan Ogullar.L. who were vassals to the Mamluks.76 When, at the end 

of' the campaign, the qizilbash army returned to Iran via Mamluk 

territory,77 Sultan Ql!in_::fih al.-Ghawr'i took the precaution of' sending an 

expedition to Syria, but his soldiers avoided engaging the gizilbl!sh 

who moved unhampered to Iran.78 Thus, with one stroke, Shah Isml!~l 

succeeded in def'ying both Ottomans and Mamluks, and conf'irmed their 

inability to f'ace his challenge. On the Ottoman side, this occasion 

demonstrated the discontent of' Sultan Selim, then governor of Trabzon, 

with the passive policy of his father. This future Ottoman Sultan and 

successor to Bay ezid ordered raids to be carr.l.ed out against ~avid 

territory in Erzinjan and Bay burt, as a reprisal against Shah 

Ism it!: ens crossing of Ottoman territory.7 9 

75According to Ibn Iyl!ls, Bada'ic al.-Zuhiir. ll:123. 

76Accord1ng to Sanudo/Amoretti, .§a.h I.sma.cn, 1:138, #218. The 
Venetian document reported that Shah Isml!l~ threatened nto come to 
Aleppo and Damascus and all of' Syr.l.a, and to issue money in his name 
in Cairo.n Among Mamluk sources, only Ibn Iyl!is mentioned the arrival 
of the ambassador without giving f'urther inf'ormation. 

Shah Ismaon.•s claim to Adana and Tarsus proves that he had the 
ambition to establish an empire com pr.l.si.ng, next to Iran. the areas 
inhabited by Saf'avid followers. In fact, it was at Adana and Tarsus 
that his grandf'ather Junayd was well received by the Varsaq tr.l..be 
during his flight f'rom Kenya. 

77 Khwandam'I.r. l!abib al-Siyar, ll:488; Ibn Tiilun, Muf'akahat Al::. 
Khillan, 1:316. 

78Ibn Tuliin, Muf'akahat al-KhiJHin, 1:316 and 318; Ibn Iyl!is. 
Badii'i c a1- ZUhur, l4: 118-119. 

7 9 Ci'lam Ara-yi Saf'ayL p. 1ll2; Solakzade, ..I..mh• p. 324; and 
Hamme~Purgstall, Histo:ii-e ~ l'Empire Ottoman, 4:93-94. Shah Isma<>n. 
was to remind Sultan Selim of' this episode in one of the messages he 
sent him prior to the battle of' Chal.d:iran. 
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Meanwh.ile, the ~af'avid ruler stepped up his efforts to win 

Venetian support against the Ottomans by initiating direct contacts 

with the Signoria. A ~avid embassy, com posed of five envoys, 

reached Venice in May 1509 with instructions to seek the sending of 

artill.ery masters and to formulate a m:D.itary alliance against the 

Ottomans, requests to which Venice was non-committal.BO News of this 

missl.on leaked to the Mamluks who arrested the ~avid envoys and 

their Venetian companions at al-B"lrah, in Syr.i.a, on their return 
... 

journey to Iran ( R abl.C II 916/July-August 151 0) .81 

Wh:il.e seeldng a rapprochement with Venice, Shah Ism!IOU. was 

secretly plotting the disruption of the Ottoman empire f'rom within. 

He succeeded in winning to his sl.de B ayezid's son Shahinshah, then 

governor of Karaman. with whom he maintained a secret correspondence. 

This matter was brought to Bayezid's attention by Kh~yir Beg, the 

Mamluk governor of' Aleppo, who--in 1510--had intercepted two messages 

f'rom Shah IsmaOn and Khan M~mmad Ostiijl.ti <:sravid governcr of l)jyar 

Bakr) addressed to the Ottoman pr.i.nce.B2 Sh~hinsb~h's loyalty to the 

gizilbash was also confirmed in a letter sent by his .lA!& l_laydar Pasha 

to Bayezid.83 

80 sanudo/Amorettl., §ahismacll,1:162-163, 1251 and 252; Berchet, 
Venezia ~ la Persia, p. 25. 

81 Ibn Tiilun, Mufakabat al-KhilHin, 1:342-343; Sanudo/Amoretti, 
~ah Ismacn.:1:181, 1279. Sultan QanSih al-Ghawri also imprisoned the 
Venetian consuls in Alexandria and Damascus. These events led Vealce 
to send a special~emissary to def'use the cr.l.sl.s. Her envoy, DomeDico 
Trevisan, left a narratl.ve of his mission to Cairo, published by Ch. 
Schefer l.n his Voyage .Q.!_Q~~ ~ Jean Thli naud (Paris: Ernest 
Leroux, 1864), pp. 147-226. 

82 Tansel, Bayezid, pp. 238-239, according to Topkap~ Saray~ 
Ar~ivi, Doc. #5594. 

83Ibid., according to Topkap~ Saray~ Ar~ivi. Doc. #6352. 
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Shah Ism ac'il's hostility toward both Ottomans and Mamluks 

surfaced again in 916/1510 on the occasl.on of the death of a third 

Sunrli potentate, the Uzbek ruler Mu!'flmmad Shaybarii Khan. also known as 

Shay bak or ShiHil. Khan. This ruler had met with success in his drive 

against the TI:murid princes and--in a series of campaigns from 

906/1500 to 913/1507--was able to put Transoxania, Khwl!rizm and 

Khurasan under his sw ay.84 He also adopted a distincUy anti-~avid 

stand while seeking friendly relations with the 0ttomans.85 Not only 

did he belitUe Shah Ism a- 0 n in an insulting message,86 he also 

ordered raids to be carr.i.ed out against Iran. 87 The ensuing clash 

with the ~avid army resulted in his defeat and death in a battle 

fought in the vicinity of Marv on 30 Sha0 ban 916/2 December 1510.88 

Shah Ism a:o-J..l, who commanded the ~avid army, ordered the head of his 

fallen adversary. cut off and made a gold- mounted drinking cup out or 

84 A deta:iled analysl.s of the rule of Shaybak Khan is lacking. 
The reader might consult the fallowing or.Lginal sources: Babur, The 
Babur-NamaJ.n English, pp. 127-328; Haydar, Tarikh-i Rashi:cfi, pp. 232-
237. A br.i.ef" survey could be found in Savory, "Consolidation of 
:;lafawid Power," pp. 77-79. Notes on the Turkic calendar, also used by 
Haydar, are found in R. D. McChesney, "A Note on Iskandar Beg's 
~hronal.ogy," JNES 39 (January 1980): 53-64. 

85aaydar, Tarikh-i Rashidi, pp. 232-237. No evidence exists of 
an alliance between Uzbeks and Ottomans. They ecjoyed normal 
relations. a fact illustrated by the arrival in 1508 at the Ottoman 
court of an Uzbek envoy. See Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M..l.!.Ji~ 
Ottoman, 4:4. 

8 6 Hay dar, Tar'ikh.=J, R ash'idi:, 
A~nu't-.Tawa:rlkh, 1:112-113 and 2:51-52. 

pp. 232-233; R u mlu, 

87 Khw l!ndam'!r, ljab"ib al-Siyar, 4:504-506. 

88aaydar, Tar'ikh-i Rashi:<U; pp. 233-236; Khwandam'ir. ~ 
al-Siyar~ 4:506-517; Ramla, A~sanu•t-Tawadkh, 1:118-123 and 2:52-54. 
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tb e skull. 8 9 He further seized this opportumty to demonstrate his 

defiance to the two other Sunril rulers by sending the straw-atuf'fed 

head of the former ruler to Bayezid Ir,90 while conveying the severed 

heads of a number of prominent Uzbeks to the Mamluk court, together 

with a demand to cover the Holy Kacbah in Mecca.91 

D ur.i.ng this per.i.od, the rll't within the ruling Ottoman dynasty 

became mani1'est. Sultan Bayezid1 s favoring of his son Ahmad over the 

younger Selim for the succession ~o the throne resulted in open 

rebellion by the latter who, with the backing of the Jani.ssarles, 

succeeded in forcing the abdication of his father; whereupon he 

himself ascended the throne (7 ?afar 918/24 April 1512) .92 These 

developments--the roots of which might be traced back to 915/1509 93 

89 Rumlii, Al)sanu't-Tawarikh, 1:122 and 2:54. See also the 
eloquent account of E. G. Browne, .A Literary History of Persia, 4:64-
66. 

90 Ramla, Absanu't-Tawartkh, 1:122 and 2:54. See cAlam Ara-yi. 
Safayli pp. 328-"329, where the name of the envoy is given as ~f'l 
k h aill R u m1u. 

91 rbn !iiliin, Mufiikahat al-Khillan, 1:354-357. 

92rt is beyond the scope of the present work to deal with the 
details of Selim's challenge to his father. The reader might refer to 
the fallowing sources for further information: Ham m er-Purgstall, 
Histo:ire ~ l'Empjre Ottoman, 4:103-154; (iagatay Ul.u<;ay, "Yavuz Sultan 
Selim nasil. Pacb.~ah oldu?" TUrk Tarih Dergi.si. Pt. 1, 6:9 (1954): 53-
90; Pt. 2, 7:10 (1954); 117-142; Pt. 3, 8:11-12 (1955): 185-200; 
Tansel, Bayezid, pp. 267-305; Ismail Hakla. Uzunqar~ll1. Osman4 Tarihi. 
(Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu, 1964), vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 238-345. 

93sy a decree of 6 August 1509, Bayezid II bowed to the pressure 
of his other so"ns and cancelled a previous decree by which he 
appointed Sulayman son of' Selim as governor of Bolu. Instead. 
Sulayman was given Caffa. This event marked the beginning of the open 
rivalry among the Ottoman princes for the succession to the throne. 
Bayezid's older son, Al}mad, objected to the appointment of his nephew 
Sulayman at Bolu, on the grounds that this locality would place him 
close to the capital, a f'act which might fac1lltate Selim's task in 
the race for the throne. For further information, see: Tansel. 
Bayezid, pp. 266-268; Uzunqar:ph, OsmanlJ_ Tarihi, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 
238. 
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were accelerated :from 916 to 918/1511 to 1512 and reached their 

conclusion in 919/1513 with the defeat and death of Sel.im's brother 

and rival A!tmad.94 

These years of civll strii'e afforded Shah Ism ac--1.1 the opportunity 

to further aggravate the situation. In the western Anatolian province 

of' Tekke, Shahqun Baba Tekkelu95--whose father ~;~asan Khalifah had 

served Shaykh Junayd and Shaykh J;:~aydar (respectively Shah Ismao-l.l's 

grandfather and father)96 __ raised the standard of rebellion and 

planned a general uprising.97 Large numbers of qizilbash followers as 

well as discontented sipahis rallied to him and enabled him to spread 

the rebellion to other areas.98 Not only did the rebels 

94 Ahmad died in ba ttJ.e fighting Sultan Selim on the plain of' 
Yenisheh;. (27 Muharram 919/15 Apri11513). See: Tansel, .X~ Sultan 
Selim, pp. 1-18"; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire ~ ..l!.l;~ Otto.m..s.n. 
4:146-154. 

95 His real name is unknown. Shlihqun (a titJ.e meaning the slave 
or servant of' the Shah) is also known in a number of Ottoman sources 
as Shaytanqull. (the slave or servant of' the devll) and as Qarah B.lY~k 
Oglu (tbe son of' the one with the black mustache). See: Uzunqar~J1.1. 
Osmanll. Tarihi. vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 230. 

96 The majority of' Ottoman sources mention that Hasan Khalifah 
served only Haydar. a theme echoed by modern Turl<::kh historians. 
How ever, the" manuscript of the anonymous history of Shah Ism a CU. 
reported that he served both Junayd and Haydar. See: E. D. Ross, 
"Early Years,n p. 309. • 

97 Shahqun sent four propagandists to Rum ella, an indication that 
he planned a widespread rebellion. See: U zunq ar~ll~. Osma$ Tarihi. 
vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 230. The rebellion started at the end of 916/March 
1511. See: Uluqay, "Selim," pt. 1. p. 63; and Tansel, Bayezid, p. 
249. 

9 8 uluqay, "Selim," pt. 1, pp. 63-68; Uzunqar~ili, Osmanh Tarihi. 
vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 230-231; Tansel, Bayezid, pp. 249-251; Hammer
Purgstall, Histoire de.l!J;mpire Otto..!!lan, 4:111-112. 
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succeed in defeating and ldlling the Beylerbey of Anatalia,99 they 

were also able to reach the vicinity of Bursa, the capital of the 

first Ottoman Sultans. 1 00 The magnitude of the rebellion compelled 

the Ottoman Grand Vjzjr Khadi.m 0 Aii Pasha to move in person with :f'resh 

troops from Rum ella in pursuit of Sh~hqan and his supporters. An 

encounter near Sivas on 5 Rabi 0 II 917/2 July 1511 decided the fate of 

the rebellion and ended with the defeat of the qizilbash and the death 

-.f Shl!i:hqan, wh:D.e on the Ottoman side the Grand Vizir Khlidim 0 Afi 

Pasha perished in battle.l 01 Qizilbash survivors took the road to 

Iran, where--in the vicinity of Erzinjan--th ey plundered a caravan and 

killed five hundred of its merchants, 102 an act for which they were 

reprimanded by Shah Isma~Jl who ordered the spo.il.s to be taken away 

from them. He also ordered a number of' their leaders to be put to 

death as an exam pl.e of' strict discipline to the rest of'. the group. 1 03 

99 Tansel,Bayezid, pp. 251-252; UluQ ay, "Selim, n Pt. 1, p. 68; 
Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de !'Empire Ottoman, 4:108. This encounter 
took place near Kutahya on 23 M~am 917/22 AJrll 1511. 

1 OOshlihqGU reached the vicinity of Bursa in pursuit of' Prince 
Ahmad (4 Safar 917/3 May 1511). See: UluQay, "Sel.im," Pt. 1, p. 70. 
See also:· Tansel, Bayezid, p. 252. Bursa was the capital of' the 
Ottomans until 767/1366, when Edirne (Adrianople) in the European side 
of' the empire was chosen by Sultan Murad I (761-91/1360-89) as the new 
capital. From 1453 onward, Istanbul shared that role with Edirne. 

101 Ram!a, Ahsanu't-Tawiirikh, 1 :126; Munajjim B~sh~. SahlPif' 
al-Akhbar (Istailbul: Matba 0~h-i cAmirah, 1868): 3:348; thu'Qay, 
"Selim," Pt. 1, pp. 70-72; Tansel, Bayezid, pp. 253-256; 
Hammer- Purgstall, Histoire de 1' Empire Otto man, 4: 111-113. 

' 
102Ram1a, Ahsanu't-Taw~. 1:126; Munajjim Ba:.sh'1., Sah~i'if' ..sl=. 

Akhbar. 3:438, m~ntions one thousand killed. • · 

103 Ruml.u, Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1: 126; BidJisi, Cheref'- N ameh, 2:524-
525. Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M ~mpire .QllQ.miill• 4: 114-115, 
quoted the Ottoman historian Sa 0 d al-Din who stated that two of their 
chief's met their death by being thrown in cauldrons of boiling water. 
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News of' Shahqti.Il.'s rebellion prompted Shah Isma<>n to f'urther 

undermine the Ottoman empire by inatiga ting another large scale 

uprising in Anatolia. He dispatched to this ef'f'ect Ntir cAn Khalif'ah 

to whom he entrusted the leadership of the sedition of the qizilbJish 

f'ollowera. 104 Soon, thousands of supporters fro.m among the Turkoman 

and Kurdish tribes answered Nur cAn Kha.Uf'ah's call a·nd joined in the 

rebellion. 105 

The disparity between the respective ~avid and Ottoman 

sources does not permit to give a definite account of those 

events.1 °6 How ever, it seems that the activities of the gizilbiish 

104 Rum!u, Ahsanu't-Tawatikh, 1:134, 2:62; Munajjim Bashi, Sah'a'if 
al-Akhbjr, 3:440; UluQay, "Sellm," Pt. 2, p. 128; and M. c. ~eh~b~ttin 
Teld.ndag, "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesl.kalar:l.Il ~ig~ al.b.nda Yavuz Sultan 
Selim 'in Iran Seferi, n Istanbul ij niversitesi Edebiyat F akiiltesi • 
.I..stlh D erdsi 1 7 (March 1 96 7) :51. 

105 These f'ollowers were f'rom the Varsaq, 
1' iirghil dlu, B ozuql\i., Tekkel.i:i and 1;,1 aml:dlii tribes. 
.;;aqa'if' a1- Akhbar, 3:440-441. 

Af'sb arlii, Q aram anl.il, 
See: M unajjim B asbi, 

106 The best Saf'avid versl.on is gl.ven by Hasan-i Rii mlii 1n his 
Ahsanu't-Tawirlkh·, 1:134-135, 2:62-63; wh:ne Khwandamir. Habib .2k_ 
Silrar and BidUsi., Ch~ref'- N~. totally ignore the events rEuated to 
Niir cAii Khaiif'ah. Rii·mlii's versl.on is reproduced in the anonymous 
history of' Shah Ism aOU [ Br.Ltish Museum MS, Or. 3248], a f'irst part of' 
which has been edited and translated by Sir E. Denison Ross in ..s.LRAS 
(1896). It is on this versl..on that both Sarwar. Shah .lrugacn, p. 73, 
and Savory, "The Consolidation of' Sa.f'avid Power in Persia," pp. 82-83, 
have relied. Both sources state that the f'irst encounter between Niir 
cAll Kha.Uf'ah and the Ottomans occurred at Mal.atya. However, this is 
highly improbable, since the bulk of the rebellion centered around 
Tokat, Amasya and Chorum, locations closer to Erzinjan than to 
Mal.atya. Moreover, another anonymous history of Shah Isma<>-l.l gives a 
totally erroneous version when it states that--on his return journey 
to Iran-- Niir cAn Khalif'ah captured Aleppo where he read the Khutbah 
in the name of Shah Ism~OU; a version easily dismissed in light of' 
inf'ormati.on contained in Saf'avid and Mamluk sources. See: ..=ilam 
Ara-yi Shah Ismacu, pp. 1 ~9-190. 

The publication by <; agatay UluQ ay of' a number of documents 
dealing with these events, f'rom Topkap~ Saray~ Arlilivi in his article, 
"Seli.m nasll Pam~ah oldu?" sheds some light on this rebellion and 
af'f'ords the researcher f'urther deta:ils. Tbe versl..on adopted in the 
present chapter relies on the narration of' I}asan-i Rii mlii as well as on 
the inf'ormation given by <;agatay UluQay. 
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centered around the cities of' Tokat (TiJ.q~t), Amasya and Chorum 

( Churum), 107 and that the rebellion started shortJ.y af'ter Pr.i.nce Ahmad 

captured Konya f'rom his nephew Mehmed son of' Sh~hinsb~h.108 Nar 

0 All. Khant'ah succeeded first in entering Tokat where he read the 

Khu~bah (Friday Sermon) in the name of' Shah Ism ::tCU bef'ore deciding to 

leave f'or Acb.na Bazan..109 Meanwhile, two local gizilbash leaders--

Q arab Iskandar and 0 Isa Khalif'ah--secured t.he backing of' Murad son of' 

Ahmad. The latter, who then governed Amasya in the name of' his f'ather 

joined the rebels with thousands of' his supporters and turned a deaf' 

ear to his f'ather's orders to dissociate himself' f'rom the 

gizilbash.110 At the end of' Mu~arram 918/April 1512, Murad and the 

gizilbiish laid waste areas in the vicinity of' Chorum and Amasya, 111 

bef'ore establishing contact with Nur 0 An Khaiif'ah and his men in a 

location between Q~ Chayid and Tokat.1 12 Subsequently, the combined 

f'orces marched against Tokat and burnt it when the inhabitants put up 

a stubborn resistance. 113 Following this event, Murll'd and his 

supporters set out toward Iran, where the Ottoman prince had been 

107 Ulucay, "Selim." Pt. 2, p. 128; Munajjim Bashi, Saha'if' 
al-Akhbar, 3!441; Rtimlu, Ahsanu't-Tawarrk:h, 1:134-135 and 2:62-63 • • 

108 Munajjim B~shl., Saha'if' al-Akhbar, 3:440. It began toward the 
end of' Muharram 918/Aprll 1512. See: Uluqay, "Selim," Pt. 1, 124 and 
129, note:. 26. 

109 Rum!u, A~sanu't-Taw'Srlkh, 1:134 and 2:62-63. 

110 u1uqay, "~m." Pt. 2, p. 129. 

111 Ibid., pp. 128-129. 

112Rom1u, 

113Ibid. 

Ahsanu1t-Tawarlkh, . 1:135 and 2:63. 
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promised af'ief'in the province of' Fars.114 In the meantime, Na:r 

cAll. Khall.f'ah left Tokat and headed f'or Sivas, near where he 

encountered--at Koyul.hLsa.r--an Ottoman expedition under the leadership 

of' Sinl!in Pasha, Ahmad's vizir. The outcome of' the ensuing engagement 

was in favor of' the gizilbash who succeeded in kfiling Sin~n Pasha as 

well as hundreds of his men.115 After this victory, Niir cAn Khalif'ah 

led his men back to Iran by way of' Erzinjan.116 

The feuding among Bayezid's three sons--A!lmad. Korkud and Selim-

f'or the successi.on to the throne, presented Shah Isma<>n. with another 

opportunity to meddle in the af'f'airs of' the Ottoman empire. Through 

his network of' khulaf'a who doubled as spies, the ~avid leader was 

in!'ormed of' the developments taking shape in Anatolia. In this 

respect, a message of' Shah Ism a on. to Miisl!i 'f'Urghiid Og lu, :from the 

rur"ghlld tribe, reveals beyond any doubt the existence of' ~avid 

informants and agents in Asla Minor. In this letter, dated 7 Rab'Ic I 

918/23 Hay 1512, Shah IsmaOnrequests Hiid !'Urghiid Ogluto contact 

A~ad Agh!. Qaramanl.a, a ~avid emissary to Anatolia, and to heed his 

orders; he also enjoined him to report in detail all activities in the 

area. 117 

1 14.I.QMI., Murad died on his way to Fars. See Khw andam'lr. I;Iab'ib 
al-Sivar, 4:523 • ... 

11 5Riimlti, Ahsanu't-Tawiirikh• 1:132, 2:63. The location of' the 
battle is given by Uluqay, "Sellm," Pt. 2, p. 130, note 27. 

116Riimlii, Ahsanu't.-Tawarikh, 1:132, 2:63. , 
11 7 A photocopy of' Shah Ismaotl's message was first publ.i.shed in 

1968 as an appendix to S. Tekindag's article "Yeni Kaynak ve 
Vesf:..kalar:Ln I:p.g~ altl.nda Yavuz Sultan Selim'in Iran Sef'eri," and 
references to that document (TopkapJ.. Saray~ Ar~ivi, no. 5460) were 
made in pp. 51-52 of' that article. A year later, S. Tansel reproduced 
the same document as an appendix to his book Yavuz Sultan~- See 
also Appendix C of' the present work. 
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This message was sent af'ter Sultan Selim had succeeded in forcing 

the abdication of his father Sultan Bayezid IL Selim, who then 

firmly contral..led Rum el.ia, was faced with the challenge of his older 

brother Ahmad, who placed himself as h fiQ1Q ruler over Anatolia. 

During the ensuing civll war which ended with A~mad's defeat at 

Yenishehr [Yeni~ehir] on 8 ~ar 919/15 April 1513,118 the !firgh(Id, 

Dul.gadlr and Ramazan tr.i.bes entered Bursa in support of Al1Dad (4 Rab"ic 

..II 91 8/ 1 9 June 1 51 2) • 11 9 

Sultan Selim's triumph was a bad omen for Shah Isml!iOU. and the 

gizllbash, since bis aggressive ness toward the ~afavids had been 

demonstrated when he was governor of' Trabzon. As Sultan, Selim would 

follow the same policy with regard to the ~avids and would succeed 

in turning the tide of events in favor of the Ottomans. 

118For a review of these events, see: Uluq ay, "Selim," Pt. 2, pp. 
125-142 and Pt. 3. pp. 185-200; Tanael, Yayuz Su1tan Selim, pp. 1-30; 
Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de .J.!_g~ Ottoman. 4:146-154. A third 
son of Bayezid, Korkud was no real threat to Selim; however. the 
latte:- took the "precaution" of having him strangled. 

119Ul.UQSYo "Selim," Pt. 2, pp. 132-133. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE OTTOMAB-SFAVID CONFLICT: 

mE On'OMAN OFFERSIVE 

The events which rocked Anatolia during the last decade of' Sultan 

Bayezid's rule, demonstrated not only the ~avids' ability to stir 

their Turkoman followers in that region but also clearly showed the 

precarious state of' Ottoman security along the eastern and southern 

Anatolian borders. Such instability, although largely due to active 

Saf'avid propaganda among the Turkoman tribes in that area, was also 

the result of' Sultan Bayezid's preoccupation with the northern 

Anatolian borders as illustrated in his duel with Venice for the 

control of' the Black Sea and the Morea. While concentrating on 

dislodging the Signoria from her outposts in those two areas, Bayezid 

mantained a conciliatory stand toward the SU'avids. 

The rule of' Sultan Selim I (918-26/1512-20), Bayezid's son and 

successor, was marked by a major shift in Ottoman expansionist policy. 

The outbreak of several Turkoman rebellions, instigated by the 

~avida, compelled the new Ottoman Sultan to deal with the roots of' 

the problem. Hence, instead of placating the !Sfavids as had Bayezid, 

Selim adopted a clearly aggressive policy toward Shah Isml!c~l. The 

outcome of this new direction was drastic f'or the future of Ottoman

Safavid relations as well as for the rest of the Middle East. Selim 

succeeded in carrying the offensive into his enemy's territory on the 

battlefield of Ch1Udiran (2 Rajab 920/23 August 1514). The defeat of' 

Shah Ismacil at Chaldiran placed the ~avids on the defensive 

vis-a-vis the Ottomans f'or decades to come. In fact, it was not until 
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the rule of' Shah cAbbas (996-1038/1588-1629) that the Saf'avids were 

able to turn the tide in their f'avor. 

From a strategic standpoint, the campaign of' Chaldiran resulted 

in the Ottoman occupation of' Diyar Bakr and the strengthening of' their 

hold over eastern Anatolia through the capture of' Erzinjan. Of' these 

two, the control of' Diyar Bakr was of' utmost importance, since it led 

to the creation of' an Ottoman zone in the Upper Euphrates, an area 

..erossed by major routes linld.ng Iran to Anatolia and northern Syria, 

especially Aleppo. This permitted the Ottomans not only to keep a 

watchf'ul eye on the respective movements of the ~f'avids and the 

Mamluks, thus decreasing the chances of' coordination among their 

armies, but also involved a logisti,c advantage: the Ottomans, having 

acquired s~ch a permanent base, would be able to launch future 

expeditions into either Iran or Syria with relative ease. 

Selim's campaign of' 920/151.1J against Iran aroused the 

apprehension of' the Mamluks. Having been in a bitter contest against 

the Ottomans over the control of' the Taurus area, the Mamluks-were 

alarmed upon receiving intelligence of' the movement of' their 

traditional f'oe into Iran. This attitude was clearly expressed 

through the hostile actions of' their vassal cAla' al-Dawlah Dulgachr 

(885-921/1.1J80-1515) who attacked the Ottoman supply line in southern 

Anatoli a. The subsequent annexation of' Dulgad~r province by the 

triumphant Ottoman armies in 921/1515 further hastened the impending 

conf'ronta tion between Ottomans and Mamluks. Soon thereafter, Selim 

led his men into Syria where he engaged Sultan Qan~h al-Ghawri' and 

his troops at Marj Dl!l:biq ( 922/1516) in northern Syria. There, the 

well equipped and better disciplined Ottoman army won the day; the 

Mamluks were not only def'eated, but lost their aging Sultan in battle. 
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The remnants of the Mamluk army were unable to check the advance 

of the Ottomans against Egypt. A second encounter on the battlefield 

of Rayd~nl.yah (922/1517). on the outskirt·s of Cairo. ended in favor of 

the Ottomans. This last victory placed the dominions or the former 

Mamluk empire within Ottoman fold. 

Sultan Selim's conquest of Syria and Egypt and the subsequent 

extension of Ottoman suzerainty to the !fijllz, stretched the empire 

longitudinally from the plains of Central Europe to the shores of the 

Red Sea. This new reality dictated a new orientation in Ottoman 

policy, the shaping of which f'ell to Selim's successor. 

The reign of Sultan Sulayman II (926-74/1520-66) which 

corresponded to that of ~m'!.sp I (930-74/1524-76) in Iran. was marked 

by the divergence of Ottoman policy. a trait that a modern historian 

characterized as a ncrisis of orientationn.1 During this period, the 

Ottomans were compelled to f'ight almost simultaneously on four 

separate f'ronts: Europe, the Mediterranean. Iran and the Indian Ocean. 

Of' these four, only the Iranian f'ront will be considered in the 

present work; however,· references to events occurring on the other 

f'ronts will be made whenever they innuence Ottoman~avid relations. 

The main feature of Ottoman policy toward the ~avids during the 

era of Sultan Sulayman the Magnif'icent consisted of an eff'ort to 

contain and isolate Iran rather than t·o conquer it. The Ottomans. 

having to spread their eff'ort over several f'ront·s and engaging in a 

duel with the rising star of Western Christendom both on land--in 

1 Subbi Labib. nThe Era of Sulayman the Magnificent: A Crisis of' 
Orientation, n IJMES 1 0( 1979): 435-451. 
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Central Europe-and at sea-in the Mediterranean and in the Indian 

Ocean-were in no position to f'urther aggravate the state of' their 

relations with Iran, and avoided i-nitiating a policy of' systematic 

conquest. Moreover, the af'termath of' Ch'llldiran showed a sharp dec:J..ine 

in ~avid activity in Anatolia. The policy of containment that 

Sultan Sulayman pursue.d toward Iran rested upon two major tenets: 

first .. ga-ini.ng control over Armenia and Kurdistan, especially the 

.fortresses around Lake Van, in order to secure eastern Anatolia !'rom

potential gizilbash incursions; seoon~ making the Euphrates river a 

natural boundary between Ottoman and ~avid dominions. These two 

features dominated the history of Ottoman-~avid relations during the 

respective rules of' Sultan Sulayman and Shah ~hmasp. 

While facing the Ottoman danger on the western and northwestern 

borders, the ~avids had also to meet the challenge of' the Shayb~ni 

Uzbeks on the eastern borders. Opposite the Ottomans, the gizilbish 

leaders took into account the lesson of Ch'llldir~n and avoided enga-ging 

the Ottoman army in pitched battles. In this respect, the superiority 

of' Ottoman artillery compelled the gizilbR8b to limit themselves to 

occasional attacks and skirmishes. On the other hand, the same 

gizilbash forces were a match f'or the Shayb§n!: Uzbeks, a f'act which 

led to several conf'ronta tiona or even -in the words of' a modern 

historian- to a "duel" over the control of' Khur~san.2 The 

vicissitudes of' the ~f'avid-Uzbek co-nf'lict have been studied by the 

same modern historian and are beyond the scope of' the present work. 

Only those events in Khuriisan which might have relevance to the 

relations between the Ottomans and the ~f'avids will be mentioned. 

2 Martin B. Dickson, "Shah ::ummasb and the Uzbeks." 
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The present chapter is a review of Ottoman-Safavid relations. 

starting with Sultan Selim's campaign of' Ch~ldiran in 920/1514 to the 

end of' Sultan Sulayman'a rule, a span of' time which corresponds to the 

reigns of' Shah Ism'lic~l and Shah ~masp in Iran. More precisely, this 

period embraces the events which took shape from the launching of' the 

first Ottoman offensive against Iran to the conclusion of' the treaty 

of' Amasya in 962/1555, which relatively maintained the status _g,nn 

between the two countries until the dawn of' the seventeenth century • 

.&. Chlll.dirlln and Its .l.f'termatb. 

Sultan Selim rose to power amid chaotic internal conditions which 

were threatening the future of' the empj.re. Anatolia had been ravaged 

by the ongoing civil war between Selim and his brother fl!lnad, as well 

as by a major rebellion led by Nlir CAli Khalif'ah, a ~avid agent. 

This last event, which was the result of' SU'avid propaganda within the 

Asia tic part of' the Ottoman empire, also reflected a popular 

discontent with the government. A document reproduced by Sel~hattin 

Tansel3 and consisting of' a complaint addressed to Sultan Selim by a 

certain cAl~ ibn cAbd al-Kari:m Khal~f'ah4 reveals the depth of the 

popular resentment toward the Ottoman administration and is a clear 

indictment of' the religious establishment as well. In addition to the 

oppressive taxation of' the peasants and the numerous injustices 

committed by Ottoman officials, CAli ibn cAbd al-Karrm depicts the 

3s. Tanael, Yavuz Sultan~-

4 A biography of cAl~ ibn cAbd al-Karim Khalif'ah is still lacking. 
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rapacity and greed of tbe religious class and asserts that its members 

are untrustworthy. 5 

On the Sat'avid side, Shah Ismacil was not as successful within 

Iran as he was without. While his agents were achieving a relative 

success in Anatolia, his armies were suffering reverses at the hands 

of the Uzbeks in Transoxania. His effort to help his traditional ally 

Babur (d. 937/1530) recover Samarqand and Bukhara from the Uzbeks came 

tD naught. After initial successes, tpe allied armies were utterly 

defeated at Ghujduwlln on 3 Rama?an 918/12 November 1512.6 In this 

battle, Naj m-i .§.anl., the S~avid commander and close advisor of' Shah 

Ismllc::n, lost his lif'e.7 Following this defeat, the ~avid ruler had 

to reckon with the Uzbeks' intermittent incursions into Khurasan in 

918-19/1512-13.8 While in Khurasan, Shah Ismacil's half-brother 

5For the f'ull text of' this complaint, see: Tansel, hm Sultan 
Selim, pp. 20-27. 

6Babur was then the ruler of' Kabul. Having promised Shah Ismac:£1 
to read the·khuybah and to strike coins in his name, he received 
Safavid military support to enable him to recapture his ancestral 
iands in Transoxania. For further details see Babur, The Bllbur-Nama 
in English, pp. 352-361; Khwandamir, l}abib al-Siyar, 4:523-530; Rtlmltl, 
Ahsanu•t-Tawarikh. 1:127-134 and 2:59-62; cilam Arayi Shah Ismacil. 
pp. 402-441. 

7 Najm-i .§ani, whose real name was rar Almad Khuzani Isf'ahani. was 
a close associate of' Shah Ismacil and held at his death t"he title of' 
vakil (Viceroy). See: Khwllndamir, Habib al-Siyar, 4:526-529; J. 
Aubin, "Etudes Safavides I. Shah Ism3'cil et les Notables de l'Iraq 
Persan," JESHO 2{1959):67-68. On the importance of the of'f'ice of' 
vakil, see: R.M. Savory, "The Principal Of'f'ices of' the Saf'avid State 
during the Reign ~f' Ismacil I (907-930/1501-1524)," BSOAS 23 (1960): 
93-96. 

8 Khwiindaml:r, Habib al-Siyar, 4:532-533 and 535-536; Riimlu, 
Ahsanu't-Tawarl:kh, "1: 137-139 and 2:64-66 Ghaf'f'arl', ~ ~. pp. 
275-277. 
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Sulaymrin Mirza attempted to seize power in Tabr:!z, but this threat 

proved ephemeral and Sulaym~n was quickly put to death.9 

Saf'avid attitude toward the Ottomans subsequent to the rise of' 

Sultan Selim continued to be hostile and became increasingly 

aggressive. The civil war which opposed Selim to his brother, A!1Dad, 

was an opportunity for Shah Ism~cil to interfere in Ottoman internal 

af'f'airs by supporting A!1Dad against Selim and by giving refuge to his 

fugitive sons. Shah Ism~crl's stand was also reflected through the 

rebellion of' Nur cAll: Khalif'ah which had started in the middle of' 

Selim's challenge to the throne of his father Bayezid and only days 

before the abdication of' the latter.10 Moreover, the message that the 

~avid ruler had di.spatched to the Anatolian chieftain, Miis! ,Urgb.tid 

O~u. dated two months af'ter Selim's coronation11, together with the 

support lent by the ~rghud tribe to A~ad, revealed a persistent 

9 Among contemporary chronicles, that of' Khwl!lndamir does not 
mention this incident. ffiim1il, A.f;:anu•t-Taw"'8,r'Ikh. 1:139-140 and 2:66 
states that Sulqmt!.n was Ismt!.0 I shalf' brother; while in~ Ara-yi 
Shah Ismic"ilo pp. 479-482. it is stated that Sulayman was the son of' 
Sultan °Ali. This could only be cAli Padiahah, Isma0 I"l's older 
brother. thus considering Sulaym~n as Ism~c'!.l's nephew and not half
brother. Sarwar. Shah Iamac'll• p.71, mentions tlrlat Sulaym~n Mirza 
"was put to death by Mustafa Beg Ustl!ijlu.n This name should be 
corrected to "Mantasha Beg UsU!jlti". 

10 There is a discrepancy concerning the date of' Selim's 
coronation. Munajjim Bl!lshi, Saha'if al-Akhbar, 3:442, dates this 
event on Saturday 7 Saf'ar 918; Solakzadeo Tariho p.344, places the 
same event on Saturday 8 Safar 918. Among modern historians. Zambaur, 
Manuel M Genealogie .§.!.·de Chronologie, p. 161, da tea it the 9th of' 
Safar, while Hammer-Purgatall, Histoire .M l'Empire Ottoman, 4:121-
i 22, adopts the date of' 8 Saf'ar/ 15 April. Among modern Turkish 
historians the date of 7 Saf'ar 918/24 April 1512 is accepted. See: 
Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim, p.l; UluQay, "Selim,n p. 127. This last 
date is the correct one since the 24th of' April 1512, f'alls on a 
Saturday which is the day mentioned in Ottoman sources. 

The rebellion of NOr CAli Khall.fah started in MuhU'ram 91 8/March
April 1512. 

11 This letter is dated 7 Rabi 0 I 918/23 May 1512. 
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antagonistic position v:is-<1-vis Selim on the part of' the ~avid 

ruler. This became conf'irmed when Shah Isml!cn f'ailed to follow the -
diplomatic tradition of' the time and declined to send an embassy to 

congratulate the new Ottoman ruler upon his coronation. 12 In fact, 

Selim's victory at Yenishehr (8 ~ar 919/15 April 1513) and the 

immediate assassination of' his rival brother Atmad dashed ~f'avid 

hopes of' having a conciliatory ruler in Istanbul. 

The next phase of the Ottoman-~favid conflict consisted of' 

Selim's off'ensive against Iran, which culminated with the defeat of 

Shah IsmaCJ.l and his qizilbash forces on the battlefield of Cbaldir~n 

on the second of' Rajab 920/23 August 1514. Although the real motives 

behind Selim's decision are self explanatory in light of' the role 

played by the ~avids in the uprisings that had shaken Anatolia as 

well as in the civil war, a number of ~f'avid sources blame Kh:in 

M~mad Ustajlii. the gizilbish Beylerbey of' Diyar Bakr, :for having 

precipitated Selim's invasion of' Iran.13 They state that this ~avid 

high of':ficial dispatched a.n envoy to the Ottoman court, carrying an 

insulting message and a ngi:ftn consisting of feminine garments to 

Selim.1 4 These sources f'ail to date this embassy which, among modern 

historians, Falsaf''! and Sarwar place shortly bef'ore Seli.m's decision 

12Falsaf'I, nJang-i Cbaldiran,n p.65; Tansel, ..Igm Sultan Selim, 
p.32. 

13such was tb~ case of' lhsan-i ffiimlii, Ahsanu't-Tawar'I.kh, 1:143-
144 and 2:68; and of' the anonymous history or- Shah Isml!c:il (British 
Museum MS, Oriental 3248) as quoted in Sarwar, Shah Ismac:rl, pp. 73-
74. Although contemporary with these events, Khwandamir makes no 
mention of' it in his l}ablb al-Sivar· 

14 Rumlu, Ahsanu't-Tawari"kh, 1:143-144 and 2:68, Sarwar, Shah 
IsmaCyl, pp. 73-74. 
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to march against Iran.15 However, a close scrutiny of a detailed 

account contained in the anonymous cAlam Ara-yi Sha.h Ismacil points 

otherwise. Although it does not date the above-mentioned embassy, 

this source clearly implies that it took place earlier; more 

precisely, during the reign of Sultan Bayezid and not that of' Selim. 

It states that the envoy of Khan Mu~ammad Ustajlu was granted an 

audience with Bayezid to whom he handed the message and the "gift" 

addressed to his son Selim.16 As to the precise date of this mission, 

it seems that the year 913/1507-8 is most appropriatL Three 

important events which occurred during this year tend to support this 

hypothesis: first, Shl!h Ismac:rl crossed Ottoman territories on his 

expedition against cAl a al-Daw lab Dulgad~r; second, Khan Mu~ammad 

UstajlC' captured Diyar Bakr and received the governorship of this 

province;17 third, Selim --then governor of Trabzon-- showed the 

first signs of his displeasure with his father's policy vis-A-vis the 

Ee.favids and ordered raids carried out against Shah Ismaci'l's . -
dominions in the environs of Erzinjan and Bayburt. In the framework 

of these events, it would be shrewd of Khan Mu~mmad Ustajlu to 

initiate such an embassy with the aim of achieving the dual purpose of 

defYing Selim while complaining of his bellicose stand to his ruling 

father, Bayezid. 

The search f'or the official casus belli that Selim might have 

fabricated to launch his campaign against Iran has been hampered by 

15Falsaf'I, "Jang-i Chaldiran,n pp.63-64; Sarwar, .IDa.h Ismacllo 
pp.73-74. 

16cAlam Ira-yi Shah Ismacil, pp. 243-247. 

17Khwl!ndamir, Habib al-Siyar, 4:488-490; Ramla, AJ;sanu't
Tawarikh, 1:94-96 and· 2:41-43. 
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the emphasis placed by contemporary as well as modern historians on 

the previous ~favid activities in Anatolia and by the view that 

Selim's decision was only an aggressive reaction against the 

~afavids.18 Although the validity of' such a view is undoubted, a 

unique passage in the anonymous cAlam Ara-yi Shah Ismacll sheds 

further light on Selim's political maneuvering prior to the campaign 

of Chaldiran. It reveals that this Ottoman Sultan dispatched an 

embassy to the ~f'avid court to demand the return of his fugitive 

nephew Murad and to lay his "hereditary" claim to the province of' 

Dzyar Bakr.19 Selim's envoys met with Shah Isma~l at I:t"ahan.20 The 

date of this mission is easy to identif'Y, since it was at I~ahan that 

Ismacil spent the winter of' 919/1513, following his campaign in 

Khurasan.2 1 As to Selim's claim to Diyar Bakr, it was seemingly 

intended as a provocation aimed at justif'Ying the start of' f'uture 

hostilities. In f'act, Selim had no "hereditary" rights22 over that 

province. To give more credibility to his demand, Selim secured the 

alliance of a rival of' Shah Ismac:rl, the former Aq Qoyunl u ruler Mur'l!l.d 

who was then a fugitive at the Ottoman court.23 In his answer, Shah 

Ism'l!I.0 I:l stated that he considered Selim's nephew a guest and that as 

18Among earlier sources one might cite Rilmlu. Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 
1:143-144 and 2:68; while the following modern historians hold the 
same view: Falsafl., nJang-i Ch'l!l.ldir'l!l.n,n pp. 61-64; Sarwar, Shah 
Ismacil, pp. 73-74. 

19CXlam Ara-yi Shah Ismacil, pp. 511-513 • 
• 

20 Ibid., p. 511. 

21 Rilmlil, ~sanu't-Tawarikh, 1:139 and 2:66. 

22This is probably a reminder of' Shah Ismac'il's claim to Trabzon, 
made while Selim was governor there. 

23 Mur'a.d accompanied Selim during the campaign of' ChUdiran; see 
m:imlu, A~sanu't-Tawarikh, 1:150-151 and 2:72. 
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such he could not turn him over to the envoys.24 In the same message, 

the !hfavid ruler included an insulting refutation of Selim's claim to 

Diyar Bakr, implying that this province was his by right of conquest 

and that only by the force of arms would he cede it.25 Selim's envoys 

departed from I;>fahan probably toward tne end of' 1513.26 

The failure of' this embassy gave Selim grounds to open 

hostilities ana to gear the Ottoman religious and military 

institutions for a campaign against the Saf'avids. He secured the 

fatwas (formal religious ordinances) of' two influential 

theologians, ljamza Saru Gorez (d. 927/1512) 2 7 and Kemal 

24M -urad, son of Selim's brother Ahmad, fled to Iran in the middle 
of Nur cAli Khalifah's rebellion of 91~/1512. He was given a fief in 
Fars. A source states that he was with Shah Ismacil in Hamadan wnen 
he fell ill and that he was rushed to Isfahan which was the Shah's 
destination and where the S:lf'avid ruler si>ent the winter of' 919/1513-
14. Although only the year' 919/1513-14 is given for Murad's death. it 
is probable that it occurred arter the sojourn of tne Ottoman embass,y 
in Isfahan. See cAl am Ira-vi Safayi. p. 471. For Shah Ismacil' s 
message. see CAlam Ara-yi Shih I;macn. p. 512. 

25.lJU..Q.. 

26 Judging from the cold reception given to tne envoys and the 
deterioration of Ottoman-S3.favid relations, it is doubtful that the 
members of this embassy remained at !::Cahan to spend the winter there. 
Therefore. their departure must have taken place at the beginning of 
the winter of' 919/1513. 

27 rr~ne Beldiceanu-Steinherr. "A Propos d'un Ouvrage sur la 
Pol~mique Ottom·ane contre les Safavides"• REI 39 (1971): 397, 
incorrectly places ljamza's death in 967/1559. ljamza's fatwa was 
mentioned with no details by Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M l'Empire 
Ottoman, 4:107. M.C. ~habettin Tekindag, "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalar~n 
I:;;~g~ Alt~nda Yavuz Sultan Selim'in Iran Sef'eri"• reproduced a copy of 
the aocument corresponding to Topkap~ Saray~ Muzesi Ar~ivi no. 6!101 as 
an appendix and gave a romanized version in pp. 54-55 of his article. 
S. Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim, gave a romanized version in note 61, 
pp. 35-36 of his work and summarized it in pp. 34-36. He also 
reproduced copies of the documents, corresponding to TopkapJ. SarayJ. 
Milzesi ArliiVi nos. 5960, 6401 and 12077. These sources refer to 
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Pa~azade (d. 940/1533),2 8· condemning the gizilbash and sanctioning 

their persecution. Both men also declared it an individual duty upon 

every Muslim to annihilate the f'ollowers of' Shah Ismacil. 

The f'atwa of' J,Iamza Saru Gorez was composed in Turkish and has 

been reproduced separately by s. Tansel and ~· Tekindag in their 

respective works. This document is a strong indictment of' the 

qizilbash who are viewed as "unbelievers" and "heretics". Its author 

Q.Oncludes it by requesting Sultan 8elim to order "their (the 

gizilbash) men killed and their possessions, women and children, 

divided among the army." He also added that "once captured, their 

repentance should not be accepted and that they should be equally 

killed. 1129 

The second f'a.twa, that of' Kemal Pa§azade and composed in 

Arabic,3° f'ollows a similar line and describes the SU'avid f'ollowers 
-\:~ 

BursalJ., Osmanli Mii1 ellif'leri (Istanbul: Matba Cah-i CAmire, 1914), 
1:341, f'or a biography of' Hamza Saru G()rez, however, none ref'ers to a 
more complete biography f'ound in 'mshkubr~z~dah, al-Shaqii'ig 
al-Nu 'lnaniyah .!:I culama al-Dawlah • al-CUthmaniyah (Beirut: Dar 
al-Kitab al-cArabi, 1975), p. 181. This is partly due to the f'act 
that this work is in Arabic, and mostly because Hamza is listed as Nnr 
al-Din al-Qara:-Jiwi, being a native of' Karasu in northern Anatolia. 

28 A biography of' Kemal Pa~azade is given by T~shkubr~z~dah, 
al-Shaga'ia al-Nucmani'yah, pp. 226-228. The text of' the f'atwa has 
been reproduced by ;;. Teki.ndag, "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalarl.n I~1g1 
Alt1nda Yavuz Sultan Seli.m'in Iran Se:feri.," pp. 77-78. It is 
reproduced in Appendix D of' the present work. 

29Teki.ndag, "Yeni. Kaynak ve Ves:f:kalar1n I~J.gJ. Alt1nda Yavuz 
Sultan Selim1in Ir:ln Sef'eri," p.55; Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Seli.m, p.35. 
note 61. 

30Elke Eberhard, Osmanische Polemik gegen die Saf'awiden ..i.m li 
Jahrhundert; ~ Arabischen Handschri.f'ten (Frei. burg im Breisgau: 
Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1970), pp. 164-165, mentions two~s of' Kemal 
Pa~azade, one composed in Arabic, the other in Turkish. This is 
conf'irmed by I. Beldiceanu-Steinherr, "A Propos d'un Ouvrage sur la 
Pol~mique Ottomane centre les Saf'avides," p.395. 
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as anti-Muslims. This Ottoman theologian states that "t~r status is 

that of' the apostates, and once conquered ••• their possessions, women 

and children would be considered spoils; as f'or their men, they should 

be killed unless they become Muslims.n31 He also concluded that "it 

is the duty of' the Sultan of' the Muslims (namely Selim) to fight these 

unbelievers in accordance with the Qur'anic verse: "0 Prophet! 

Strive hard against the unbelievers and hypocrites, and be firm 

against them. Their abode is Hell, an evil refuge indeed.n32 

Having obtained legal justification f'or fighting the gizilbiish, 

Selim ordered his army to prepare f'or a campaign against Iran and left 

Edirne on 23 Mu!arram 920/20 March 1514 to start what proved to be an 

eventful crossing of' Anatolia before he finally reached Erzinjan, the 

last stop before entering Iran, on 20 Jum~da I 920/13 July 1514.33 

Considering that the f'atwas were aimed at Shah Ism~c~l's followers, he 

decided to deal with the Shi:cites of' Anatolia and punish them f'or 

their past revolts. However, unlike his father Bayezid who had 

relocated thirty thousand of' them to the Morea following the rebellion 

of 906/1501 in Karaman,- Selim followed a policy of' annihilation and 

ordered the massacre of forty thousand gizilbiish.34 

31 Tekindag. "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalar~n I~~g~ Alt~nda Yavuz 
Sultan Selim1in Iran Seferi," p.77. 

3 2 Ibid., p. 78. 
translation.) 

The verse is Qur•~n IX:73 (Yasuf cAli:'s 

33 According to the Journal of Haydar 9elebi, in Feri:dan Bey, 
Munsha'at, 1:396-399. 

34 solakzade, Tarih, pp.360-361: Tansel, Yayuz Sultan Selim, p. 
38: Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire ~ 1' Empire Ottoman, 4:173-176; 
Tekindag, "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalar~n I~~g~ Alt~nda Yavuz Sultan 
Selim'in Iran Sef'eri," p.56. For the verses composed on this occasion 
by Aba'l-Fadl, son of the historian Idris Bidli:sr, see E.G. Browne, A 
Literary History of Persia,4:72-73. 
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Sel im also ordered a ·commercial blockade against Iran, a measure 

aimed at halting the export of Iranian silk to the Ottoman markets.35 

Although this act resulted in the reduction of' the val ume of trade 

between the two countries for years to come, a fact illustrated by the 

customs receipts for the city of' Bursa,36 it was not, however, a total 

success. Persian merchants were able to channel their goods through 

the Syrian emporia and at times directly to Anatolia.37 As to the 

-4>iming of the blockade, it has been re99ntly established that it went 

into effect at the beginning of the summer of' 1514 and lasted through 

Selim's reign.38 

35References to the blockade are given in the following: 
:cishkubrl.z'!dah, al-Shaga'ia al-Nucmamyah, p.175, within the biography 
of CAli![ al-Din CAli ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-JammiHi (d. 932/1526) 
who interceded with Selim on behalf of four hundred merchants who were 
imprisoned for not abiding by the blockade decree. A letter from 
Selim addressed to the Mamluk Sultan Qanliih al-Ghawr'I and dated the 
beginning of' Mu.barram 922/February 1516 confirms the existence of the 
blockade; see Fer!rdO:n, Munsha1at 1:425. Recently, Jean-Louis Bacqu~
Grammont, "Etudes Osmano-~a1'avides, I. Notes sur le Blocus du 
Commerce Irani en par Selim 1 er, n Turcica 6 ( 1975): 68-88, was able to 
show that the blockade was in ef'f'ect by the beginning of the summer of 
1514. 

36Halil InalC:l.k, "The Ottoman Economic Mind and Aspects of' the 
Ottoman Economy," p.210. The customs receipts from Bursa dropped from 
130,000 ducats in 1512 to 40,000 ducats in 1521. 

37This is indicated by the incident of cAla al DI.n al-JammUI. and 
the four hundred merchants in Tasbkubr!rz~dah, al-Shaga'iq 
al-Nu 'lnan:ryah, p. 175. and by Selim's decision that all merchants 
entering the Ottoman empire and coming f'rom the Mamluk empire shoud be 
inspected. See his letter of' Mutarram 922/February 1516 in Fer'!dan, 
Munsha1at. 1:425. See also Jean-Louis Bacqu~-Grammont, "Notes sur une 
Saisie de Soie Jtiran en 1518," Turcica 8:2 (1976): 237-253, 
concerning the confiscation of goods brought from Iran in 1518 by 
seven merchants of' Tokat and Erzinjan. 

38Bacqu~-Grammont, "Notes sur le Blocus du Commerce Iranien par 
Selim 1er,n pp. 69-70. This author reached his conclusion after he 
discovered a copy of the message sent by Selim to the Aq Qoyunlu 
prince Farrukhshad (and not Faral'shad) at the beginning of' the summer 
1514. On the correction of "Farrukhshad" instead of "Farahshad", see: 
Woods, Aqguyunlu, p.178, note 139. • 
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Prior to his campaign against Iran, Selim had to secure the 

neutrality or the Mamluks. He disregarded the traditional suspicion 

which had marked Ottoman-Mamluk relations as well. as the unrriendly if" 

not antagonistic attitude or Sultan Q'llnsnh al-Gbawrl: who had sided wih 

Atpad during the civil war and dispatched an embassy relaying his 

amicable intentions toward tb·e Mamluks.39 In ract, Selim's strategy 

consisted or aborting a ~avid-Mamluk rapprochement which might rorce 

him to right on two rronts. Although Qan~b al.-Ghawri bad given 

reruge to two sons or A!Jnad, 40 Selim's envoy co.nveyed to the Mamluk 

Sultan his master's wishes that both Ottomans and Mamluks _unite 

against Shah IsmK 0 Il.41 He also inrormed him or Selim's impending 

move against Iran.42 This embassy should be considered as a veiled 

ultimatum to the Hamluks not to support the ~ravids, ra tber than a 

genuine invitation to join an anti-!8f'avid alliance.43 

39 The arrival or this embassy bas been recorded by the 
contemporary Ibn Iyaa. No mention or .this embassy is recorded 
by Ferid«n Bey in his Munsha'iit. However, the journal or Selim'~ 
campaign records the arrival or a Mamluk ambassador to the Ottoman 
camp at Erzinjan on 26 JumlldK I 920/19 July 1514; Feridun, Munsha1at, 
1:400. This obviously was in response to Salim's initiative. In fact. 
Ibn Iyas states that the Ottoman envw reached Cairo _on 23 Rabi0 I 
920/18 Hay 1514. See: Ibn Iyas, Badi'i al-Zuhur, 4:372-373. 

40 Two nephews or Selim, cAll and Sulaymam, rled to the Mamluks. 
Both died in 919/1513-14 or the plague in Cairo. See: Ibn Iyas, 
Badi1 ic al-Zuhiir, 4:297-306; Ibn lUlun, Mufikahat al-Khillan, 2:372. 
A third nephew, Qasim, was present at the battle or Marj Dabiq on the 
Mamluk side. He was later strangled on Selim's order rollowing the 
conquest or Egypt. See Ibn Iyas. Badti' c al-ZuhU:r, .. 5:63 and 116. 

41.nJ..g •• 4:372-373. 

42..1M£. 

113..lb.!!;l •• pp. 374-381, sta-tes that Mamluk reaction to this Ottoman 
move rerlected their apprehension and consisted of the testing or a 
number or cannons and the sending or troops to Aleppo. 
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Selim made overtures toward Shah Ism'iicil's foes in the East. He 

sent a message to cubayd All'iih Kh§n, the n facto ruler of the 

Uzbeks, 44 informing him of his intention to march against Iran and 

suggesting joint action against their common enemy.45 In his answer. 

Cubayd All'lh Khan expressed his readiness to join in an attack on the 

!hfavid state.46 However, it appears that internal problems rendered 

Uzbek participation in such a venture impossible.47 Among those who 

rallied to Selim and joined in the cal!lpaign wer-e. Mur§d, the last Aq 

Qoyunlu ruler, who had escaped to the Ottomans, as well as 

Farrukhshad, another Aq Qoyunlu prince who governed Bayburt and threw 

O'f.f his allegiance to the ~favids at the beginning of the summer of 

1514~48 In addition to these two princes, Selim was also accompanied 

by CAli Beg, son of Shah ~var DulgacU.r. 0 Al'I Beg was a rival of cAl'l 

al-Dawlah, ruler of Dulgad1r and vassal of the Mamluks.49 Finally, 

44At this time, the rul.er of the Uzbeks was KuchkunjO Khan (916-
37/1510-31); however. CUbayd Allah Khan was the most innuential among 
the leaders of the Uzbek federation , a fact which explains Selim1 s 
correspondence with him and not with Kuchkunju Khan. He was described 
by Uiydar Dughlat as follows: ''From the year 911 ••• be (CUbayd Alliib) 
bad; in reality, conducted the entire affairs of' the State; and if he 
had chosen to assume the title of Khan, no one could rightfUll-y have 
opposed him." See his TirJlch-i Rasbi'di:, p. 283. 

45Feridiin, Munsha'at, 1 :375-377; dated the end of Mu!Jarram 
920/March 1514. 

46~ •• 1:378-379; dated the end of Jumadi II 920/August 1514. 

47see the narration of HaYdar, Tarikh-i Rashidi, p. 282. See 
also Howorth, Historv of~ Mongols, 2:714-715. 

48Munajjim B'ash'I, Sabi'1f a1-Al<hbar, 3:452. . . 
49RUmlu, Al]sanut-Tawarikh. 1 :145; Solakzade, htlll• p.366. 
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the Ottoman Sultan received the allegiance of a number of influential 

Kurdish chieftains prior to the start of the campaign.50 

The military details of Selim's campaign against Iran have been 

studied by Moukbil Bey in his monograph .!&. Campagne de ~ (1514), 

parts of which have been paraphrased by N. Falsaf''l in his lengthy 

article on the same subject.52 Hence, the following review will 

encompass only the events pertaining to the political aspects of the 

campaign and its aftermath. 

Selim reached Istanbul on the second of :=arar 920/29 March 1514, 

whence he set out for the plain of Yenishehr where a one hundred and 

f'orty thousand man army was assembled.53 Prior to his arrival at this 

destination, he dispatched an envoy conveying a declaration of war to 

the ~avid ruler. In this message, dated ~ar 920/April 1514, Selim 

informed Shah Ism~c'll that he had secured fatwas from Ottoman 

theologians sanctioning a war against him and that he was marching 

immediately on Iran.54 A second message followed a month later and 

50Bidl:tsi, Sharafnamah, translated into Arabic by Muhammad 
cAl'! cAwn'I and edited by Yaby~ al-Khashshab (Cairo: Dar I!J''a. al:.Kutub 
al- 0 Arabiyah, n.d.), 1:431-432. 

51 Moukbi.l, .!...a Campagne ~ Perse (1514) (Paris: Editions 
Berger-Levraul t, 1 92 8). 

52Falsai''I, "Jang-i Chaldiran". In addition to paraphrasing parts 
of Moukbil's monograph, Falsafi reproduced a number of plates 
illustrating the battle as well as the march of the Ottoman army, 
which had been made by Moukbil. He made no mention of Moukbil's work 
either in the text or in the bibliography. 

53Moukbil, .!...a Campagne ..Q& ~. pp. 21-27; Falsat''I, "Jang-i 
ChUdir'An." pp. 77-79; S. Tekindag, "'eni Kaynak ve Vesikalarl.n I~J.gl. 
Al tJ.nda Yavuz Sultan Selim'in Iran Sef'eri, " pp. 57-60; Sarwar, Shah 
Isma:cu, pp.74-76. 

54Feridiin, Munsha'at, 1:379-381. This message was composed in 
Persian. 
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was transmitted through ·a captured ~afavid spy. This document does 

not differ signif'i cantly from the first, except in that the Ottoman 

Sultan included a demand that Shah Ism~ci'l repent and become his 

vassa1.55 

Selim received Shah Ismll.c!:l's response to his first missive as he 

was approaching Erzinjan.5€i The ~favid ruler's reply was channeled 

through his emoy Sh'Bh Qul~ ll.qa-yi Bilyi lrukar. In this message, Shah 

-Isma:C:tl evoked the Rfriendshipn which had existed between the two 
~ 

dynasties during the lifetime of' Sultan Bayezid, as well as Selim's 

bellicose stand against the gizilbash while he was governor of' 

Trabzon. He also boasted that he could have moved against Anatol,ia, 

but had decided against it, because a majority of the inhabitants of 

that area were his followers. He concluded his letter with an insult, 

remarking that Selim's letter showed a lack of respect which was 

worthy not of a ruler but of a person addicted to opium.57 Selim's 

wrath fell upon the ~favid ambassador, whom he ordered to be 

executed.58 

55.l.!2.1..!;l •• 1:382-383; also ~l.bitr, Asnad, pp. 422-424. 
message was also composed in Persian. 

This 

56 Sarw ar, Shah Isma '11, p. 76, quoting an anonymous history of 
Sultan Selim (British Museum MS, add. 24, 960), states that on 
27 Jumada: I 920 Selim received the Safavid envoy at Xq-Dih, near 
Kamakh. Selim's third message was dated the end of Jumada I at 
Erzinjan. Therefore, this embassy was in response to Selim1 s first 
message, since his second was sent at the end of Rab!:c I, a month 
before the arriva1' of' this ambassador; this time period is too short 
to have permitted a reply from the Saf'avid ruler. This remark is 
intended to correct E.G. Browne and others who state that Isml!iCJ:l's 
message was sent in response to Selim's three letters. See for 
example, Browne, .A Literarv History~ Persia, 4:75. 

57Fer~dtln, Munsha'at, 1:384-385; ~abit'I, ~. pp. 86-87. 

58sarwar. Shah Ismacll, p. 77; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de 
L'Empire Ottoman, 4:188 
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Upon reaching Erzinjan at the end of Jumlidli I 920/end of July 

1514, Selim sent a third message to Shah IsmacJ:l in which he stated 

that he had left forty thousand men between Kayser! and Sivas nto 

decrease Shah IsmllcJ:l's fear of the Ottoman migbt,n and again 

expressed his warlike intentions.59 In fact, Selim's decision to 

station part of his army in eastern Anatol.ia is a cl.ear indication 

that the threat of a popular uprising was still. real. It was also a 

precautionary measure aimed at protecting the main army's rearguard. 

As a reciprocal insult to Shah IsmECJ:l, Selim incl.uded a ngift" 

consisting of a rag, a staff, a device for cl.eaning the teeth, a 

rosary and begging bowl., intended as a reminder that Shah Ismli~l was 

unfit to rule and would be better off to fol.l.ow his ancestor's way of 

nmendicant n mysticism.6° 

From Erzinjan, the Ottoman army proceeded toward Erzerum by wa.v 

of Terjan. There, Sel.im sent a fourth message to Shah Ismacil. 

challenging him to battl.e. He al.so nadvisedn him to show his val.or 

instead of running awa.v nl.ike a womann: nin such case,n said be, "You 

had better wear a chJ<iur (a veil) instead of your armor.n61 Final.l.y, 

59FeridOn, Munsha1at, 1 :383-384; Falsaf'I, RJang-i Ch'§.ldir'§.n,n pp. 
84-85. This l.etter was original.ly written in Turkish and a Persian 
transl.ation is given by Falsafi.. 

6 °Falsafi. "Jang-i Chaldiran,n p. 8-4; UzunQar:;~l.~. OsmanlJ. 
Tarihi, Vol. 2, pt. 2, p.261. 

61 This l.etter was sent from Charmuk, near Terjan. See: Ferid\in, 
Hunsha1at, 1:385-386 (in Turkish); Fal safi, nJang-i Chaldiran, n pp. 
88-89 (in Persian); Tansel, .bn1z. Sultan~. p. 48. 
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an Ottoman spy brought ttie news to Selim that Isml!c!'l had let it be 

known that their next meeting would be on the plains of Chndir'l!n.62 

The Ottomans reached Chl!ldiran on the first of Rajab 920/22 

August 1514 and engaged the gizilb'l!sh army the following day, the 

second of Raj ab/23 August.63 This rapid move was a precaution taken 

to avoid any possible rebellion within the army as well as to prevent 

gizilb'l!sh commanders from gathering any intelligence about the Ottoman 

-eamp.64 While the Ottomans deployed,. their troops in the plain of 

Chl!ldiran, the ~avids occupied the hills to the west. The two 

antagonists were of unequal strength: while Sultan Selim led more 

than one hundred thousand men into battle, supported by three hundred 

guns, Shah Ismaci.l was only able to muster an army of forty thousand. 

62 Moukbil, !& Campagne ..!1§. Perse, p. 39; Falsaf:t, "Jang-i 
Cbl!ldir'l!n," p. 91; Tansel, Yayuz Sultan Selim, pp. 50-51; Hammer
Purgstau, Hi,stoire _a l'Empi,re Ottoman, 4:192. 

63Here, the date of 2 Rajab 920/23 August 1514 is retained 
despite the variations in some sources which date this battle either, 
on the first, second or third of Raja b. Sultan Selim in a number of 
fathnamahs (message announcing his victory) stated that- the battle 
took place on Wednesday, the second of Rajab; see Ferld.Un, Munsha•at, 
1:390 and 392. In Cattenoz, Tables~ Concordance, the second of 
Rajab 920 falls on a Wednesday. The journal of !9Ydar ~elebi. states 
that the battle took place on Wednesday the first of Rajab (see 
Fer!'dtln. Munsha•at, 1 :402), while Uzun92rlill.ll., Osman!~ Tarihi.o Vol. 2, 
pt. 2, p. 268, dates it 3 Rajab. In any case; the general agreement 
that it took place on Wednesday permits its dating to the 23rd of 
August, 1514. • 

64uzunQar~~l~, Osmanli Tarihi, vol 2, pt. 2, p. 265-268. 
Falsaf''1, "Jang-i Chndir'l!n." p. 92; Moukbil. ]&. Campagne .a~. pp. 
46-47; Tansel, Yayuz Sultan Selim, pp. 52-53; S. Tekindag, "Yeni 
Kaynak ve Ves!'kalarJ.n I~igJ. AltJ.nda Yavuz Sultan Selim'in Iran 
Se:f"eri," p. 65. 
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which consisted mainly of cavalrymen.65 Faced with this superior 

Ottoman army, the qizilbash charged the Ottoman left wing in an effort 

to avoid the deadly power of the artillery. In response, Selim 

ordered the cannons to be trought into action,66 subsequently 

inflicting heavy losses upon the ~favids. Unable to withstand the 

Ottoman might, the qizilbash had no choice but to retreat. Shah 

Ism~OU lost the battle67 as well as bis favorite wife TI!.jl'I Kh~um 

who was captured and later taken to Turkey.68 

The victory of ChiHdirl!in opened the road to Tabr'Iz, which 

surrendered peacefully. Selim entered the city on 15 Rajab 920/5 

September 1514, where he sojourned eight days before leaving for the 

65 These figures are given by Moukbil, La Campagne de Perse, pp. 
27-28 and 48-55. Among Persian sources, there is a tendency to 
inflate the numbers of the Ottomans while minimizing the size of the 
gizilbash army. Khwandamlr. ~ a1-S:1.var• 4:546, states that the 
Ottomans numbered over two hundred thousand, while the qizilbash were 
only twelve thousand. Iskandar Beg Munshl, CAlam lrJ-vi cAbb'B.s'I, 1:42 
states that the Safavid army consisted of only twenty thousand men. 
Among Ottoman soW.ces, Munajjim B~sh'I, Sah'B.'if al-Akhbar, 3:451-453. 
estimates the qizilb'B.sh army to be forLy th~usand men and the Ottoman 
forces at one hundred thousand. 

_ 66Khw'8.ndamir, J}slli al-Siyar, 4:546; Iskandar Beg Munah!, 'ilam 
Ari-'vi cAbbasl:, 1 :42-43; Munajjim Bashi, Saha'if al-Akhbar, 3:454; 
RiimlU, AJ;isanu't-Tawarikh, 1:146-147. ' · 

67netails concerning the battle are round in the following: 
Moukbilo La Campagne .M Perse, pp. 47-82; Falsaf'I, "Jang-1 ChUdir~n." 
pp. 98-106; Tansel, .IiuYz. Sultan ~. pp. 53-62; Hammer-Purgatall, 
Histoire ~ 1 1 Empire Ottoman. 4:196-206. See also the following 
Persian original sources: Khwandamrr, Hab1b al-Siyar, 4:545-548; 
Riimlii. A1'!sanu't-Tawarikh, 1:143-149 and 2:~8-70. 

68About T'ajli Kh'anum. see: Falsaf1, "Jang-:1. ChUdirlin,n pp.106-
109 and 116-120; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M l'Empire Ottoman, 
4:208-209 and 214; Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim, pp. 62-65. At Se11m's 
instigation, she was married to the army chief judge JaCfar c;elebi who 
was later executed. 
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region of Qarabiigh where he planned to spend the winter.69 However, a 

revolt of the Janissaries, who were complaining of' the hardships of 

the campaign and who showed their discontent by shooting arrows at the 

imperial tent, compelled the Sultan to give orders f'or a hasty return 

to Amasya in Anatolia where he remained throughout the winter.70 

There, he received a four man delegation f'rom Shah IsmaCU requesting 

the return of' T~jli Khanum. Selim, however, lent a deaf' ear to this 

~emand and jailed the ~avid envoy s.71 

The primary consequence of this campaign was not the capture of 

Tabr'I.z, as this capital city was re-occupied by Shah Ism~cn one month 

after Selim's departure; of' greater importance were the secondary 

operations which took place almost simultaneously. Before ChUdir~n. 

Selim sent Mu~?fa Beg with orders to capture the stronghold of' 

Bayburt while another Ottoman force stormed the f'ort of' Bayezid.72 A 

detachment was dispatched with Mur~d Aq Qoyunlu against Diy~r Bakr 

where part of the Kurdish populati,on had evinced discontent with 

!Sf'avid rule. Although the forts of' Bay burt and Bayezid were easily 

69Khw~ndamir, Habib al-Siyar, 4:548; Rii.mlii., Ahsanu•t-Tawarrcb, 
1:149 and 2:70; Hammer--Purgstall, Histoire ~ l'Empir~ Ottoman, 4:203; 
Moukbil, La Campagne J.1g Perse, pp. 83-84; Fal saf''i, "J ang-i Ch'Udi ran. n 
pp. 109-11; Tansel ~Sultan Selim, pp. 68-69. 

70 Moukbil, La Campagne de Perse, pp. 85-86; Fal aaf':t, "Jang-1 
Chaldidi.n,n pp. 115-116, states that Selim had reached Amasya on 6 
Shawwal 920/25 November 1514; Tansel, Yavuz Sultan~. pp. 71-72; 
Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M l 1Empire Ottoman, 4:204-206 • 

• 
71 These four men were all theologians. See: Solakzade, Tarih, 

p.373 where their names are given as: Sayyid cAbd al-Wahhl!lb, Qadi 
Ishaq, Mulla Shukr Allah and Hamzah Khalifah; this same version i.s 
given by Munajjim Bash'i, Saha•if al-Akhbar, 3:457. . . 

72solakzade, Tarih, p. 364; Moukbil, .!& Campagne~ Perse, pp. 36 
and 40; Falsaf'i, "Jang-i Cha:.ldiran,n p.89. 
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captured,73 the conquest of' Diyar Baler proved more difficult, claiming 

the life of' Murtid Aq Qoyunlu (d. 920/1514)74 and necessitating the 

sending of a number of expeditions until the area was finally 

subjugated in 922/1516, together with Kurdistan.75 Meanwhile, the 

Ottomans also captured Kamtikh, a key fortress near Erzinjan on 5 Rabi0 

II 921/19 May 1515.76 

The campaign of' Chaldiran resulted in the expansion of Ottoman 

domains in eastern Ana.tolia to include such vi tal centers as Erzinjan 

and Erzerum, and in the conquest of' Kurdistan and DiyEr Bakr, thus 

tightening the Ottoman vise around Iran. The weakened state of" the 

::at"avids prompted the Portuguese to undertake the conquest of' Hormuz: 

only a year after Chlildiran, Albuquerque captured that city, thus 

placing the entrance to the Persian Gulf' in the hands of' the 

Portuguese f'or a century to come.77 

73Moukbil, .!& Campagne M Perse, pp. 36 and 40; Hammer-Purgstall, 
Histoire .9& l'Empire Ottoman, 4:205. 

74The best details are given by Rumlu. Al}sanu't-Tawarikh, 1:150-
152 and 2:71-72. 

75..1..Q.ti., 1:156-159 and 2:75-76; Moukbilo La Campagne h Perse, 
pp. 95-97; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M 11 Empire Ottoman, 4:221-259, 
states that the conquest of' Kurdistan and Diytir Baler were completed 
prior to the campaign against Syria which took place in 922/end of' 
1516. 

76 Rumlu, Ahsanu•t-Tawarikh, 1:153 and 2:73-74; Munajjim Bashi. 
Sah&'if' al-Akhbir, 3:457-461; Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim,pp. 75-76. 
The f'athnamah concerning this victory is in Feridun, Munsha'at, 1:409-
410. • 

77starting in 1507, Hormuz paid tribute to the Portuguese as well 
as to the Saf'avids. Finally in April 1515. Albuquerque captured the 
city and established a Portuguese garrison there. For details, see 
Albuquerque, The Commentaries .sli:_ the Great Alfonso d'Albuquergue, 
Second Viceroy of' India, translated by Walter de Gray Birch (London: 
The Hakluyt Society, 1875-84), 1:132-149; 4:137-184. In pages 4:175-
176 and 180-184 are mentioned two embassies to Albuquerque in 1515, 
one from Shah Ismacil and a second from one of his governors. 
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Mamluk reaction to the Ottoman success was marked by anxiety, if' 

not alarm. Sultan Qan::Uh al-Ghawri showed his disappointment and 

expressed his apprehensions to his aides. af'ter receiving an Ottoman 

envoy with the news of' Selim' s victory against Shah Ism§cil, and 

ordered that no celebration take place.78 In f'act, the Mamluk Sultan 

was f'ully justif'ied in expecting f'urther trouble with Selim. First, 

Ottoman territorial gains in eastern Anatolia and Diy~ Bakr extended 

.t.)leir common borders with the Mamluks, thus increasing the chances of' 

conf'ronta tion. ~econd, 

ruler of' Dulgad.J.r and vass~ of' 

supply lines in Ana tolia during 

.. 
cAlli al-Daw lah, 

s, who had disrupted Ottoman 

of' ChUd1r1i.n, 79 was one 

both seeking Portuguese and Christian help against the Ottomans. The 
reader might also ref'er to the excellent articles of' Jean Aubin which 
are listed in the bibliography of' the present work. 

78Ibn Iylis. Bad~i'i c al-Zuhi:ir, 4:398 and 402-404. In page 398, 
this author summarized Mamluk reaction as f'ollows: 

,.-~~· <JrJI dH.--.. ~ ~~~ .)~~u o' . "; .. 01 dl. eli"' 

0 ~ 01 a- ~.J ~ ,., ..1>1 "'~':it dl.lr., ~~ U,A..J c...t...y:tt ~ ~ .0 lht....Jl 

0 1 6 t ,II ~~~I clJ .5 ~ ala 6 ~ W • • • ~_,h.- a- I_,.A> J 

79Most Arabic sources agree that cAlli al-Dawlah was acting on 
orders f'rom Qan::uh al-Ghawri. See: Ibn Zunbul, Tar].kh al-Sultan Salim 
Khan ..!12.!1 al-Suitan Bayazid Khan ma 0 a Qan:;;uh al-Ghawrl Sul"~an Mil:}r 
(Cairo: n.p., 1870), p.9; al-Bakri, Nusrat Ahl al-Iman bi-Dawlat 
Al 0 Uthman (Univer~ity of Utah: Aziz s. "Atiya Middle East Library; 
Mierof'il m Reel no. 359), f'ol. 18a; idem, al-Minah al-Rahmaniyah _n;: ..al=. 
Dawlah JU=.0 Uthmanivah (University of' Utah: Aziz

1 

S. At:iYa Middle East 
Library; Microf'ilm Reel no. 190), f'ol. 16a; al-Karmi, Nuzhat JY.;:. 
N~ir:rn f'I"man Waliya ~ min al-Khulaf'a .l!l.9. al-Sala~:rn (University of' 
Utah: Aziz S. Atiya Middle East Library; Microf'ilm Reel no. 304), f'ol. 
49a-b; al-Qaramani, Akhbar al-Duwal .Kilo Athar al-Uwal <university of' 
Utah: Aziz s. Atiya Middle East Library; Microf'llm Reel no. 472), f'ol. 
250b (wrongly marked f'ol. 253b). See also Rllmlll, Al}sanu't-Tawarikh, 
1:154-156 and 2:74. 
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of the factors behind Selim' s hurried withdrawal from Iran, and could 

be exploited by the Ottomans as a casus belli to open hostilities.80 

Third, Selim's appointment of cAl'i Beg Dulga<b.r, a nephew and rival of 

0 All! al-Daw lab, 81 as governor of Amasya upon his return from Iran. 

indicated that Selim's will was bent on punishing the vassal of the 

Mamluks.82 In addition, a fourth and most crucial factor unknown to 

the Mamluk Sultan, consisted of the Ottoman success in maintaining an 

elaborate spy network within the Mamluk ruling elite.83 

Seli.m formally complained to al-Ghawri about 0 Ala al-Dawlah's 

attitude. The Mamluk Sultan attempted to avoid further complications 

and dissociated himself from his vassal's actions.84 The Ottomans 

swiftly responded by invading the province of Dulgad:Lr, killing 

cAla al-Dawlah and extending their suzerainty over that territory by 

installing 0 Al'I Beg as the new ruler in Rabi 0 II-Jum~dli I 921/May-June 

1515.85 Selim showed further aggressiveness by sending cAla 

80 a1-Bakri, Nusrat Ahl al-Iman, fol. 18a; al-Karm'i, Nuzhat 
al-Ni!fJiri:n, fol. 49b. 

81 0 Al:t Beg was the son of Shah Savar, brother of cAl~ al-Dawlah 
and a former ruler of Dulgadl.r who was assassinated by the Mamluks for 
his cooperation with the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II. 

82Munajjim B~sh'I, Saha1 if' al-Akhbar, 3:456-457; Moukbil, La 
Campagne de Perse, p. 87.' • 

83For the secret correspondence between Kh~yir Beg, the Mamluk 
military commander of Aleppo, and Sultan Bayezid, see Chapter Three, 
n.82. The same Khayir Beg played a key role in facilitating Selim's 
victory over the Mamluks and was sometimes referred to in contemporary 
chronicles as "Kbayin Begn, meaning "Traitor Begn. 

8l!Ibn Zunbul, Tari:kh al-Sul~an Salim Khan, p. 8. 

85Ibn Iyas. Bada'i 0 al-Zuhur, li:458-466; Ibn TUlun. Mufakahat 
al-Khillan, 1:384; Rtrmltr, Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:154-156 and 2:75; 
Munajjim Bashi, Saha1 if al-Akhbar, 3:458 states that the decisive 
battle took place on 29 Rabi' 0 II 921/13 June 1515, while Selim's 
message to al-Ghawr'I (Fer'Idan, Munsha•at, 1:411-413) dates it on the 
first of Jumlida I 921/14 June 1515. 
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al-Dawlah's head. together with a warning, to Q~n~h al-Ghawr:r.86 

Following this episode, al-Ghawr:r made preparations for war while 

beginning a two-fold diplomatic offensive which aimed first at 

discow-aging Selim from renewing hostilities against Shah Ism~cil; 

second, at cementing a Mamluk-?e.f'avid military alliance. In fact, 

while writing to the Ottoman Sultan that he was moving to Aleppo

with the army- to nmediate between him and Shah Ism~0:rl,n87 the 

.Mamluk Sultan secretly dispatched a close and ntrustworthyn confidant 

to the ~af'avid ruler to initiate a joint effort against the 

Ottomans.88 Unfortunately for Qan~h al-Ghawri. this envoy, who 

retw-ned from Iran on 9 Rab!c II 922/9 May 1516, also doubled 

86 The text of' the message is in Fer!dtrn, Munsha'at, 1:411-413. 
On Mamluk reaction to this embassy, see: Ibn Iyas, Bada'i c al-Zuhur, 
4:462:463 and 467. 

87For Mamluk preparations for war, see: Ibn Iyrts, Bada'i 0 

al-Zuhur, 4:470-483 and 5:14-61; Ibn 'liliin, Muf'akahat al-Khillan, 2: 
6-13. The version that Qan::U.h al-Ghawri intended to "mediaten between 
Selim and Shah IsmaCJ.l was the cover used by the Mamluk Sultan to move 
to Syria. This was expressed in his message to Sel im, in Fer! dun, 
Munsha'at, 1:423-424. In the same message, al-Ghawr'l suggested to 
Selim to think of' cotXjuering the island of' Rhodes rather than fighting 
other Muslims. 

88 Ibn Iy§s, Bada'ic al-Zuhur, 5:35, gives the name of' the envoy 
as al-cAjamY al-Shanqaj! and ref'ers to him as nnad!m al-Sul 12nn (the 
drinking companion of the Sultan). Due to the importance" of this 
mission and the lack of attention that modern historians have given to 
it, it is pref'erable to reproduce Ibn Iyas' version: 

•• ,1 6 l.ufl-~ - 9 t~;lf • .,.tfLi__o-"'"tll->1.........,':11 II...___..;.-. 
'-' 1 - o==r V • ~ · .,-----. U"' ~-

J a ,.., • ...1 o~ c.r-'' o ' .. :.~1 0 u o' 6 1 ... 11 0 t .J- 9 P.• ••• 
U"'t ttl ~~1 1..! dy.aJt t>-H _, ~ 0 lhl...JJ;... .>-? d o.:!s;.. d v9y.aJ1 

Ibn 'llllln, Muf'akahat al-Khillan, 2:23 confirms this version but gives 
the name of' the envoy as nal-bahlawa.nn which seems to be nothing other 
than a surname f'or the same person mentioned by Ibn Iy§s, since he 
ref'ers to him as nal;lad jamaCat sul~nin1ln, or a member of' the Sultan's 
close circle. 
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as an Ottoman agent.89 Three months after this embassy, Selim sent 

the Mamluk Sultan an insulting message, dated mid-Rajab 922/mid-August 

1516, informing him that his spies had kept him informed of' Mamluk 

dealings and challenging him to war.90 Meanwhile, the Ottoman Sultan 

secured the allegiance of' Ma!tmud Beg, the ruler of' Ramazan Ogullar~ 

and vassal of' the Mamluks, who later participated in the campaign.91 

It is beyond the scope of this work to give details concerning 

Selim's conquest of the Mamluk empire; it would suf'f'ice to mention 

that on the battlefield of' Marj Dabiq north of Aleppo, on 25 Rajab 

922/24 August 1516, due to the defection of Khayir Beg, the commander 

of' Aleppo, with his army, as well as the superiority of' Ottoman 

firepower, the Mamluks were easily defeated and lost their Sultan in 

battle.92 Hence, Syria was laid open to the victorious Ottomans and a 

S9This is clear when reading Ibn Iyiis, Bad~'ic al-Zuhilr, 5:35-84. 
The passage in Ibn 'Jlilun, Huf'akahat al-Khillan, 2:23 is somewhat 
ambiguous. It conf'lrms that Selim received intelligence about this 
mission but is equivocal as to the source of' the leak of' news 
concerning it. 

9°Feridiin, Hunsha•at, 1 :426-427. Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire ..!!g_ 
!'Empire Ottoman, 4:360-361, states that al-Jamm~UI issued a f'atwa 
against the Mamlu.ks. 

91 Munajjim Bashi, Saha'if al-Akhbar, 3:171-172, states that 
Mahmud Beg became the ruiei- of' Ramazan Ogullar1 in 919/1513-14 and 
died in 922/1516-17 during the campaign against Egypt. 

92Details of the battle are given by the contemporary chronicles 
of' Ibn Iyl!s, Bada'ic al-Zuhijr, 5:4-75; the part concerning Selim's 
campaign against the Mamluks has been translated into English by 
William H. Solomon under the title .An Account .Qf the Ottoman Conquest 
of~ ..in~ Year~~ ...lA..Jh_ .15...1.Ql (London: The Royal Asiatic 
So-ciety of Great Britain and Ireland, 1921); Ibn 'ItilO:n, Mu:f'aikahat 
al-Khillan, 2:6-30. This author was able to visit the Ottoman camp in 
Syria after the battle and recorded his impressions about its 
organization. The most extensive account is that of' Ibn Zunbul, an 
eyewitness who wrote an important and lengthy monograph about the 
campaign. To date, only an abridged lithographed edition of' the work 
is available. About Marj Dl!l:biq, see: Ibn Zunbul. Tarikh al-Sultan 
Salim, pp. 12-24. · 
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second encounter at R~daniyah, on the outskirts of Cairo, between th~ 

Ottomans and the remnants of' the Mamluk army under the new Sultan, 

JUman Bey, on 20 Dhti'l-!iijjah 922/23 January 1517, ended again with an 

Ottoman victory. It sealed Selim's conquest of' the Mamluk empire93 

and was followed by the submission of the Muslim Holy Places of Mecca 

and Medina. 94 

Thus, the Mamluk empire bore the consequences of its attitude 

t.oward Selim and Shah IsmaCil. This event illustrated the Ottoman 

Sultan's success in fighting his foes il'l two separate and victorious 

battles. As for the failure of Shah Ismacil to abide by his alliance 

with Qan~h al-Ghawri' and join in the war against the Ottomans, the 

answer could be f'ound only in the Venetian dispatches contained in 

Marino Sanudo' a Diarii. These documents reveal intense diplomatic 

activity between al-Ghawr'I and Shah IsmaC'Il af'ter the defeat of' the 

latter at ChUdiran, as well as the existence of an alliance between 

them.95 More importantly, they state that Shah Isma.c·n moved toward 

Syria with 60,000 men to join the Mamluks, but was unable to reach the 

border, due to the fact that Selim bad stationed an equal number of' 

93 mman Bey was not killed during that battle and succeeded in 
eacapin"g to organize local resistance against the Ottomans. He was 
finally captured and hanged at the gate of' Zuwaylah in Cairo on 22 
Rabi'c I 923/14 April1517; see Ibn Iyas, Badii'ic al-Zubur, 5:166-167 
(about 'lUman Bey) and 5:122-150 (about the campaign against Egypt). 
See also Ibn ~lun, Muf'akahat al-Khillan, 2:43-44; Ibn Zunbul, Tarikh 
al-Sultan Salfm, pp. 28-122. 

• • 
9 4 Ibn Iyas, Badi:i'ic al-Zuhur,5:192 and 206; al-Nahrawan:, Kitab 

al-Iclam bi-Aclam Bayt Allah al-Haram, val. 3 of' Akhbar Makkah 
al-Musharraf'ah, edited by~ Wiist~nf'eld (Beirut: Khayat, 1964), pp. 
284-289. 

95sanudo/Amoretti, Sah Isma0 il, 1:317 and 345. 
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soldiers to guard the passes of' al-B:trah, the main crossing point 

between Diy1!r Bakr and Syria.~6 

Af'ter their conquest of' the Mamluk empire, the Ottomans started a 

propaganda campaign against Shah Isml!ic:tl who became cursed in the 

Friday prayer.97 Moreover, they encouraged the spread of rumors 

describing the fermer Mamluk Sultan Q~:ilh al-Ghawr'l as a member of' 

the a.u-u.n sect and a "close f'riend of' the Persians."96 

Toward the end of' Selim's reign, Anatolia was again shaken by a 

new rebellion. In 925/1519, a man by the name of Jal:ll:t declared 

himself' the Mahdl99 and rallied round him a large f'ollowing which 

includea a number of qizilbash. This rebellion. which had started at 

Turkhal near Tokat, spread to Sivas where cAli Beg the ruler of 

Dulgad1r succeeded in def'eating the rebels and killing their 

leader.100 This atmosphere of' heterodoxy f'avored the spread of rumors 

96 ~ •• pp. 351-353, 401 and 447. 

97Ibn 'JUUn, Mufakahat al-Khillan, 2:74-75. 

96Ibn Iyas, Badii'ic al-Zuhur, 5:68. 

99The Mahdi is the twelf'th and last Imam in the Sh! 0 I Imami 
doctrine, who disappeared and who will return at the end of time. 
See, al-Shibl., al-~ilah ~ al-Ta~awwuf ~ al-TashayyuC (Cairo: Dar 
al-Macrlrif, 1969), pp. 121-131 and 227; Tabataba'i, Sh1cite Islam, 
translated and edited by s.H. Nasr (London: George Allen and Unwin, 
Ltd., 1975), pp. 173-217. 

100 Munajjim Bashi. Sah8.'if al-Akhbar, 3:471; Solakzade, Tarih, 
pp. 414-415; UsunQar~1l:l; O~manl:L Tarihi, vol. 2 pt. 2, p. 297 (dates 
it in 924); Hammer-Purgstall, Hitoire h !'Empire Ottoman, 4:351-352 
(gives no date). Sanudo/Amoretti, ID IsmaC,:l, 1:494-495, confirms 
that the rebels were in f'avor of' Shah Isml!C:tl and that 15,000 were 
killed. Tansel, ~ Sultan~. pp. 94-98, reproduces a document 
f'rom Topkap1 Sarayl Ar~ivi no. 5293 confirming the gj_zilbash 
connection. 
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that Mur~. son of' ~ad, was still alive. However, these rumors died 

out without causing f'urther complications.101 

On the Sef'avid side, the last years of' Shah Ismacil were marked 

by diplomatic overtures to Western Christendom in an ef'fort to create 

an alliance against the Ottomans. He contacted the Grand Master of' 

the Knights of St. John at Rhodes and asked him to hand over a cousin 

of Selim who was. in the custody of the Hosp.i tallers, a request which 

was denied..102 The ~favid ruler was equally unsuccessful with the 

Portuguese,103 with Ladislas II (1490-1516), king of Hungary and 

Bohemia,104 as well as with Charles V, Emperor of the Habsburg Empire 

101 Munajjim Bashi, ~aJJ.&'if' al-Akhbar, 3:471-472, dates this event 
in 925/1519; Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selim, pp. 99-100. Rumors were 
spread by a Slf'i who later stated that Murad had died at Uskudar. In 
order to stop these rumors, Selim went to Uskudar and ordered the body 
exhumed. Historically, it is a known fact that Murad had died in Iran 
around. 1513. 

1 02sanudo/Amoretti, ~ah Isma:cr~. 1:330-331. This was the son of' 
Sultan Jem, brother of Bayezid II, who escaped to Rbodes and later 
died in France. 

103see note 77 of the present chapter concerning Shah Ism~c:ll's 
embassy to Albuquerque at Hormuz in 1515. In a message dated Shawwn 
924/0ctober-November 1518 and addressed to Emperor Charles V, Shah 
Ism~cn confirms having received an envoy from the King of Portugal. 
See: K. Lanz, ed. Correspondenz ~Kaisers Karl_! (Frankfurt/ Main: 
Minerva GMBH, 1966), 1 :52-53; Fal san:, Tarikh-i Ravabi t-1 Iran ..Yi!.. 
Ur\ipa ~ Dawrah-1 Safayryab, p. 1611, mistakenly rendered iusitania as 
~usitania. In a n'ote. he adds that he bas no knowledge of this 
country. Lusi tania· is the ancient name- for Portugal. 

104In the same message mentioned above, Isma~ acknowledges the 
receipt of a message f'rom the "king of Hungary" through "Brother 
Peter", a Maronite•from Mount Lebanon. This king is Ladislas II, who 
died in 1516. See: Lanz, Correspondenz des Kaisers~_!, 1:52; 
Falsaf'I, Ravabit-i Iran~ Urupa, p. 163. On Ladislas' rule, see: 
Set ton, "Pope L·eo X and the Turkish Peril, n Proceedings ~ the 
American Philosophical Society (1969): 377-383. 
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(1519-58).1°5 Papal plans te include the Sifavids in an anti-Ottoman 

alliance also came to naught.106 

B. Ottoman t::ontainment of the ~avid Empire. 

The Ottoman-!iU'avid conf'lict entered a new phase af'ter the death 

of Selim in 926/1520. On the Ottoman side. the subsequent reign of 

Sultan Sulayman II was destined to inaugurate a new era. the 

f'oundations of which had been completed by Selim who had expanded the 

empire southward from the Taurus region to the Upper Euphrates, Syria. 

the !1-Jb: and Egypt, thus reaching the Mediterranean coast of Africa 

as well as the Indian Ocean. Such an achievement was made possible by 

halting the campaign against Europe and concentrating on the Middle 

East. Sula,yman•a policy was characterized by a return to the European 

tradition of the empire. in add! tion to the consolidation of Selim1s 

legacy. 

In Syria. Jlln Bird!' al-Ghazzlll:t attempted to take advantage of 

the change of government in Istanbul and proclaimed the secession of' 

this province from the empire. According to a number or sources, Jan 

105Shah Ismi.cil sent a letter to Emperor Charles v. dated Shawwiil 
924/0ctober-November 1518 through the same Peter the Maronite asking 
him to unite with him in an attack against the Ottomans the following 
spring. However. it seems that Iamacll's message did not reach the 
Hababurg court in time. Charles• answer is dated 25 August 1525 at 
Toledo, thus sent after Iam~cll'a death which occurred in 93 0/1524. 
This message was dispatched with Jean de Balbi, a Frenchman who was 
also a Knight or the Order of' St. John. A number of' letters sent by 
de Balbi to Charles V show that this envoy reached Aleppo on 12 August 
1529 and Baghdad on 13 May 1530, af'ter which de Balbi's letters 
ceased. Copies of' these letters are contained in Lanz, Correspondenz 
~ Kaisers .Ks!:l. _y--;-, :52-53, 168- 16!h 1-92-206, 3£:2-330 .. ~...-3"3"6 • 379 
and 385. 

106setton. "Pope Leo X and the Turkish Peril," p.389. For papal. 
plana to include Iran in an alliance against the Ottomans, see: 
Cbarri~re, Negociations M .J.s France~ ~ Levant, 1:49-63. 
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Birdi acted in league with Shah Isma.c:n who then marched closer to the 

Ottoman borders. This rebellion began at the end of Dha'l Qacdah 

926/November 1520 and was crushed at the end of ~far 927/January 

1521, when Farhad Pasha defeated its leader and sent his head to the 

Sultan. 107 

After this episode, Sulayman turned his attention to the 

Danubian borders of his realm. There, the king of Hungary showed 

~efiance and killed the Ottoman amb~ssador who had been sent to 

collect the annual tribute. Immediately, Sulayman made preparations 

for a fresh campaign under his personal command, which resulted in the 

siege and :fall of Belgrade on 26 Rama~n 927/30 August 1521.108 This 

success, which further strengthened Ottoman bold over the Lower Danube 

and opened the road to Hungary, was coupled a year later with the 

capture of the island of Rhodes from the Knights of St. John 

107 Jan Birdi al-Ghazzal'i, a former Maml uk commander, is depicted 
in contemporary Egyptian chronicles as a traitor who took Selim's side 
during the Ottoman comuest of Egypt and who later was rewarded with 
the governorship of Syria. Upon receiving the news of Selim's death. 
he attempted to induce Khayir Beg, then commander-in-chief of the army 
of Egypt, to revive the defunct Mamluk empire. He met with Kb!iyir 
Beg's refusal and limited his project to Syria. For details, see Ibn 
Iyas, Bada'i c al-Zuhur, 5:367-369, 382 and 422-423; Solakzade, Tarih, 
pp. 433-437. A document reproduced by Sanudo implies a connection 
between Jan Bird.I's rebellion and the Safavids. It states that Shah 
Ismacil had promised the rebellious go"vernor 10,000 men to help him 
achieve his plan. See Sanudo/Amoretti, Sah Ismac'il, 1:522. This 
version is confirmed by Munajjim Bash'i, :;;a!]a'if al-Akhbar, 3:476-477, 
who wrote that Ismac'il came close to the Ottoman border but returned 
to Qazvin upon hearing of the defeat of Jan Bird!'. He also stated 
that Farhad Pasha~ the commander of the expedition against Syria, 
received orders to place an army contingent at Kayseri to guard the 
borders against the ~avids. 

1 08Munaj jim B!ishi, Saha1if al-Akhbiir, 3:477-47 8; Sol akzade, 
Tarih, pp. 438-439. The jo~rnal of the campaign is found in Feridiin. 
Munsha'at, 1:507-515. 
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(the Hospitallers) who represented a threat to the safety of 

navigation between Anatolia and Egypt.109 

While Sulayman was launching these offensives, Shah Isma~l was 

still in search of allies among Western Christendom. In 1521, envoys 

from Pope Leo X (1513-21} and from Venice reached Iran separately and 

were granted audience with the Shah at Mar'aghah.110 However, after 

hearing of Sulayman's victories against his European adversaries, Shah 

Ism:J.C:rl deemed it wise to keep the status guo ante with the Ottomans 

and sent his first and only embassy to Sulayman on the occasion of the 

conquest of Rhodes. In this document, the ::atavid ruler congratulated 

the Sultan on his victory and on his accession to the Ottoman throne, 

and expressed his condolences for the demise of Sultan Selim, 111 three 

events which occurred during a two-year period. Sulayman reciprocated 

with a message dated 14 Mu~rram 930/23 November 1523 which was a 

109 Munajjim Bash!, Sahll'if al-Akhbar, 3:478, states that Rhodes 
surrendered on 5 Safar 929/24 December 1522. Sulayman gives an 
account of the siege in a fatonamah addressed to the governor of 
Bursa; see Fer!dUn, Munsha1at 1:522-525. Further details are given by 
Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire ~ !'Empire Ottoman, 5:27-43, and by Eric 
Brockman, 1:b§. ..IHQ Sieges ~ Rhodes, 1480-1522 (London: John Murray, 
1969}. The Hospitallers first settled in Cyprus following the fall of 
cAkka in Palestine in 1291. By 1308, they took over Rhodes. See A.S. 
Atiya, The Crusades in ..t.hg Later Middle Ages (London: Methuen and Co .• 
1938), pp. 286-290. 

11 0sanudo/Amoretti • .§ah Ismii 0 I:l, 1:545-547. This document is 
dated 16 January 1521, a fact which seems doubtful, since it is 
classified among those of the year 1522. As the full set of the 
Diarii of Marino Sanudo was not available to the present writer at 
this tim·e, verification of the date was not possible. However, this 
writer's suspicions concerning the date are supported by a passage in 
Khw§.ndamir, Hab'ib al-Siyar. 4:474, where it is stated that Shah 
Ism§.0ll had spent the month of Ramac:fin 927/August-September 1521, at 
Har'iighah. • 

111Feridun, Munsha•at, 1:525-526. This document is undated, but 
internal evidence shows that it- was composed after the Ottoman 
conquest of Rhodes, i.e., after December 1522. 
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masterpiece of' diplomatic ambiguity.112 While coldly thanking Shah 

Ismacil f'or his initiative, he. referred to Selim as the one "who had 

suppressed the deeds of the profligates and the rebels, n a direct 

allusion to the ~avids.1 1 3 

Shah Ism5.cil died on 19 Rajab/23 May 1524 and was succeeded by 

his young son :»ahmasp (930-98.4/1524-76) then only ten years of' age.114 

The minority of' the new: Shah led to inf'ighting among the prominent 

l.eaders of' the gizilbish tribes, eact,t eager to ascertain his own 

control over the af'f'airs of' the state. At the death of' Shah Ism~c:rl, 

the position of' vakil (vic.!'!roy) was held by D:tv Sul~n Rumlu, who 

retained this same of'f'ice under Ism'Acil's successor, 'Jhhmasp. He also 

filled the f'unction of' lala (tutor) to the young ruler and ·of' ami'r 

al-umari' (commander-in-chief') of the a izilbiish forces. D:rv Sul~n 

R.iimli!. became theM f'acto ruler of' the ~favid state, a role which 

aroused the jealousy of his rivals, the most prominent of whom was 

Kupak (Kopek) Sul!S-n Ustajlu. This rivalry was at the origins of the 

rebellion. of the Ust'Ajllis and led to a civil war whi.ch f'irst opposed 

the latter to the RnmlOs, both being respectively backed by the Sh'AmlO 

112Ibid., pp. 526-527. 

113Ibid., p. 527. 

11 4A discrepancy concerning the birthdate of Tahmhp exists among 
several sources. In his memoirs, 'llahm'Asp states that he was born on 
19 Dhii'l-Hijjah 920/3 February 1515; see his Ruznamah, p.166; idem, 
"Die Den.kWiirdigkei ten des ~ah "lahmasp I von Persien, n e.di ted by Paul 
Horn, ZDMG 44 (189e): 576. Ru:clo, Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:132 and 2:67, 
gives Tahmasp's date of birth as t"he 26th of Dhu'l-Hijjah 919/22 
February 1514, while Khwandamlr, yabib al-Siyar, 4:531: states that 
"lahmasp was born at the end of 918 February-March 1513. Iskandar Beg 
Munsh:r, Tar'Ikh-i c:A:lam Ara-yi cAbbiisi, 1:45, confirms the date given 
by Riimlu. This date (26 Dhii'l-Hijjah 919/22 February 1514) seems to 
be the correct one, since the contemporary Khw~damir confirms that it 
took place near Isfahan, where Shah Ismac:rl was encamped following his 
campaign against "the Uzbeks in Khur!.s!.n. 
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and the Tekkelu tr~bes. From 931/1525 to 940/1532-33. Iran was shaken 

by ~nterm~ttent warf'are between the several g~zilbSsh f'actions. 115 

Finally, in 940/1532-33, ~hmSsp succeeded in putting an end to what a 

modern scholar has called nthe gizilbash interregnumn1 16 and assumed 

the reins of' power.117 

Iran's unsettled conditions prompted the Uzbeks to 1 aunch a 

series of' attacks against the ~avids in Khur~s~n. especially against 

the city of' Har~t. This episode in the history of' ~f'avid-Uz~ek 

relations has been researched by Martin B. Dickson. As f'or the 

Ottoman reaction vis-~-vis Tahmasp and the internal conditions which 

characterized the f'irst decade of' his rule, it had been marked by the 

absence of' military initiatives against Iran. despite the anti-~avid 

stand Sultan Sulayman had adopted. This Sultan's attitude toward the 

new government of' Iran is revealed in a number of' documents. two of' 

which will be mentioned. First, instead of' the customary 

congratulatory embassy, Sulayman dispatched a threatening message to 

Tahm~sp, reminding him of' Selim's campaign against Iran 

115The details of' these events will not be dealt with here. The 
reader might ref'er to a number of' articles and monographs by modern 
scholars who researched this period. Among these, the following are 
of' special interest: Martin Dickson, "Shab 'll:lhm'asb and the Uzbeks," 
mostly pp. 51-203; Jean-Louis Bacqu~-Grammont, "Une Liste d'Emirs 
Ostagelu R~voltes en 1526,n Studia Iranica 5 (1976): 91-114; idem, nun 
Document Ottoman sur la Revolte des Ostagelu,n Studia Iranica 6 
(1977): 168-184; Roger M. Savory, nThe Principal Of'f'ices af' the 
Sif'avid State during the Reign of' 'll:lhm~p 1st (930-84/1524-76)," BSOAS 
24 ( 1961): 65-85. Among originai sources, see 'lahmasp, Ruznamah, 
2:167-170 and 173-4; RUmlO, Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1: 1~7-236 and Iskandar 
Beg Munshio Tar!kh-i 0 Alam ~a-yi cAbbas~. 1:47-49. 

116Expression used by Savory, "The Principal Off'ices of the 
~avid State during the Reign of' ~masp," p. 70. 

1 17_!Qll. 
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and indirectly requesting "him to "follow the right pathn.118 Second, 

the Sultan demonstrated an equal aggressiveness in a letter sent to 

Khuarn Pasha, the Ottoman governor of' Diyar Bakr, dated mid-Rama~n 

931/July 1525. In this document, Sulayman ordered his governor to win 

the support of' the Kurds, give refuge to the culama• (theologians) 

f'leeing Iran, and to keep the central government inf'ormed about the 

affairs of Iran. The Ottoman Sultan also added that he would 

eventually march on Iran.119 

Despite Sulayman•s threats to invade Iran, the Ottomans had first 

to face the challenge of the Habsburgs who, under the leadership of 

Louis II, King of Hungary ( 1516-26), were menacing the Danubi.an 

borders of the empire. In response, the Ottoman army crossed the 

Danube and won a strategic and decisive victory at Moh!cs. on 21 

Dhfi'l-QaCdah 932/29 August 1526,1 20 thus opening the road to Hungary. 

118Feridiin, Munsha•at, 1 :541-543; cAbd al-fusayn Navl!'I• comp., 
Sh1!.h Tabmasb Sat'avr. Maimucah-yi Asnad va Mukatabh"t-i Tiri.khT hamrah-i 
Yadda;htiha-yi Tafs1li (Tehran: Intisharat-i Buny1!.d-i Farhang-i Ir~. 
1971), pp. 151-153: This message is undated but includes a reference 
to Sulayman•s conquests of Belgrade in 927/1521 and Rhodes in 
929/1522. Knowing that ~m~p ascended the throne on 19 Rajab 930/23 
May 1524, and that Suleyman•s next victory was at Mobacs in 932/1526, 
it would be logical to assume that this message was sent shortly after 
~hmasp's coronation. 

11 9Feridun, Munsha•at, 1:543-544. 

120There was a split in Hungary between the German and the Magyar 
nobles. The Magyars were led by John Zapolya. Voivode of' 
Transylvania, who was installed as King of Hungary by Sulayman 
following the battle of Moh!cs. On the Habsburg side, Archduke 
Ferdinand, the future Holy Roman Emperor (1556-64), and a younger 
brother of Emperor Charles V ( 1519-56), became the new King of Bohemia 
and Hungary with its capital at Vienna, following Louis II's death in 
1526 at Mohacs. See D. Vaughan, Europe and the Turk. .A Pattern of 
Alliances. 1350-1700(Liverpool University Press. 1954), pp. 109-114; 
W.E.D. Allen, Problems of Turkish Power in the Sixteenth Century 
(London: Central Asian Research Centre, 1963), pp. 68-71; C. Max 
Kortepeter. Ottoman Imperialism during the Reformation: Europe and~ 
Caucasus (New York: New York University Press, 1972), pp. 124-131. In 
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Its capital, Buda, f'ell to the Ottomans two weeks later on 3 

Dha'l-!lijjah 932/10 September 1526.121 A year later, Ottoman 

authorities had to deal with several rebell.ions which occurred in 

parts of' Anatolia and the Taurus region at the end of 933 and the 

beginning of 934/mid-1527-beginning of' 1528. These were uprisings 

among the peasantry who were protesting against a newly ordered 

cadastral survey.122 From the end of 934/mid-1529 to the beginning of' 

939/end of 1532, the Ottoman army was preoccupied with campaigns in 

Hungary and Austria. Among the events of this period, most notable 

was Sulayma.n's failure to capture Vienna af'ter a month-long siege 

which lasted from 23 Mu~rram to 10 ~f'ar 935/17 September to 14 

October-1529.1 2 3 In May 1533, an" armistice wa.s signed between the 

Ottomans and King Ferdi.nand of Hungary and Bohemia.124 

these sources as well as in Hammer-Purgstall. Histoire ~ l'Empi,re 
Ottoman, 5:78-86, the date of the batUe of Mobacs is given as August 
2.9, 1526. However, in Sulayman's f'atl}nS.mah published in Feri.dan, 
Munsha'at, 1:546-551, this date is 20 Dbii'l-Qacclah 932/28 August 1526; 
Munajjim B'D.sh'l, ~aJ1a'if' al-Akbb'ar, 3:481-482 states incorrectly that 
the battle took place on 20 Dbti'l-!fLjjah 932/27 September 1526. 

121 solakzade, Tarih, pp. 458-460; Pe~vi, Pe~eyi Tarihi, edited 
by Murat Uraz (Istanbul: Ne~riyat Yurdu, 1968), 1 :59-60; Hammer
Purgstall, Histoire ~ l'Empire Ottoman, 5:88-91. 

122Munajjim B~ab'l, ~a~'if' al-Akhbiir 3:482-485; Solakzade, Tarih, 
pp. 462-468; Peqevi, Tarih 1 :67-68; Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de 
l'Empire Ottoman, 5:92-101. 

123The Ottomans signed a treaty of' alliance with John Zapolya on 
29 February 1528, aimed against the Habsburg Ferdinand who laid claims 
to Hungary. Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire M l'Empire Ottoman •. 5:114-
1 27; Vaughan, Europe l!..llil J<b& ~. pp. 114-116. 

124Hammer-Purgsta11, Histoire h 1 1 Empire Ottoman, 5:179-180; 
Vaughan, Europe~ the Turk, pp. 118-119. 
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The conclusion of this treaty allowed Sulayman to turn his 

attention away from Europe and toward the ~favid state. In 934-

35/1528-29, Dbti'l-Fiq ar Maw ~llu killed his uncle Ibrahim Maw~illil, 

who governed Bagbdlid and Arab Iraq in the name of the ~favids, and 

assumed that office, whereupon he declared his allegiance to the 

Ottomans and ordered that the khutbah be read in the name of Sultan • 
Sul ay man. This rebellion was short-lived; Dha'l-Fiqlir was 

assassinated by his own brothers w~o were in league with Shah 

'Fahmasp. 125 

The ongoing civil war, together with the incessant Uzbek attacks 

against Kburl!.s'l!n, emboldened Ul'l!mah Tekkel u, governor of :ltzarbay jl!l:n 

and a m-ember of the eponymous tribe, to openly seek the off'ice of 

vakil, but his designs were thwarted following his defeat in 937/1530-

31 at the hands of :'abmasp's loyal supporters. He then fled to the 

O.ttomans and secured their firm backing.126 

The positive Ottoman reaction to the defection f'rom the ranks of' 

the ~favids of Ull!l:mah and his Tekkelu supporters was dictated by a 

number of factors. First, the ~avid state had become increasingly 

125 There is a consider·able discrepancy among sources as to the 
date of this rebellion. IHim!ll, Ahsanu•t-Tawarikh, 1:208-209, does not 
date the rebellion of Dhil'l-Fiqar 'but leads the reader to believe that 
it started late in 934/mid-1528. However, be gives the exact date of 
Dhu'l-Fiqar's death 3 Shawwal 935/10 June 1529. Bidli'si', 
Cheref-Nameh, 2:553-556, states that the rebellion started on 14 
Ramadan 934/2 June 1528 and was put down at the end of 935, 
corresponding to t~e summer of 1529. An Ottoman source, that of Kara 
Qelebizade, Rawdat al-Abrar (Cairo: BilHiq, 1832), p. 424, dates the 
revolt in 9c¥0/1533-34. Among modern historians, cAbbl!l:s al-cAzzaw:r, 
Tarikh al- Iraq, 3:362-365, dates this rebellion in 936/1529-30. 

1 26During this same pe1•iod, the Uzbe.k cubayd Khan launched a 
series of' attacks on the main cities of Kburasa:n, especially Harl!it. 
Iskandar Beg Munshl', Ci'lam Ara-yi cAb basi, 1:59-61; Ramlii, 
AJ:tsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:237; Bidl'i.~. SbarafMmah, (Arabic) 1:434-438. 
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weakened by the continuous civil strif'e. Second, the recurrent Uzbek 

raids on Khur~san had developed into what was virtually a war of' 

attrition against the ~avids. Third, the rebellions of' DhO:'l-Fiqar 

and Ul~mah illustrated the considerable attenuation of' the hold of' the 

central government over the western and northwestern reaches of' the 

country. 

These conditions permitted Sultan Sulayman to decide upon a large 

scale campaign against the ~avids with the aim of' accomplishing two 

major objectives: f'irst, the establishment of' Ottoman control over 

the passes which linked Iran to eastern Anatolia and Georgia, by 

bringing Armenia and Kurdistan under Ottoman hold; second, a southward 

expansion to the Persian Gulf' through the occupation of' Arab Iraq, 

including the city of' Baghdlld. 

Sulayman lef't Uskudar at the end of' 940/mid-1534 to command his 

f'orces and head a two-year campaign against Iran.127 However, Ottoman 

military operations against the ~av ids had started as early as 

938/1531-32 and had been precipitated by Sharar Kh§n ROzak!, the 

governor of' BidlJ:s--the capital of' Kurdistan--who had declared his 

allegiance to Shah ta-hmasp af'ter having initially adopted a neutral 

stand between the Ottomans and the ~avids. Sulayman immediately 

reacted by appointing the f'ugi tive Ulamah Tekkel u as governor of' 

Bidl!s and providing him with troops to conquer Kurdistan. After 

initial failures, Ul~mah succeeded, in 939/1532-33, in capturing the 

city of' Bidlis and killing its ruler. 1 28 However, the difficulties 

127 The journal of' Sulayman's campaign is found in Ferrdcrn, 
Munsha'at, 1:584-598. 

128The best details are given by Bidl~s!, Sharafnamah, 1:434-456; 
ROmHI, Ahsanu't-Tawar"Ikh, 1:239-240 and 246-247 . 

• 
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encountered by the Ottoman· party prompted Sultan Sulayman to dispatch 

reinf'orcements under his Grand Vizir Ibr~h:Lm Pasha during this same 

year, and finally to take personal command of tfte campaign the 

following year, 940/1534.1 29 

As a result of this campaign, which lasted until mid-942/end of 

1535,130 the Ottomans succeeded in establishing a cordon sanitaire 

around Safavid Iran and in further containing this country. First, 

the conquest of Kurdistan together with. the submission of G:rUln, 131 

increased Ottoman control over Iran's links with eastern Anatolia and 

Georgia. Second, the peaceful possession of the city of Baghdad, 

which was entered by Sulayman on 24 Jum~da II 941/1 December 1534,132 

and the subsequent capitulation of Arab Iraq, including the port city 

of Ba!f'ah• 133 expanded Ottoman boundaries to the Persian Gulf. 

Following this campaign, ~avid Iran became virtually surrounded 

by enemies. In addition to his perennial conflict with the 

129The military operations included the capture of Kurdistan and 
of the fortresses surrounding Lake Van, the peaceful submission of' 
Arab Iraq and the temporary seizure of' Tabri'z. Accounts of' the 
campaign are found in the following: Rtlinltl, Ahsanu't-Tawar'!kh, 1:247-
260; Iskandar Beg Munshi', cilam Ara-yi CAbbis~. 1:66-69, refers to 
this campaign as two. In f'act, Sulayman entered Tabrh on his way 
from Anatolia and a second time on his way back after having spent the 
winter in Baghdad. However, these movements should not be considered 
as two separate campaigns. See also Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de 
1' Empire Ottoman, 5:203-228. 

130Sulayman returned to Istanbul on 14 Rajab/8 January 1536. See 
FerJ:dlln, Munsha1iH' 1:598. 

131 Muzaf'f'ar Khan, the ruler of Gilan, joineq the Ottomans with 
ten thousand men. See Pe9evi, ..I.s!J::ih, 1 :99. 

132rbid., 1:101-103; CAzz~w'i. TarJ:kh al- ':rraq, 4:28-37. 

133Ba::rah submitted without a struggle· in 945/1538. See Pe9evi, 
Tarih, 1:1"13. 
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Uzbeks and the Ottomans. Shah fcihmEsp also maintained unfriendly 

relations with the Mughals of' Inclia.134 

The main feature of this campaign was the strategy that :ahmasp 

and his commanders had adopted regarding the superior armies of the 

Ottomans. In his Memoirs. Shah :arunasp estimated that three hundred 

thousand Ottoman cavalrymen had participated in this campaign~ He 

added that he rea1ized the impossibility of facing such a huge number 

of men, and had thus decided not to engage them in battle.135 He 

further wrote that the size of the invading army would render an 

extended campaign against Iran impossible. due to the· problems of 

supply and the previous burning of the crops in the area.136 In fact, 

the ~av ids had learned a lesson from their defeat at Chaldiran in 

920/1514 and avoided engaging the Ottomans in pitched battles. 

Through this strategy, ~masp was a.ble to keep his losses to a 

minimum and prevented the Ottomans from winning a major battle which 

would substantially weaken the g izilbash forces. 

Sultan Sulayman led two more campaigns against Iran; however, 

Ottoman-~avid boundaries remained virtually unchanged, compared with 

those which had resulted f'rom the f'irst campaign of 

134In the midst of the campaign against the Ottomans, Sam Mirza-
Shah 'n!.hm~sp•s brother--started an offensive against the Mughals and 
invaded Qandahar. but was def'ea.ted in 941 I 1534-35. See Ruml u, 
Ah·sanu•t-Tawarikh. 1:260-261. Following Babur's death in 937/1530, 
the Mughal empire was ruled by Humaytin (937-47 /1530-40) and (962-
63/1555-56) who was rivalled by another brother, Ka.mrlln Mirza. A 
summary of' the state of relations between Biibur's successor and Shah 
"Jahmhp is given by Ri.azul Islam, Indo-Persian Relations. .A ~ of' 
~ Political ~ Diplomatic Relations Between the Mughal Empire ~ 
..!~:.en (Tehran: BunyM-i Farhang-i Iran. 1970), pp. 22-39. 
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135 Shah !ahmas·p, Riizniimah, 2: 192. 
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940-41/1533-35. These two campaigns, which will be briefly 

summarized, consolidated Ottoman hold ov:er Kurdistan and parts of 

Armenia. areas which had been targets for ~avid attacks. 

In 953-54/1546-48 Alqa§ Mirza--brother of ~hmasp and governor of 

Shl.rv~n--rebelled and subsequently f'l ed to the Ot tomans.137 He sent a 

message to Sultan Sulayman, promising to become his vassal if he would 

agree to furnish him w·ith the necessary military support.138 The 

Ottoman Sultan seized this opportunity_ to launch his second campaign 

against Iran with the aim of achieving tw.o objectives: first, the 

securing of a government friendly to the Ottomans in Iran in the case 

of a clear victory of Alqa:~ Mirza over 'f'ahmasp; second, the 

strengthening of Ottoman military presence in Kurdista.n and Armenia 

through the capture of the two key strongholds of V§n and Q~r~ 

During this expedition which covered the years 955-56/1548-49, 

Sul ay man succeeded in attaining the last objective only .139 As for 

13 7Alqa~ Mirza showed insubordination toward his older brother 
Tahmllsp. In 953/1546-47, Ta.hmllsp decided to march against Shirvlln, 
and concealed his plan by raiding Georgia first, then moving against 
Shirvan on his return journey. After his defeat, Alqa~ fled to the 
Ottomans, via Caffa in the Crimea. In addition to the contemporary 
chronicles, the following articles are of interest.. l}usayn Mir 
J aCfari, 0 Zindigani-yi Alq as Mirza Safavi ,n Barrasiha-yi Tarl.khi 11 
(December 1976-January 1977)": 145-182; John Walsh, 0 The Revolt of 
Alqa~ Mirza,n WZKM 68 ( 1976): 61-78. 

138Na'V'a'I• !ahmasb, pp. 170-172. 

139sulayman left Uskudar on 20 ::Star 955/31 March 1548 and 
returned to Istaabul at the beginning of DhU'l-Hijjah 956/end of 
December 1549. The highlight of this expedition was the capture of 
Van on 18 Rajab 955/24 August 1548 and a successful expedition of 
Vizir Ahmad Pasha against a number of forts in southern Georgia. For 
details, see Pec;evi, Tarih. 1144-152; Munajjim Bashi, ~al]a'if 
al-Akhbar, 3:498-500; Shah Tahmasp, Ruznamah, 2:196-200; Rumlu, 
Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:327-336 and 339-342; Iskandar Beg Munshi, cAlam 
Ara-yi cAbbasi', 1:69-75. See also the interesting memoirs of Ma'miin 
Beg, com.posed in Turkish and. reproduced by Ismet Parmaks~zoglu, RKuzey 
Irak'ta Osmanll. Hakimiyetinin Kurulu~u ve MemUn Bey'in HatJ.ralarJ.,n 
Belleten 37 (April 1973), fols. 11b-33a. 
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Alq~lll• he led his f'orces against Hamadh, Qum, Dsh~n and I~ahan, but 

f'ailed to win popular support. Realizing that he would be def'aul ting 

on his promise to the Ottoman Sultan, he elected to negotiate his 

surrender to his brother fa.hmasp who ordered him imprisoned in the 

f'ortress of' Qahqahah where he f':i.nished his days.140 

Unlike the previous two, Sulayman's third campaign against Iran 

was motivated to a large extent by Ottoman internal politics. 

Sulayman fell under the deep influence of' his favorite wife Khurram 

SulFltn• the Roxolana of' Western sources,141 and of' his Grand Vizir 

Rustam Pasha, and appointed as his successor his son Selim, the f'uture 

Selim II (974-82/1566-74), scion of' his marriage to Khurram. This 

decision was made at the expense of' his eldest son Mu~~af'a, Selim's 

half' brother, who enjoyed the backing of' the Janissaries.142 

Meanwhile, the ~avids had started a major of'f'ensive against 

Ottoman outposts in Kurdistan and attacked the city of' Erzerum in 

eastern Anatolia. 1 43 These conditions compelled Sulayman to send 

140 Alqa~ died in Qahqahah in 984/1576. Por details about lfis 
expedition and his lif'e, see MYr JacfarY, nzindigani-yi Alqas,n pp. 
154-168; Walsh, nThe Revolt of' Alqa~ Mirza,n pp. 63-78. "Among 
contemporary sources, the best account is given by Rumlu, Ahsanu't-
Tawiirjkh, 1:327-340 and Bidl'Isi. Cheref'-Nameh, 2:580-585. • 

141 First mentioned by Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq, The Turkish 
Letters~ Ghiselin~ Busbecg, Imperial Ambassador~. Constantinople. 
155.1f-1562, translated f'rom the Latin of the Elvezir edition of' 1663 by 
Edward Seymour Forster (Oxf'ord: The. Clarendon Press, 1968}, pp. 2B-
33. 

1 42..I..I2.JJh See also Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de l'Empire 
Ottoman, 6:53-57. 

143Munajjim Bash'!, Saha'if al-Akhbar. 3:501-502; Riimlti, Ahsanu•t
TawarD<:h, 1:356-370; P~Q·evi, Tarih, 1:158-159. In addition to 
Erzerum, the Saf'avids attacked the f'orts of' Van, Arjish, AkhUit and 
0Xdi1 j avaz • • • 
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reinforcements to the area and later to decide upon dispatching an 

expedition under the command of his Grand Vizir Rustam Pasha. While 

on his way to Iran, the latter sent emissaries to Sulayman urging him 

to move in person and informing him of the rebellious state of the 

army which was unhappy with the elimination of Mu~~afa from the 

succession. Upon receiving this informa tio·n, the Ottoman Sultan 

resolved to head the expediton and departed from Uskudar on 20 Rama~n 

960/30 August 1553.144 As later events showed, this was part of a 

plan engineered by Rustam Pasha and Khurram Sul~n to provoke the 

death of Mu~~afa. This scheme was ef'fec.tive since Sulayman ordered 

the death of his son Mu~~:ara: while he was still marching with the army 

in Anatolia at Eretli, on 20 ShawwlH 960/29 S_eptember 1553, causing 

him to be strangled in the imperial tent.145 

This campaign, which took place in 960-61/1553-54, resulted in 

the capture of the strongholds of Shahr'!ziil and Balqa~, thus placing 

the Ottomans in full control of Kurdistan.146 Returning from 

144nate given by Munajjim Bashi, ~al?:a1 if' al-Akhb~r. 3:502. 

145rbid. The best details concerning the conspiracy of the Grand 
Vizir Rustam Pasha and Khurram Sultan against Prince Mustafa are given 
by De Busbecq, The Turkish Letter~. pp. 28-33. Rustam' .;,as later put 
to death on Sulayman's orders for his role in the conspiracy. 

146For details, see Pec;evi, Tarih, 1 :158-175; Munajjim Bl!lshY, 
~al:].'a'if al-Akhbar, 3:502-505; Rt:rmla, Aosanil't-Tawarikh, 1 :377-382; 
Parmaksl.zoglu, "Kuzey Irak1 ta Osmanll. Hakim1yetinin Kurulu~u,n fols. 
43b-45b. .. 

Three documents f'ound in Feridiin, Munsh'a'at, 2:80-85, and 
consisting of one message from Sultan Sulayman to Bur~ Khan Uzbek and 
two messages from the· latter to the Ottoman Sultan, are of interest in 
relation to the creation of an Ottoman-Uzbek alliance against the 
S:U'avids. In this last letter. Buraq Khan acknowledges the receipt of 
three hundred Janissaries and a number of' cannons f'rom the Ottomans 
and apologizes f'or not having been able to mov·e against Iran (pp. 80-
81, dated Rabi0 II 963/February-March 1556). Sulayman answered him at 
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Iran, Sulayman granted an audience to Shah Qlll'i, ~hmasp's envoy, who 

was conveying his master's overtures f'or peace (in Dhti'l-QaCdah 

961/September 1554).1 47 On 18 Jumada II 962/ 10 May 1555, a second 

embassy was received by the Ottoman ruler at his camp in Amasya.148 

In response, the Sultan sent a message to the ~avid ruler wherein he 

acknowledged having received the two envoys and asked him to send an 

embassy with a mandate to negotiate and conclude peace.149 On 8 Rajab 

962/29 May 1555. the peace treaty of' Amasya wa:s signed between 

Ottomans and Saf'avids. In ratifying this treaty, the Saf'avids . 
recognized Ottoman sovereignty over Arab Iraq and the areas north of' 

Azarbayjan, including Kurdistan.150 

The treaty of' Amasya represents the success of' the policy of' 

containment which Sulayman had pursued vis-~-vis the Saf'avids. By tbe 

same token, on the ~avid side, it demonstrates the pragmatic course 

of' action taken by :"ahmasp when confronted with the overwhelming 

superiority of' Ottoman military power. Following the ratification of 

this treaty, there was a noticeable ef'f'ort on the part of' the ~avids 

to abide by its provisions and to maintain friendly relations with the 

the beginning of' Rajab 964/May 1557, informing him of' the newly 
achieved peaceful rela tiona with 'lhhmasp (pp. 84-85). Buraq Khan is, 
according to Ghaf'f'iiri', Jahan Ar'li, p. 208, another name f'or Nawruz 
A!Jnad, who ruled the Uzbeks from 959/1556 to 963/1561. 

147Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de 11Empire Ottoman, 6:68-69. 

PI8.I..t!.jJ1._, 6:69. See also the eyewitness account of' De Busbecq, 
~ Turkish Letters, p. 62. The names of' his ambassador and of' the 
previous one appear in tbe message sent by ~hmasp to Sulayman. found 
in Feridlln, Munsha'at, 1 :620-623. 

149Ibid., pp.623-625. 

150 Hammer-Purgstall, Histoire de l'Empire Ottoman, 6:70; 
UzunQar~J.ll., OsmanlJ. Tarihi, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 3b1. 
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Ottomans. The good will of the ~avids was again demonstratea when 

they handed over Bayezid, another son of Sulayman, who had taken 

refuge in Iran following the failure of his rebellion against his 

father.151 In fact, no major change in Ottoman-SU'avid relations took 

place until the advent ot Shah 0Abb~s (996-1038/1588-1629) who 

embarked on a general offensive against Ottoman dominions in Arab Iraq 

and succeeded in capturing the city of Baghdl!id. 

151 In 966/1559, Bayezid disobeyed his father's order to assume 
the governorship of Amasya and to relinquish that of Kutahya to his 
brother Selim the heir-designate. A battle ensued between the two 
brothers on 22 Shacbl!in 966/30 May 1559 which ended with Bayezid's 
defeat; he then fled to Iran. From that time until 15 Mubarram 969/25 
September 1561, when Bayezid was delivered to the Ottoman envoys who 
strangled him on the spot, intense negotiations took place between 
Ottomans and S:i.favids. No fe,.,.er than fifteen letters were exchanged 
relating to this matter, and were recorded by Feri:dlln, Munsha'at, 
2:23-50. For details about Bayezid's rebellion, see: Pe9evi, Tarih, 
1:206-218; Munajjim Bashl., Saha'if al-Akhbar, 3:511-514; Shah 'Jahmasp, 
Rilznamah, 2:210-213. · • 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The Ottoman-~f'avid conf'lict was the result of' the f'inal 

transf'ormation of' the ~avid ~f'I order into a ruling institution, an 

accomplishment which was achieved by Shah Ismllcil I. The political. 

roots of' this conf'lict can be traced back to the social history of' 

western Iran, southern Anatolia and northern Syria, areas 

overwhelmingly populated by Turkoman tribes whicb gained increased 

power during the f'irst hal.f' of' the f'if'teenth century f'ollowing the 

breakdown of' tbe Ottoman policy of' centralization in the af'termatb of' 

Timar•s campaigns. However, the oonsolida tion of' Ottoman power af'ter 

the conquest of Constantinople and the subsequent expansion of the 

empire in Anatolia, resulted in the reduction of' the power and quasi

independence of the Turkoman tribes. These conditions were favorable 

f'or the success of' religious propaganda which bore political 

overtones. 

It was during this period that Sh~kh Junayd undertook his 

journey to Anatolia and parts of' Syria. Faced with prevailing 

extremist Sh1°1te belief's in those areas, and being himself in search 

of supporters following his eviction from Ardabil, Jun~d decided to 

win to his side the Turkomans who dwelled in those regions. by 

adopting their f'orm of popular or--in the words of Michel Mazzaoui-

"f'olk Sh!cismn.l He thus succeeded in f'orming a mass of supporters 

1Mazzaoui, Origins, pp. 58-66. 
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which he. and later his descendants, were able to manipulate for the 

achievement of their own goals. 

The success of Shah Isma.c:n in establishing the ;:atavid dynasty 

in 907/1501 constituted in itself a danger for the rulers of Syria and 

those of Anatolia. namely the Mamluks and the Ottomans. Within these 

two empires, the ~favids had long maintained close spiritual ties 

with their Turkoman followers. The events which shook Anatolia during 

t;.he second half of' the fifteenth century contributed to instability in 

that area, conditions that the ~avid leadership had exploited 

through an elaborate network of' khulaf'a. 

Hence, the confrontation between Ottomans and ~avids. f'ollowing 

the rise of the latter dynasty, was not as much of the Sunm Ottomans 

against ·the new Shrcy state in Iran, but rather it was an Ottoman 

reaction to the political ambitions of' the ~f'avids who nurtured 

expansionist designs with regard to Anatolia. Two important f'acts 

tend to support this interpretation: first. prior to the rise of the 

~favid dynasty, Shah Ismacrl f'ocused his attention primarily on 

Anatolia. As was demonstrated in the present work, the ~favid 

leadership planned on joining in the widespread rebellion of 906/1500 

in Anatolia, but was prevented from ef'f'ectively participating by the 

decisive measures taken by the Ottomans to hinder the movements of 

Saf'avid followers. Second. the proclamation of Imam'I/Twelver 

Shl: 0 ism as a stat~religion in Iran was made mostly to provide a legal 

administrative f'ramework for the new state. During the period under 

study, "folk Sh! 0 ism" was predominant in Iran both on the popular 

level and among the ruling class. In this respect, the poetry of Shah 

Ismlicil, together with the observations of' a Western envoy to the 
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court of :al<lmasp, 2 are clear evidence of the survival of extremist 

Shicism in that country to the end of the first half of the sixteenth 

century. Moreover, it was only at the end of Shah Ism~Cil's reign and 

during that of pahmasp that a number of Ithna cAshari religious 

scholars had reached Iran from neighboring Syria and became 

instrumental in the development of this form of Sh!cism.3 

The reduction of the Ottoman-~avid conflict to a mere religious 

confrontation does not withstand close scrutiny. Although the 

religious t·actor is undeniable, the origins and development of this 

conflict should be sought within the geopolitical pattern of the 

Middle East at the end of the fifteenth century and the beginning of 

the sixteenth, including the relations of these antagonists with the 

other Muslim powers in the area on the one hand, and with Western 

Christendom on the other. 

2 see Appendix A for Shah Ism~cil's poetry. D'Alessandri, 
"Narrative of the Most Noble Vincentia D'Alessandri, Ambassador to the 
King of Persia for the Most Illustrious Republic of Venice,n inA 
Narrative Qf Italian Travels ~ Persia ~ the Fifteenth ~ Sixteenth 
Centuries, edited and translated by Charles Gr~ (London: The Hayl~t 
Society, 1873) p. 223, states that 'nihm"asp's subjects worshipped him 
almost as a god. • 

3 These Shi 0 i te tneol ogians were mostly from tne area of Jabal 
cAmil in Syria (in the southern part of modern Lebanon). Among them 
were Mummmad al-cAmili, fusayn ibn cAbd al S:unad al- 0 Amili, lhsan ibn 
al-Sayy{d JaCf'ar al-cAmilf al-Karaki, who arrived in Iran during the 
reign of Shah Ismacil. See Husayni, Die Friihen Safawiden, Persian 
text, p. 126. The most famous of the cAmili group was Nilr al-Din 
Abu'l-Hasan CAli ibn al-~usayn ibn <ibd al-cAl"I al-Karaki al-cAmili, 
who reached Iran during the reign of' Shah 'Jahmasp after having studied 
in Syria and Egypt. His date of death is given as 937/1530-31 by 
al-Khuw~n~ri and as Dhil'l-Hijjah 9li0/July 153li by Rilml!I. Both of 
these aut6ors give lengthi bibliographies of this scholar. See 
Muhammad B~qir al-Khuwa:n~ri, Kitab Rawdat al-Jannat 1:I Aqwal 
al.:CUlama' .H_g_ al-SEidat (Tehran: Maktabat Isma:cruyan, 1972), 4:36-45; 
fasan-i RO:mHI, Ahsanu't-Tawarikh, 1:253-256. . . 
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Having followers in both Syria and Anatolia. the ~avids decided 

to direct their expansionist efforts against the Ottoman empire while 

at the same time befriending the Mamluks. This is clearly a political 

strategy which transcends the religious level. Such a policy was 

dictated by the realization that the nascent ~avid state was unable 

to fight two enemies on its northwestern and western borders while 

contending simultaneously with the Uzbeks on the eastern frontiers. 

It is this strategy which led Shah Ism~c!l to actively seek an 

alliance with the Mamluks against a power which was regarded by both 

as an enemy. Thus, the Sh'ici Sif'avids became the allies of the Sunni 

Maml uks. In this respect, the campaign of ChlHdir~n in 920/1514, 

despite the religious propaganda which surrounded it, should not be 

considered merely as a war against "heretics" but as a measure taken 

by the Ottoman Sultan Selim I to put an end to ~favid activities in 

Anatolia, by carryin.g the offensive into his enemy's territory and 

compelling the ~favids to adopt a defensive posture. As a direc.t 

result of this campaign, Selim was able, two years later--922/1516-

17--to defeat the Mamluk Q~~h al-Gbawri, an event which was followed 

by the conquest of Syria and Egypt and the extension of Ottoman 

suzerainty to the Muslim Holy Places of Mecca and Medina. 

These facts show clearly the preeminence of the political 

dimension over the religious one in Ottoman-Sif'avid relations. This 

interpretation is capable of explaining the downfall of a Sun~ power, 

namely the Mamluks, at the hands of another Sunnl power, namely, the 

Ottomans, while the Sh'!ci: ~avids suffered territorial losses only. 

The Ottoman-~favid conflict afforded Europe a respite from 

Ottoman aggressiveness when Selim totally focused his attention on his 

Muslim neighbors. The fall of the Mamluk empire and the integration 
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of' its dominions within the Ottoman :fold, together with new 

developments which were taking shape in Europe, relegated the ~avid 

question to a position of' secondary importance for the rulers of' 

Istanbul. This last feature became obvious during the rule of' Sultan 

Sulayman II who had to deal with the ascending power of' hi3 European 

enemies who took the o:ff'ensive not only on the battlefields of 

Central Europe but at sea as well, both in the Mediterranean and in 

the Indian Ocean. The expansionist policy of the Holy Roman Emperor 

Charles V (1519-56) as well as his connections with the Habsburgs in 

Hungary and Bohemia. together with the increased presence of' the 

Portuguese in the Indian Ocean, constituted a threat to the security 

of ttle Ottoman empire and dictated a decisive response on the part of' 

Sulayman II. This period corresponded in Iran to the rule of Shah 

:"ahmasp, which was marked by the steadily increasing menace of the 

Shayb~n:r Ozbeks led by cubayd Kb~n. In view of' these condi tiona, 

:"ahmasp resolved to meet the Uzbek challenge and avoid engaging the 

Ottomans in pitched battles. This strategy proved profitable for the 

~avids since the Ottomans were not in a position to direct their 

military machine exclusively against them. Hence, Sulayman chose to 

adopt a policy of containment vis-~-vis Iran rather than to a-ttempt to 

systematically conquer this country. Sulayman's f'irst campaign 

against the ~avids in 941-42/1534-35 resulted in the extensioFl of' 

Ottoman borders to Arab Iraq and to Kurdistan, borders which remained 

unchanged until the conclusion of the peace treaty of' Amasya on 8 

Rajab 962/29 May 1555, despite two other campaigns which took place in 

955-56/1548-49 and 960-61/1553-54. 
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Sulayman's reign wa·s marked by the dif'fusion of the Ottoman 

military effort f'rom Europe to Asia and North Africa on land, and f'rom 

the Mediterranean to the Indian Ocean at sea, a f'act which was the 

result of' the sudden expansion of the empire f'ollowing Selim's 

campaigns of' 922/1516-17 against the Mamluks. It was during 

Sulayman•s rule that the decline of Ottoman power became perceptible. 

On land, he failed before the walls of Vienna in 1529, while at sea, 

his expeditions against the Portugue~.e in the Indian Ocean met with 

disaster. He became embroiled in a competition with the Habsburgs of 

Spain over the control of the southern Mediterranean coast. However, 

while Spain was crossing the Atlantic and building an empire in the 

Aaericas, the Ottomans were meeting the challenge of the West only in 

the Mediterranean. This lack of' foresight on the part of' the Ottomans 

was to alter the East-West balance of' power and augured the decline of 

the empire and of the Muslim Middle East. 
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APPENDIX A 

SHAH ISMA0 i:L AND HIS POETRY 

Shah Ismacil was a statesman as well as a poet whose works 

ref'lected his esoterical religioUs beliefs and his intrinsic views. 

He wrote under the pen name of Khata'I and composed mostly in a ,, 

Turkish dialect. 1 

Several recensions of his works have been made. The most recent 

was given by Cahit Oztelli and included manuscripts and published 

works. This classi:fica tion divides Shah Ismacil's poetry into :four 

major collections corresponding to the :following: 

A. Works composed in Turkish: 

- The~. or the major collection of poems; 

- The dihnamah, another collection o:f poems o:f masnay'I 
style and composed when IsmaCXl was of "mature age"; 

- The na!jill].atnamah, a long masnavl" poem. 

B. A divan in Persian. 2 

Vladimir F. Minorsky, who made a comprehensive study of Shah 
Ismacl.l's Turkish divan, wrote that: 

1 Alessio Bombaci, Histoire de la Litterature Turgue, translated 
by I. Meliko:f:f (Paris: Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1968), p. 200. 

2cahit Oztelli, "Les Oeuvres de Ha!aY!•" Turcica 6 (1975): 7-10. 
For other classifications, see: Azizaga Mamedov, "Le plus Ancient 
Manuscrit du Dl:van de Shah Ismacl:l Khatay'l," Turcica 6 (1975): 11-23; 
Vladimir F. MinorskY, "The Poetry of Sh"ah Isma~l I," BSOAS 10 (1940-
1942): 1 006a-1 053a. 
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The language of' the diyan is a Southern Turkish (Turcoman) 
dialect associated with the so-called "Azarbay jam Turkish," 
as spoken in North-western Persia and North-eastern 
Transcaucasia. Shah Ismacil still uses a number of' words 
and f'orms which are unknown in the present day speech. On 
the other hand, his Turkish already shows traces of' 
decomposition due to the inf'l uence of' the Iranian milieu} 

Shah Ismlicil's d1van abounds with signs of' heresy and contains 

various themes which denote a mixture of' extremist Shicism (ghuluw) 

and mystical imagery. According to Minorsky, "the dYvan alone gives a 

clue to the secret heresy of' the early ~f'avids. These dynamic ideas. 

mystical and religious as they were on the surf'ace, easily f'ound their 

expression in direct action.n4 cAli--whom the Shici tes view as the 

sole rightful successor to the Prophet--S is considered as having 

precedence above the Prophet himself.6 This conception is familiar to 

some extremist Shicite groups of that time.7 Shah Ismacil goes 

further to deify CAli, presenting him as "the creator of Heaven and 

Earth. n8 

The diyan also reflects Shah Ism'licil's ambitions as well as his 

introspective thoughtL He envisions himself' as another world 

conqueror: "After conquering and subduing the country of' Rum 

3 v. Minorsky, "Poetry of' Shah Ismlic!:l," p. 1010a. 

4~ •• p. 102Sa. 

Son Shicism. see: 
Shl. cite Islam. 

6Minorsky, "Poetry of' Shah Ismlicil," pp. 1 02Sa-1 026a. 

7For a brief listing and general background to these movements, 
see Mazzaoui, Origins, pp. 63-71 and 83-84. 

8Minorsky, "Poetry of' Shah Ismacl.l." p. 1026a. 
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(Anatolia), I will turn against the Franks.n9 He also considers 

himself as an emanation of God to whom his followers should prostrate 

themselves. 

"Come to meet (me).l prostrate yourself (sijda). I am the 
faith of the Shah.nlO 

In another poem, he makes his divine claim clearer: 

"I am God's eyes (or "God Himself"); come now, o blind man 
gone astray, to behold Truth (God). I am that Absolute Doer 
of whom they speak. Sun and Moon are in my power. My being 
is God's house, know it for certain. Prost:r;,tion before me 
is in cum bent on thee, in the morn· and even." 

In this respect, the reports by some sixteenth century Western 

travellers that Ismii.~l was considered a God by his followers should 

not be di sr egarde d. A Venetian merchant who sojourned in Tabriz ca. 

1518 remarked that "this Sophy is loved and reverenced by his people 

as a God and especially by his soldiers, many of' whom enter into 

battle without armour, expecting this master Ismael to watch over them 

in the f'ight.n12 

Referring to similar statements, Minorsky warned future scholars 

that "when the travellers of ~f'avid times declared that the Shahs 

were worshipped as God, these statements were interpreted 

figuratively, but they should rather be taken literally.n13 This 

stand could be t'urther ·confirmed in the writing of' an Arab historian 

9Bombaci, Histo1re de la Litterature Turque, p. 201. 

10 Minorsky, "~oetry of' Shah IsmaD:il," p. 1043a. no. 18. 

11..1..t!..,!_g., p. 1047 a, no. 204. 

12charl es Grey, ed., .A Narrative Q( Italian Travels .i..n Persia, p. 
206. 

13Minorsky, "Persia: Religion and History," p. 252. 
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of the sixteenth century, Qu~ al-Din al-Nahrawa.J.I (d. 990/1582), who 

stated that Shah Ism~crl "almost claimed godship and his soldiers 

prostrated before him and blindly obeyed him.n14 

Shah Ism~crl's poetry reveals the inf'luence upon him GJf the 

belief's of' dif'f'erent extremist Sh'Icite groups, corresponding to what 

Michel M. Mazzaoui calls "Folk-Islam in Anatolia.n15 

Shah Ismacil was deeply affected by his defeat at Chaldiran in 

920/1514. According to a modern Iranian historian, the ::m-avid ruler 

spent the rest of' his life "mourning" this event. "He wore black 

clothes, a black turban and ordered the members of' the aristocraqy to 

wear black."16 

The def'eat at Chaldiran had an impact upon Shah Ismacil's poetry 

as well. In contrast to his previous extremist religious poetry, Shah 

IsmaCil's later poems were more "earthly" and consisted primarily of 

lyrics which formed his dihnamab.17 

14Qutb al-Di'n al-Hahraw~l!l:, Kitab al-Iclam bi-Aclam Bayt Allah 
al-Haram. • 3:275. The original is: 

" ·~ · 'lt o_,..:r '1-t ' ·~ aJ ' ?"-~ D I!, 4-,...,J' ~ ~ D' ..) u, " 
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16NaS" A118.h Falsaf'I, "Jang-i Ch'ndiran,n p. 121. 

17oztelli, "Les Oeuvres de Ha5aY1•" pp. 9-10. 



APPENDIX B 

mE GEREALOOY OF mE SA.FAVIDS 

The main work dealing with the genealogy of the Safavids is 

~afwat al-~afa, also known as al-Mawahib al-Saniyah n: Managib 

al-~afawiyah,1 composed in 759/1358 by Ibn Bazzl!z, a disciple of 

Shaykh ~dr al-Din. This work was revised during the reign of Shah 

:nmmasp I by Ml:r Abu'l-Fa~ al-!iJ.saynr.2 The latter version of Safwat 

al-Safa became the "official n source for safavid genealogy. As for . . 
the lithographed edition published by Mirz~ ~ad Tabrizi in Bombay in 

the year 1911, it was based on three "unofficial" manuscripts.3 

Aba•l-Fa~ confirms the ~avids' claim that their lineage traces 

back to CAli, the fourth Caliph and son-in-law of the Prophet 

Mu~mmad, 4 thus making themselves Sayyids, a title which enhanced 

their prestige. The "official n genealogy was to be found in sources 

contemporary with the rise of Shah Ismacil I and thereafter.5 

1 This second title is mentiened by Z. V. Tog an, "Sur l'Origine 
des Safavides, n p. 345. 

2 A. Kasravi, "Sha,ykh ~1 va Tabarash," pp. 63-64. 

3~ •• p. 62. 

4 cAli is con~dered by Sunnr Muslims as the fourth Caliph. His 
rule extended from 35/656 to 40/661. The Sh.rc:rs acknowledge him as 
the only rifghtful successor to the Prophet MulBmmad and believe that 
the Caliphate belongs to his descendants after" his death. 'l:lb~taba'i, 
Sh~cite Islam, pp. 29-85. • • 

5For a contemporary of Shah Ismacrl I, the best example is that 
of Khwandam'ir, ~ al-Siyar, 4:409-410. 
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This claim prevailed until modern times and had been accepted by 

scholars as well as laymen. The Iranian scholar A!Jnad Kasravl Tabrizi 

{1890-1946) was the f'irst to have ever systematically questioned its 

validity. He bas done so in a series of' articles published in Ayandah 

in 1926-27 under the title: "Nazhad va Tablrir-1 ~f'aviyah." These 

were later edited and published as a monograph under the title Shaykh 

~af:i .n Tabarash in 1944. Finally in 1974, it was published among his 

collected articles. 

Kasravi's methodology consisted to a large extent of a critical 

study of the published version of Saf'wat al-Safa,6 but often resorted . . 
to a contrastive analysis of' the text with an earlier Turkish version. 

His conclusions could be summarized as f'ollows: f'irst, the ancestors 

of' the Saf'avids had no blood relationship to cAli.7 Second, the 

"fabrication" of' their descent from cAl:! was accompli shed when Sh'ici te 

tendencies began to surf'ace among the ~avid religious order.B 

Kasravi drew these conclusions af'ter demonstrating the following 

facts: 

A--According to ~afwat al-~af'a, Shaykh ~dr al-Din was told by 

his father Safi that he was a descendant of 0 Ali, but was never told . 
through which line: paternal or maternal;9 namely if' he was Sayyid or 

Sharir. 10 
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7Kasrav'i, "Shaykh Saf'I," pp. 78-79. 

8ll.!,g •• pp. 70-71 and 84. 

9 Ibid., p. 67. 

1 0Ibn Bazzaz, ~af'wat al-~af'a (Bombay), p. 11. 



B--Shaykh ~dr al-Din learned f'rom a nobleman in ~fecca that he 

descended f'rom either of' cAl'i's two sons: Hlsan or !bsayn.11 

C--Shaykh Sadr al-Din was inf'ormed by his mother that his 

ancestry traced back to !f!sayn son of' cAl.'i.12 

These "stories" contained in ~af'wat al-~af'a cast great doubt on 

the Sifavids' claim to Siyadat, i.e. the descent f'rom the Prophet and 

cAll. through paternal lineage. Indeed, it would be inconceivable in 

!q§dieval times that a f'amily of' the Prophet's extraction had no full 

record of' its genealogy. This well known f'act led Kasrav:r to raise 

the f'ollowing objections: 

D--Ibn Cinabah (d.828/ 1424-25), who tabulated the genealogy of' 

the clans and families of' cAlawr13 descent in his cUmdat al-!ililib f'i 

Ansab Al Abi -!S:lib and who also spent his lif'etime in Iraq and Iran, 

made no mention of' the ~favids' immediate ancestors.14 

E--A decree of' Prince--and future Sul tan--A!:mad Jalayir issued in 

favor of' Shaykh Sadr al-D'in and dated 22 Dhu'l-Qa0 dah 773/26 May 1372 

11 Kasravi, "Shaykh ~f'I ,n pp. 67-68; Ibn Bazzaz, ~af'wat al-~af'a 
(Bombay). p. 11. 

12Kasravi, "Shaykh ~f'I ,n p. 69; Ibn Bazzaz, :;>afwat al-Safa 
(Bombay), p. 11. 

13Attributed to cAll.. 

14Kasravi, "Shaykh Sari ,n pp. 77-78. Ibn cinabah composed this 
work in Arabic. AJ. though "he was contemporary with Shaykh Sldr al-mn 
and his son Khwajah cAl.'!, he made no mention of the ~avid family in 
his genealogical 'tabulation. See: Ibn cinabah, cUmdat al-Tlilib fi 
Ansab Al Ab'i ~alib, edited by Nizar Ri~ (Beirut: D~r Maktabat 
al-~yl!t, 1963). 
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profusely enumerated the Shaykh1 s title but failed to mention any 

s pe ci al lineage. 1 5 

F--The historian !Jamd Allah Mustawfr Qazvrnr (d. 750/1349)--a 

contemporary of Shaykh ~'1--made no comment regarding the supposed 

genealogy while acknowledging his fame as a ~'i leader.16 

G--A letter of cubayd Allah Khan ruler of the Uzbeks (940 

946/ 1534-39) to Shah ~masp ridiculed the S:d'avids for the forgery of 

their genealogy. 17 

Kasravl also disputed other inf'ormation given in ~afwat al-~afa. 

He finally estab1ished that the ~favids were Iranized Kurds whose 

early ancestors migrated from the area of Sanjlir. 18 

These conclusions were confirmed thirty years later by the 

Turkish scholar Zeki Velidi To~an (b. 1 890) who examined the origins of 

the ~af'avids in an article published in 1957 in M~langes Louis 

Massignon.19 Although the result of his inquiry was identical to 

15Kasravr. 8 Shaykh Safl•" p. 74. The text of this decree is 
found in: H. Mas~. •ordonnance Rendue par le Prince Ilkhani.en Aboad 
Jal'ru.r en Faveur du Cheikh Sldr-od-Dl.n (1305-1392),• pp. 465-468; iuso 
in: Jabangir Qli'im Maqlimi, • comp •• Yaksad ..n PanHih Sanad-i Tarlkhi: ..5!.Z. 
Jaleyiran ll Pab1ayi: (Tehran: Chapkhl!nah-i Artash-i Shl!hinshi!i:hi-yi 
Iran, 1 969), p. 13-16. 

16Kasravi, nshaykh Saf'I,n pp. 81-82. See the text of the 
original passage in: Qazvi:ni:, The Geographical Part .Qf the Nuzhat 
al-Quli!b, Persian text •• p. 81; English text pp. 83-84. 

17Kasravl. nshaykh Safl,n pp. 79-80. The text of this message is 
found in: !bsayn Nava•I," ~ !ahmasb ~afavi. pp. 18-34. 

18Kasravl, nshaykh ~fi,n p. 79. 

1 9z. V. Tog an, nsur l'Origine des Safavides, n pp. 347-357. 
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Kasravi's, Togan was at first unaware of' the Iranian scholar's 

research. In a postscript to the article he stated that: "Apr~s 

avoir envoye cet article A l'imprimerie, j'ai pu voir une brochure 

per sane d' Ahmad Kasr av i, 

II .. I Z.-c...r .J '-· ---+! _,; J v-- t A 

sur la g~nealogie des Safavides: 

.. " edi tee A Teheran en 1323/ 1944.n20 

Tog an's methodology rested on the contrastive study of two 

manuscripts of ~afwat al-~afa preserved at Ayasofya in Istanbul. 

~s (A) was dated 18 Juml:ldll I 896/29 June 1491 and catalogued under 

number 3099 and MS (B), a second copy, dated 914/1508 and bearing the 

catalogue number 2123. He was therefore comparing a manuscript copied 

prior to the rise of the ~avids to power with another oopied during 

the reign of Shah Ism~:~c:rl I. He also mentioned that the late Karl 

Jahn had contrasted MS (B) with the Leiden MS number 2639 and dated 

890/1485. The Leiden MS was ret'erred to as MS (C). This comparative 

study clearly showed that the copyist of' MS (B) [i.e. that of' 

914/1508] had tampered with the original text and made additions which 

matched the Sif'avids' claim regarding their genealogy, and especially 

their descent from cAli.21 

The version contained in Leiden MS22 is almost identical to that 

given in MS (A) [ Ayasofya, no. 3099 ]. The following is a comparison 

of the transcribed texts of' the three manuscripts regarding Shaykh 

Sif'l:1s genealogy. The Lei den MS is represented by (C): 

.. 
20~ •• p. 356. 

21 Ibid., p. 347. 

22 The catalogue number inscribed on the back of this MS is 465. 
However, there is no doubt that it is the same copy that Totan 
mentioned as number 2639. The colophon indicates that it was copied 
in 890 A.H. (1485 A.D.). 

1 61 
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Kasravr and Togan's studies led to the conclusion that the 

~avids were not Sayyids and that the alteration of their genealogy 

to support their claim regarding their supposed descent f'rom cAl'! 

occurred at a later stage. However, these two authors were in 

disagreement with regard to the exact timing of' the modification: 

while Togan deemed it saf'e to correlate it with the access to power of 

Shah IsmaCU I,23 Kaa.rav! placed it during the leadership of' Khwi!jah 

0 Ali (794-930/1391-1427) or of' his son Ibrahim (830-51/1427-47).24 

Nevertheless, information contained iJII other sources tends to dispute 

both findings. Ibn ~jar al-cAsqalani's biographical notice on 

Khwl!ijah CAli made no mention of' an °Alid origin. The f'act that Ibn 

!tdar was contemporary with the latter and that .Khwajah cAl'! sojourned 

to and died in Jerusalem, leads us to believe that--up to then--the 

Saf'avids made no serious claim to the cAlawr line. . 
al-0 Asqal'an'1 stated the f'ollowing:25 
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23Togan, "Sur l'Origine des Safavides," p. 347. 

2 -4Kasrav'I, "Sbaykh 8af''I," pp. 70-71. 

2 5Ibn ~ar al-cAsqalani. Inba', 3: 427-428. 
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It is quite probable that the altered genealogy was officially 

espoused by Shaykh Junayd (851-64/1447-60). During his peregrinations 

in Anatolia--following his expulsion from Ardabil by Jahan Shah Qara 

Qoyunlu (841-72/1438-67)--Junayd was quoted by A~~kpa~azade as saying 

that his descendants were "worthier than the Prophet's companions.n26 

Such a statement is meaningful only within a Shl:cite framework. It 

implies that Junayd was not only convinced of his cAlld lineage, but 

also that he espoused Shl:cism. In fact. only within Sh!cism would the 

descendants of 0 Ali have precedence over the companions of the 

Prophet--including the first northodoxn Caliphs--in regard to the 

government of the Islamic community. Junayd' s statement led his 

interlocutor--Shaykh cAbd al-Latif--to hastily send a message to 

.. 
26A~~kpa~azade, Tevarih, p. 265. 

The original Turkish text is as follows: 

a,.o __ .,_...,.;.~t .J..3~jf u-&-!1-f =~~~ Jf,.... ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~" 

"~~..3 !.J..3Y_,I ~..3Y,t 
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Ibrahim Beg, the ruler of' Karaman (827-68/1424-63), warning him 

against the ambitions of' the ~avia leader. He wrote that "the aim 

of' this Shaykh Junayd is not religious devotion, but the violation of' 

Islamic Law [Shar"I <=at] and the claim of' power to himself'.n27 The 

altered genealogy would in fact suit Junayd's ambition f'or power by 

securing the support of' the various Sh'I0 :J: elements in Anatolia. 

27 A~l.kpa~ade, Teyarih, pp. 265-266. 
The original Turkish text is the following: 

t A "· y. • r!t ~J ~ yj!S. ' 1.5 ~.) ~,f ~ ~ f.Jo! l ~' f t) 1.ji ~ f ~ t! ,,., 
"1.5 ..l-..-.t ~ 1.) ~~ y1b ..::,.)1. f '~I '-:JJiY. ~ I.J .ill'~ d-'_,9,....1.5 ~,,. cl ~ 
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APPERDIX C 

A MESSAGE FROM SHAH ISHiciL ro Hiisi 'fURGBUD OOLU 

DATED 7 RABie I 918/23 MAY 15121 

( TOP.D.PI SABAll ~i:vi, NUMBER 5.1&60) 

This message, composed in TurY~sh and dispatched only one month 

after Sultan Selim's coronation, proves the existence of an elaborate 

network of ~favid agents within the Ottoman empire, especially in 

Ana tolia. In this letter, Shah Isml!icYl requests the 1 eader of the 

prrghud tribe to contact A!tlllad Agha Oaramanlu, a ~favid envoy to 

Anatolia, and to heed his orders; he also enjoins him to report in 

detail his activities in the area. 

1 Source: M. C. ~habet tin Tekindag, "Yeni Ka.ynak ve Vesikal.ar~n 
I)l~gl. A1 h nda Yavuz Sultan Sel im' in Iran Seferi n. 
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APPERDI.X D 

THE FA'l'Vi OF UIW. P~ADE 

CORCERNDIG THE OIZn.BisH 

Kemal Pa~azade (d. 9~0/1533) is known to have issued two f'atwas 

against Shah Ismacil and the gizilbas3: one in Turkish, and a second 

in Arabic. 1 Of the two, only the Arabic version is known. It is not 

clear whether the Arabic version is a translation of the original 

Turkish or if they constitute two separate fa twas. The present 

edition is based on the text published b,y M. c. ~habettin Tekinda~ as 

an appendix to his article on Selim's 920/1514 campaign against Iran.2 

In this~. Kemal Pall8Zade strongly indicts the gizilb'ish whom 

he considers "enemies of Islam" and "apostates" and states that it is 

incumbent upon the Ottoman Sultan to fight them. 

1 Eberhard, Osmanische Polemik gegen ~ Sa(awiden ~ ~ 
Jahrhundert; ..r;m.Qh Arabischen Handschriften; Beldiceanu-Steinher.r, "A 
Propos d'un Ouvrage sur la Pol~mique Ottomane contre les Safavides." 

2 M. c. ~ehabettin Tekindag, "Yeni Kaynak ve Vesikalar1n I:p.gl. 
Al tl.nda Yavuz Sultan Selim'in Iran Seferi." 
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Farhad Pasha (Ottoman commander) 
131 

Farrukh Yasar Shirvanshah 
53-57, 61 

Farrukhsh'l:!.d Aq Qoyunlu 115 
F~s 55, 62, 98 
Fatwas 110-112,116.170 
Ferdinand, King or Hungary 136 
Feridun Bey 54. 75-76 
Fisher, Sidney N. 79-80, 82 
Florence 25 
France 25, 28 
Franks 7, 25, 155 

Galata 23 
Ganjah-ba-kul 36 
Gattilusi (Genoese family) 23 
Genoa 7-8, 23-28 
Georgia 43, 70-72, 138-139 
Ghafrarr 74-75. 77-78 
~ 45, 48. 50 
~ 46, 52 
Ghujduwan 105 
Giblet, Moses 11 
Gl1an 33, Go, 10. 139 
Gulistan ( Shirv'!.n) 53 

Habsburgs 135, 150-151 
al-Hajjaj ibn YUsur 86 
ijajji Ghiray 26-27 
tfajj!. Rustam (Kurdish Am!.r) 85 
Halimah Begum (Ism'!.c!.l's mother) 
'so, 55 
Hamadllm 36, 84, 
Hamza Saru Gorez 
Hanafite School 
kari:!.t 35, 134 

142 
110-111 

37 

Hasan ibn cAlr ibn Abt" 'I'iilib 
'159 
Hasan Khalirah 94 
iliydar (Ism'!.Cil's rather) 48-
'57, 64, 85. 94 
Haydar Pasha 91 
Hijaz 1 02. 130 
Hilyah Karlin 33 
Ilormuz 23 , 1 22 
Hungary 25, 27-28, 131, 135-136, 

150 
Hunyadi, 
HurO::fis 
fl:usayn 
'Talib 

John 9 
40-41, 45, 128 
ibn CAlt" ibn Abt" 

159 



EUsayn Beg ShamHi 50, 54, 59, 
• 61 

Ibn Bazz~z 34. 157 
Ibn cinabah 159 
Ibn Khaldun 20. 36 
Ibn ROzbih~n. See Khunjl 
Ibn al-3a 1 igh 37 
Ibrah:r"m (Khw!:ljah CAli's son) 
38, 42, 164 

Ibrahim (Shah Ismacil's brother) 
56 
Ibrah~m Beg Karamanoglu 12, 166 
Ibrahim Maws:i.llU: 137 
Ibrahim Pasha 139 
11-Khans 21 
Ilyas Beg igUr Oglu 61 
India 5, 18, 21-22, 30, 67 
cisa Khal!fah 97 
Isfahan 58, 86, 109-110, 142 
Israndiyar Family 9 
Ishaq Karamanoglu 12 
Istakhr 55, 57-58 
Istanbul 6-8, 23, 28, 31, 87, 

107, 116, 130, 146. 150 
Italian Republics 6, 8, 20 

Jabal Mils~ 45 
Jacfar (Junayd 1 s uncle) ~1, 45 
Jagatays 67 
Jahan Shah Qara Qoyunl u 39, 41, 

43-44. 46, 165 
Jahn, Karl 161 
JalU'l rebellion 128 
Jan Birdi al-GhazzUI 130- 131 
Janissaries 93, 121, 142 
Jaqmaq (Mamluk Sultan) 45 
Jedda 18 
Jem 17-18 
Jerusalem 36-38, 164 
Jach'i (Chengiz Khan's son) 66 
Julus (Shah Isma 0 :r'l's 

coronation) 63, 71 
Junayd (Shah Isma 0 i'l's 
grandfather) 3C'-31, 38-39. !11-
48, 5!1. 63-6!1, 94.146,165-166 

Kacbah 93 
Kamakh 122 
Karaman g, 12, 14-15, 17-18, 22, 
28, 44, 73-74. 80-81, 85, 91. 
112 

Karaman Oglu, Mustaf'a 
(Rebellion) 73-74, 76","80 

Karkiya dynasty 60 

Kash~n 1!12 
Kasravi Tabrizi, A!Jmad 35, 

157. 159-161, 164 
Kastamonu g, 12 
Kayseri 22, 89, 118 
Kemal Pa~azade 110-111, 170 
Khadijah Begum (Junayd's wife) 

46-48 
Khadim cAli Pasha 95 
Khadim Beg Khalifat al-KhulaCa 
59' 61 

Khalif'ah/Khulafa 37, 48-50, 55, 
58-59,70,72.98,147 

Khalil Allah Sh'irvanshah 46-47 
Khalil Aq Qoyunlu 52 
Khaikhal 10 
Khan Mubammad Ustajlu 91, 107-

108 . 
Kharput 22 
Khayir Beg 91, 126 
Khunji 42, 51, 64 
Khurasan 3, 31, 65-66, 92, 103, 

1 05 t 1 09. 1 34. 1 37-1 3 8 
Khurram Sultan (Sulayman Il's 
wire) 142-143 

Khushqadam (Mamluk Sultan) 16 
KhusrC Pasha 135 
Khutbah 97, 137 
Khay 22 
Khwajah cAl!' 
al-D'ln's son) 

Khwandamir 63, 
Khwl!.r az m 92 

(Shay kh Sadr 
36-38. 164" 
79 

Kilia (Port) 26-27 
Kilis (In Syria) 45 
Knights of St. John 

(Hospitallers) 18, 26, 129, 131 
Komnena, Catherina g, 14 
Komneni (Rulers of' Trabzon) 9, 
46 

Komnenus, Calo Johannes 9 
Konya 9, 12, 21-22, 44-45 
Korkud (Bayezid II's son) 98 
Koyulhisar 98 
Kumrah-i Israhan 36 
Kupak Sultan Ust~jlC 133 
Kurds/Kurdi stan 35, 96, 103, 

116, 121-122, 135. 138-139. 141-
144,150,160 

La Brocquiere, Bertrandon de 
21' 28 

Ladislas II (King or Hungary) 
129 

Lahij'an 60-61 
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Lake Van 2, 103 
LUa 59. 133 
Laschari, Contantino 80-81 
League of' Cambrai 68 
Lemnos 24 
Leo X (Pope) 132 
Lepanto 24, 26 
Louis II (King of Hungary) 135 
Ludovico da Bologna 11, 13 
Lwow (In Poland) 28 

Ma.ghrib 1 , 30, 151 
Mahdi 128 
Mahmiid Beg Ramaz an Oglu 126 
Mansnr Beg Purnak 55 
Ma.righab 1 32 
Mard'!n 22 
Marj Dabiq 101, 126 
Marv 92 
Ma.sih Pasha 7 3 
Matthias Corvinus, King of 

Hungary 15 
Mazzaoui, Michel 75, 146, 156 
Mecca 21, 36, 38, 93, 127, 149, 

159 
Medina 21, 36, 38, 127, 149 
Mehmed II, The Conqueror 2, 7-8, 

11-12, 15-17. 22-24, 27-28 
Mehmed, son of Sbahinsh~h 97 
Middle East 1, 4, 6-7, 68, 100, 

130, 148, 151 
Milan 25 
Minorsky, Vladimir 44, 48, 153-

155 
M!r Abii'l-Fatb al-Hlsayni 157 
Modon 24, 26 ' ' 
Mohac5s 135 
Moldavia 26-27 
Mongols 1, 33-34, 66 
The Morea 8-9, 24-25, 68, 73-74, 
85. 100. 112 

Moscow 23 
Moukbil Bey 116 
Mughal s 5 , 1 40 
Muhammad (Prophet) 34-35, 44, 

154. 157. 159. 165 
Muhammad Chavush BaHiban 
7i-78 

Muhammad Shah (Babmanid) 18 
Mutammad Shay bani Khan Uz bek 
66. 92 

Muj'!r al-Din al-culaym'! 37-38 
Munsha'at-i Salatin 54, 75 
Murad II 39, 44' 
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Mura:d (Bayezid's grandson) 97, 
109, 129 

Murad Aq Ooyunlu 62, 83-84, 89, 
109, 115, 121-122 

MUsa Turghud Oglu 98, 106 
Mushkin 57 
Mu~~afa (Sulayman II's son) 142-143 
Mu~~afa Beg (Ottoman commander) 

121 

al-Nahrawali, Qutb al-Din 
156 

Najm-i ..s.a:nr 105 
Nakhchivan 62 
Nasrm'i/Nas'!m al-Din Tabr'iz'! 

41 
Nasir al-Din (Dulgadir) 41 
Navarino 24 
Naxos 241 
Negroponte 24-25 
Nur 'Ali Khalifah 96-98, 104, 

106 
Nuzhat al-Qulub 34 
N,ymphaeum, Treaty of 23 

Ogurlu, Mehmed 11 
6ztelli, Cahit 153 

Papacy 13, 68 
Persian Iraq 84 
Petrushevskii 50 
Pierre d'Aubusson 18 
Pir Aqmad Karamanoglu 12, 14 
Pius II (Pope) 11 
Poland 27, 28 
Portuguese 31, 67, 68, 122, 129, 

150-151 

Qahqahah (fortress) 142 
Q~jar (tribe) 61 
Qanaih al-Ghawri (Mamluk Sultan) 

aa:9o, 101, 114. 123- 12a, 149 
Qara P'!r! Qaj'~r 50, 54, 58, 61 
Qara Qoyunlu 2, 10, 39, 41-42, 

46, 49 
Qarab~h 121 
Qarachah Ilyas 79 
Qarah Iskandar 97 
Qarajah Da:gh 61 
Oars 141 
Qasim Beg Aq Ooyunlu 83 
Qa:ytba:y (Mamluk Sultan) 17-19. 

28 
Qaz Chl!'yi"ri" (location in 
Anatolia) 97 



Q~i cAskar 40 
Qazvini', &md AlUih Mustaw fi 
33. 160 • 

Qizilbash 3, 51. 53-54, 57-59, 
61-62, 64-65. 68-69. 83-85, 88-
91. 94-99. 103. 107, 111-112, 
117. 119-120, 128, 133-134, 
140, 170 

Qizi.l Uzun 36 
Quirini, Lazzaro 13 
Qum 142 

Ramazan Ol;ullar~ 6, 22, 90, 99 
Rashid al-D"!n TabYb 34 
Ray dan!tyah 1 o2 , 1 27 
Rhodes (Island) 18, 26, 129, 

131-132 
Rome 11 
al-Ruha (Urf'a, Edessa) 14 
Rumelia 95, 99 
Riiml tl ( tribe ) 61 , 1 33 
Rtlmltl, Hasan) 79 
Rustam Aq Qoyunlu 56-60 
Rustum Beg Qaram~nl.O 59 
Rustam Pasha (Sulayman II's Grand 
Vizir) 142-143 

~ 60 
Safayiyah/ Sa!' avid Order 1, 30, 
1
33-35. 36; 41. 44, 47-52, 54. 
56. 58-59, 63-64, 66-70, 75. 146 
~twat a1-~ara 34, 157-161 
Saljuqs of Rum 40 
Samarqand 105 
Sanjar (location) 160 
Sanudo's Diarii 79-60, 82, 87, 

127 
Sarah Kh a tun ( Uzun Hasan's 

mother) 12 
Sarwar, Ghulam 79, 107 
Sayyid/Siyadat 35, 77, 157, 159, 

164 
Scarcia Amoretti 80 
Selefke 12 
Selim I 3, 84, ~9-90, 93-94, 98-

1 00. 102, 104, 1 06-121 , 1 23-124, 
126-130, 132-134, 149. 151, 170 

Selim II 142 
Serbia 9 
Shafi0 ism 34 
Shah 0 Abbas 101, 145 

Shah Ism~ 0~1 1, 3, 30-32, 50-
52, 56, 59-64, 68-92, 94-96. 98-
100, 104-111. 115-121,123,125. 
127-129, 131-133, 146-149. 153-
157.161,164,167 

Shah Rukh 39, 42 
Shah Savar Dulgad~r 16-17 
Shah Tahmasp 4, 102-104, 133-

134, .137-138, 140-142, 144, 148, 
150. 157. 160 

Shahinsiih (Bayezid II's son) 
Shahquli. ('lahmasp's envoy) 
Sh'B.hquli Xqa-yi Buyi NUkar 
Shahquli Baba.Tekkelu 94-96 

-s_fahrtzul 1 43 
Shamakhi < Shirvan) 47, 53 
Shiiml u (tribe) 61 , 133 
Shams al-D"!n Lahij! 60 
Sharar Khan Ruzaki 138 
Sharif 158 
Sharur/Shurnr 62, 71, 83, 85 
Shayban"!s: See Uzbeks 
Sh~kh cAbd al-Latyf 165 
Shaykh cArab 19 

91 
144 
117 

Shaykh Sadr al-Din 34-36, 157-
159 • 

Shaykh Safi al-D~n 1, 32-34, 
70. 158: 161 

Shaykh Tiij al-DYn 33 
Shrrv~n 46-47, 50, 53, 61-62, 
71-72.76.78-79,62,141 

Shici sm 1-2, 4-5, 31 , 35, 37, 
42-44, 47-48, 51' 60, 63-64, 67. 
85. 89, 112, 146-149. 154, 156. 
158, 165-166 

ShOrah Gul 79 
Sipahls 74, 94 
Sinan Pasha 98 
Sinop 9 
SI.vas 12, 22, 98, 118, 128 
Sofia (Bulgaria) 28 
Solakzade 75, 77-78 
Stephen the Great 26 
Sudak (Soldaia) 27 
Sulayman II 4, 102-10li, 130-132, 

13li-135, 137-145.150-151 
Sulayman Beg (Aq Qoyunlu 

commander) 54 
Sulayman Safav'I 106 
Sunnism "1, 4-5, 31, 34, 36-37, 
42-44, 63, 67, 85-87. 92-93, 
147, 149 

Sul~an cAl!. Chakirlu 61 

rabarsar~n 50, 54, 59 
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Tabrtz 1, 10, 17, 22, 62-63, 
71. 83.106,120-121,155 

Tabriz'I, Fazl Allah 41 
Tabr'Izl, Mirza Ahmad 157 
Ta.hirids, rulers"of Aden 68 
Tai-i HaydarY 51 
Tajlt "Khanam (Shah Isma 0 rl's 
wife) 120-121 

Talvar 36 
Tana 8, 23, 27 
Tansel, Selahettin 104, 111 
Tarikh-1 Guzidah 33 
Tarroah 1. 30. 32 
Tarsus 90 
Tar~· 70 
Taurus 6,15-16, 19, 28, 41, 66, 
101,130,136 

Tawalish 70 
Tekindag, ~habettin 111, 170 
Tekke 94 
Tekkelu (tribe) 61, 134, 137 
Terjan 15, 79, 118 
Tevarlh-i Al-i Osman 43 
Timar 74 
TlmUr 1-2, 36, 39, 66, 86, 146 
TimUrids 10, 31, 39, 42, 92 
Togan, Ahmed Zeki 35, 160-161, 

164 
Tokat/Tuqat 14, 97-98, 128 
Trabzon 9-13, 22, 28, 45-46, 87, 
90. 99. 108, 117 

Transoxania 2, 4 31. 35,42-43, 
66. 92. 105 

Transylvania 28 
TOm.'lln Bey 127 
'tunis 19 
TUrghud (tribe) 73, 98-99, 106 
TurkhU 128 
Turkomans 2-3, 6, 9, 19, 31,38-

41, 47-48, 50-51. 54-55. 61. 63-
64, 96, 100, 146-147 

cubayd Allah Khan Uzbek 61, 133 
Ulamab Tekk.elu 137-138 
Ulmah QOll!gb! (Near Hamadan) 

84 
cUmdat al-Talie fi Ansab ll Abi 
~ 159" 

Upper Euphrates 10, 16, 41, 101, 
130 

138. 143 
61 • 133 

Uskudar 
Ust~la 
Uzbeks 2-3. 5. 31-32, 65-67, 93. 

105, 115. 134. 137-138, 
1 49-1 50 • 160 

103, 
140. 
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Uzun Hasan 2, 7-15, 17, 22, 28, 
39. 46-47. 49, 52 

Vak:U 133, 137 
Van (Portress) 141 
Varsaq 61. 73 
Venice 7-8, 13, 15, 17, 23-26, 
28, 68, 73-74. 76, 80, 87, 91. 
100' 132 

Vienna 136, 151 
Volga 23 

Wallachia 27 
Waqf 36, 74 
Western Christendom 5, 8, 11, 
28, 31. 40, 52-53, 68-68, 80, 
102, 129, 132, 148, 151 

Ya0 qub Aq Qqyunlu 52-56 
Yasbbak al-Zlihiri 17 
Yenishehr ~9, 1 07, 116 
YUrakl uj ah Mus taf'a 40 .. 
Za,yd! Sbi0 ism 60 
Zeno, Caterino 13 
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